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The Purpose of this research 1, to deters.
 ehe ortgla „„
- tha vision standard, bain, uaea
 for the ..^ ^
_a,trona«. «d aci-tlst astronaut.. A broad baaed literatute
-as carried out to avaluate the adeouacv of
 the pra8ent
otandards vhlch are aimmarired In Table I.
Ih. .cop. of
 th. literature aeareh is indicated by the
list of topics covered.
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
MI.
•mi.
IX.
X.
3d.
XII.
Atmospheric Effects
Bibliographies of Related Visual Research
Color Vision
Contrast Thresholds
Dark Adaptation
Depth Perception and Stereopsls
Displays and Visual Simulation
Effects of Vibration
Flash Bllndnees, Glare and Badlatlon Effects
Flicker Fusion Frequency
Hardware, Including Ophthalmic Instruments
Illusions and visual Perception
I. Aniselkoola
II. Autnktnesis
ill. Cyclotoroional Byo Movenants
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IT. Gn«ittti«a«l «nd VMtlbul«r Effect*
v. Night Hyopl«, Sp«c« tfyopli ad C«nsf«ld
vl. Eol« of Instruction
XXZI. ByaUgmM
nv. Oealcr Hucel* B«l<nca
XV. Phy«iop«thology
XVI. Scfnctlv* Error *nd Bcfrmetlaa
XVII. Space Plight, Including B>eana«i*Mnca and Surveillance
XVIII. Vl^iua Aculty-Dyn«iic
XIX. Visual Aculty-SMCic
XX. Visaal Fields
XXX. Visul Standard*
The voloHlnoa* literature is indicated by the abstracts included
in this report. The coverage of the literature is not exhaustive but
it does Include the Bain publications on vision standards for aviators.
FTOB the literature it 1* apparent that many of the vision testa and
procedures are inadequate or out dated and that certain physiological
aspects of vielon that are of Inportance to aviators and astronauts
have been neglected or overlooked. The priaary oversight of inoedlate
• concern in this report relates to teating for near vision capabilities.
Testing for distance vision function has been the Bain concern In
the peat. Vet in Modern aviation and In apace flight, near vision haa
risen to high laportancs while distance vision haa become elaoat unneces-
aery. The vision tests indicated in Table I could be passed even by a
person with e strabismus at the near point, and hence ere grossly Inca-
pable of Identifying those people vho have near point heterophorlas of
significance or accOBBodativa probleeH at near. Futaenore, to conpound
t*e problem, the maturation of pilot* end astronauts ultimately brlnga
tte* Into the ago of presbyopia wherein accoanodative and related near
point haterophorla problems becone acute.
The nature of many of the taste in Table I le such that precoaehing
by fellow cadets or paat experience and canon sense can allow an other-
vise unqualified person to pass the tests. A nood exleta therefore to
•ate tbe testing ooxe objective. Alternatively, greater control over
•objective techniques le needed to ensure reliable reporting of the
vision status of tbe examinee.
It la recommended that for improvements in standards, further inves-
tfcsjtlan and experimental work be carried out on the need for and methods
of leasing that night be used In the following area*.
a. Fusianel amplitudes at dietance and near
b. Fixation disparity at distance and near, a teat which might
be able to supplant the need for fusion teete
e. Visual functions of dynamic acuity and stereopsis
d. Ocular motlllty and made fields
e. Nesr point of convergence
f. Dynamic accommodation responsiveness
g. Amplitude of accommodation needed for prolonged efficient
visual performance.
Uhile changes in vision testing are Indicated, It is perhaps pro-
Baton to recontand then at this time. The areas most in need of revision
•ci 099008100 also need sore documentation and research which is prc-
fcri,msid for the next year. The following section covers the literature
afeecracted.
7 - - 7 -i. Emcrs
1916 o.s. ma AIR SERVICE MEDICAL
Ho Bete. U.S. War Dept., Air Service, Dlv. of Military Aeronautics.
Washington, D.C., Govermnt Printing Office, 1916.
Pilots were classified into one of three altitudes at which they
were supposedly safe based on tests to determine their ability to
sustain anoxia. These tests included the Dreyer epparatua. Flack
bag aod rebreachlag apparatus, pictures and descriptions are given
of each. Low oxygen has a marked effect on any defect of the eyes.
Also eee abstract under Depth Perception and Steraopsle.
1944 8COBEE. B.C. THE\ man or EJHAUSTIOS ASP MODERATE ANOXIA
OCUtAH: KD3CLK BALAMC8
Ho Eefs. Any Air Forces Sch, Avla. Mad., Randolph Field, Texas.
Proj. Ho. 292. Bap. Ho. 1. July 1944.
Tbe beteropborias of 14 aviation cadets, all with apparently 1* of
byparpborla. were Matured before and after severe physical fatigue
and moderately severe anoxia. Ha significant Increase in vertical
heterophoria was found. It also appears that the horizontal phorias
were Insignificantly affected.
19SZ CTBIS. P.A. HETIHAt ADAPTATION IH SIGHT FLYING
Do Eefs. USAF Sch. Avla. Med.. Randolph Field, Texas.
Proj. Do. 21-31-014, May 1952.
Tbe temporary loss sf tbe ability to see the horlson on dark nlghta
reported by experienced pilots is enhanced during oxygen daflelency.
Alao see abstract under Dark Adaptation.
1933 McfABUMD. BOSS A. HUMAH FACTORS IB AIR THAH3PORTATION
Bxtenaiv* Refa. McGraw-Hill Book Co.. Inc.. Hew York, 1953.
Page 157: Table of physical characteristics of the standard
acsBspliere.
Also see abstract under Illusions and Visual Perception: Anlaeikonla.
f
isu saaat. i.
A.G.
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Brrecr OF oncm mnc
/
VARIOUS ortau
22 Bafe. USAF Seb. Avia. IUd.. Randolph Field, Texae.
P«oj. Ho. 21-31-002, April 1953. ^ _ , . , , - , , - . .-.
Being • color eaturatlon threshold meter, the effect* ofi hypoxla,
alcohol, end coffee •«• atudied on the saturation thresholds of
red, green, mA bin*. Hypoxle up to an altitude of 16,000 -feet had
• vary nail effect on color eaturatlon thresholds, deteriorating
recognition of green «nd blue to • barely elgniflcant extent. Alcohol
corresponding to 60 cc*. of absolute elcohol impaired recognition
of ell three color*. Coffee improved the recognition of red end blue.
- 9 -
performance decrement rather then for comfort or survival. Dlaeuaclon
of liquid oxygen convertera, eelectloa of cabin preaaare, with
relation to "bend*", combustibility of ataoephere. The poealble
us* of halloa aa replacenent for nitrogen vaa propoaed.
1961 HAP. B.M. BFFBCTS OF OOTB8 SPACE amSOIHStlT DgQCTAHT
TO snmuuriai oy SPACE VEPOLB
•o Beta. ASD Tech. Bap. 61-201, AD 269 014, August 1961.
A literature search vaa carried out Co delineate the effect* that
need to be incorporated into a simulator to adequately simulate
the external apace environment, and thereby analyse the effect* on
the craw and vehicle. Baenaejiidatlona for further atudie* ere given.
use nun. K.f. EFFECT OP BHEATHIMG 1001 OXYCEH AT ATMOSPHERIC
PBESSUEH OPOM THE VISUAL FIEU) AMD VISUAL ACUITY
4 tof*. D.S. Bevy Sch. Avla. Mod., U.S. Bevy Avle. Med. Center,
Florida. Bee. 'Proj. HM 12-01-11, Subtaak 11, Bap. NO. 1,
1938.
Kftect ••aaored on central and peripheral fiolda and viaual acuity
measured using tangent screen, periaeter end Cleaan Acuity Meter.
Bmaults ebovBd no dacrenenta under the conditions stated for a
period of over 4 houre.
19S9 OB3KBVATIOHS OMJgC8 BgOSBD TO a
nlS THB hTitATOamhuB: A UMGgviri
STOPI OP S5 MOT
1C RADIAnOH
D PATHOI«OGICAL
H.Refs. Military Medicine. 2 :^835-8*7. 1959,,,
A study of the biological effects of s 24 hoar cxooaare to prUury ~-
casKlc radiation va* carried oat on 85 mice laonched in August 1955.
the enlaaila were at about 80,000 feet for 23 noun vhere they were
•objected %o be hit by 7350 thin-down particles. Control mica on the
''ground wero subjected to the earn* rigors ao therexperimental nice;
and then both experiment*! and control alee were allowed to live
oat their life-span. Results Indicate tha£vth«rerapparently waa^no
algnlflcant..definite evidence that the daya exposure to light- and
aediua-welght primary cosmic perticle* in the atretocphere bed sny
longtara adverse effect.
1962 MASTE1S. g.I. THE EFFECTS OP ALCOHOL AHD AHQTJA OH THB
BCTBOgHOaiAS (THESIS)
66 Beta. Tbeaia for 1962 Advanced Course In Avis. Hed.. Brooke AFB,
Texaa. 1962.
extensive review of the lltereture. Summary of effects:
Alcohol—ntsnlts in caophorla at distance and exophoria at near,
with a neutral point in alcohol effect somewhere in between.
Varteoa explanations are proposed.
 (, - . • "• '-"
Anoxia—smeb more diaagreement than with alcohol. Moat worker* note
an increase in aaophorla at distance with .altitude, while the
altuation at near Is aore'controversial. ,•,•- ,.
 ;.'- ^.
 n<
f ~ r , A l r r f J . ^ i ' - ' "
1963 ItTKBOTBTP. J.M. SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHBBK TRACK COSTAKI1MMTS
-AMP'THBIR POSSIBLE HmjOCTCB OH VISUAL
PARHCTEBS -
--- —-„-••"(• ,i' «-
.TO.Bmfa. Approx. Human Futon, 5.J 285-293, 1963.
1959 P.O.
i ai> •*«
SllBCTlOa OT A SBAIZD CABIH ATMOSPHKHK
16 Bef*., Journal of Aria. Med.. 29, 1959.
Ugh altitude balloon capsule* give'data to design a sealed cabin
to operate at space equivalent eltltudaa. Physiological .variable* '*
to be considered -are outlined. AtwnpbeT* should provide for no
Ozone can c*nae aarkad change* In several viaual parameter*. It has
been ebown to be prevent in* the cockpit sad-passenger cabin* of jet
airliner* In sufficient concentration*^  causa viaual affects in
toe laboratory, when flying in tha'lowaat region* of the Ionosphere
(reference* given imaupport). It le alao considered that'lonlaed
baman waste may becoa* highly toxic in gaaeoaa or volatile fora.
Twenty-eight aubject* were, exposed for "3 and 6 hours to thr«e
different concentrations of ozone, namely 20 ppbm, 35 pphm and SO pphn
by volome. From 3424 vlaion teat* it la ahown chat photopic visual
acalty, atereopaia, vertical phorla and color vlaion were not affected.
Batairopborlaa changed 0-4 1/2* relatively more eao- or exo- however,
while prlam divergence and convergence-elao showed marked change*.
Perimeter plot* ahowed^ avarag* Increase in field. Scotoplc vision
waa affected In every caaa. The possibility of contaminant
formation in *pac*cr*ft and the affect* on vlaion are dlacuaaed at
lamgth. _ i.'-'"
-\ .-
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19C6 P.B. 0«CBI BBBAIBUIC EFFECTS UPOD RIGHT VISIOH
THRESHOLDS
19 Kefs. 0.8. Saval Sub. Mad. Crater, Sub. Base, Groton. Conn.
Bap. Bo. 469 MP011. 99-9002.03, February 1966.
Rod ad cane night vision thresholds were measured while breathing
oxygen at an* atnosphare for pertoda op to 140 nlnutes and at 2.82
ats. for 20 minutes. On* of the five subjects showed elevated
rhrfj*.^!.!. .t 1 St. «nd two of the retaining four mt 2.62 ats.
Doth rod and cone thresholds ware lower (more sensitive) after
fating subjects Ingested 100 gran of glucose while breathing
cornea at 1 atmosphere. Breathing oxygen at 1 at, enhanced the
olcnt vision sensitivity of one fasting subject. Si* of eight
•boned • small decrement In night vision sensitivity while breathing
environmental air.
1969 lemma. P.O.
Kloaey. J.S.
Lsrl*. S.H.
EFFECT W VISICB OP REPEATED Eg-03PRE TO CO?
7 R>fs. Sub. Nad. Ree. Lab., Sub. Base, Groton, Conn.
Sep. Ho. 566. MF 12.324- 004-9015 D.01, February 1969.
Visual effects of repeated exposure to CO, at levels comwmly
regarded as innocuous were investigated. Exposure varied cyclically
ETOB 0.0JX (air) to 3.001 at one atmospheric pressure every 24 hours
for « day*. A battery of visual teats was administered during this
period and in control periods both before and after the exposure to
CO.. asms the various tests, night vision sensitivity and color
vision, for green were the only erass which repeatedly detected
iBpoirasat of efficiency during the period of exposure. All other
visual functions tested remained normal.
1939 KeFABLatlD. ROSS A.
- u -
II. BIBLIOGRAPHIES
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE SELECTION. TRAINING ADD
PHYSICAL FITNESS OF AVI ATI OH PILOTS
Nat. Res. Council Coon, on Selection and Training of Civilian Pilots
and Civil Aeronautic Authority, Washington, D.C.. 1939.
Conplete bibliography to 1939. Contents Include:
I. Phychologlcal studies.
II. Sensory tests.
III. Physiological studies.
IV. Effects of aoderate and high altitudes.
V. Medical examinations and tests of physical fitness.
VI. Human factors in airplane accidents.
VII. List of aeronautical journals.
1960 . c.o.
BQcaxschBidt. O.K.
Anderson, M.J.
DISPLAY AMD CONTROL EEQOIREMEHTS FOR MASHED
SPACE F1IGBT
175 Refs. Aerospace Had. Dlv., Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio.
WADD Tech. Rep. No. 60-197, April 1960.
Includes a large bibliography.
Sec abstract inder Displays and Visual Simulation.
D. OPTICS AND VISUAL PHYSIOLOGY (ANNUAL REVIEW)
Arch. Ophth. 65:859-902, 1961.
Includes foreign titled.
5573TQ AEBOSrACB MBDICAS.
•EKSBAECH LABORATORIES
IHDBX OF AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH REPORTS
PUBLISHED DOMHC THE PERIOD SEPTEMBER 1959-
DECBMBBR 1961
6570th Aerospace Mad. Res. Labs., Aerospace Med. Div.. Wrigbt-
Pattersoo AFB, Ohio. May 1962.
anoooa MEDICAL BIBUOGBAFHY OF RESEARCH REPORTS AND
LAMtATORIKS ' PDBLICAnOBS I8SOBD BY TUB BIOOYHAMCS AND
BIONICS DIV1SIOH
G570th aerospace Had. Ren. Labs., Aerospace Med. Dlv., Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio. June 1963.
1963 6570M AERtSPA
'
ICAL JSDSS OF ABBOSPAC8 HHD1CAL RESEARCT REPORTS
6570th Mroepac* Med. Be*. Ub... Aero.pocc Mod. Dlw.. Vrlght-
P«ttcr«oa APB. Ohio. July 1963.
1963 STEAMS. P.S.
k, C.F.
CATALOG OF SCIKHTIFIC FUBILCATIOHS 19*2-1963
U.S. Hav. Sch. Avl«. Hed., U.S. Hev. Avla. Ked. Center, Peneacole,
Florid*. Decofeu 1963.
Cleadflx! Into current rea«mxch, Inactive subteaka, terolnated
project*, joint report*, etc.
- 13-
1969 fOftnt. C.F. AHHOTAttP BIBUOCEAPBT or gpoars isstao BT
Tum»r, C.B. TO HAVAL A1EOSPACE MEDICAL IHSTITOtB. PKH3ACOLA.
FLOMDAl 30PPLEHEKT HO. 1. 1 JULY 1968-i jnia 1969
0.8. Baw. 8cb. Art*. Nad., U.S. Hav. Avla. Had. CcnMi, Penaacola,
Florida June 1969.
1966
LABO8AIOHIBS
OF ABBOSPACS MEDICAL RESEARCH
LABOKATOBTE.S RBPOBT3; AMBL-TDH HO. 63-1
TggHKffl AHRL-tmt KO. 63-137
Aeroapac* Med. Re*. Laba., Aeroapaca Med. Div., Wrlght-Pattenon
AFB, Ohio. February 1966.
Abstracts of reports by project and teak are included.
1966 STEVnSOB. S.A. A BIBUOCBAPHY OF BEPOBT3 ISSUED BT THE
L.E. BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES LABORATORY: APRIL 1946-
DBCPCBK 1965
Aeroapaca Ned. Re*. Lab*., terospace Med. Div., Wright-Patterson
AFB. Ohio. June 1966.
Includes engineering psychology, training psychology, environmental
atreaa, alnilatlon techniques and physical ootbopology.
1967 SnVEHSOB. S.A.
Johoaoo. R.A.
1966 SUFPLBMEOT TO A DIBLIOGRAPBT OF REPORTS
ISSUED BY THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES LABORATORY
Aeroapace (tod. Baa. Lab*., Aerospace Mad. Wv., Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio. April 1967.
1968 KASPAKBK. C.P.
Tomer, C.E.
AHHOTATBP BIBUOCBAPHY OF EKPOOTS ISSOBD SI
TH8 HAVAL AKBD3PACB HSDICAL, mSTITOTg. PEHSACOLA.
1 JABDAB? 1964-1 JOT.T 1968
U.S. S«v. Sch. Avt«. H*d., U.S. Nov. Avia. Ked. Crater, Fensacola,
Florida. Jaw 1968.
1931
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III. COLOR VI8ICB
P8PARTMBHT OP OOXMBRCB CONFERENCE
Ho Sola. J. Avla. Nad.. 1(236-242, 1931.
This paper concerns • group of vision experts discussing the visual
requirements fox the aviation medical examination. It vas suggested
that men should not be disqualified merely for mlaelag a couple of
Isnlhara plataa; alao several copies of the National Geographic were
useful in final testing.
1936 HHITE. M.S. TESTS FDR COLOR BUH1MBSS
48 Beta. J. Avla. Had.. 2:134-142, 1936.
Extremely good review of the work and visual teats up to 1936 is
presented; color deficiencies are also classified. It appears that
no one test was used for color vision testing but, "the ideal
nethod of attacking the problem is to supplement one test with the
other." England was using the Bdrldge-Green lantern.
1942 MBITB. M.S. A STUDY OF TUB VALUE OP THE PSSUDO-ISOCHKOMATIC
ODiOR VI8IOH TEST IN THE SSLBCtlOB OP THB
MILITARY PJLOT
1 Eaf. A.A.F. Sch. Avla. Had.. Randolph Field. Texas.
ProJ. No. 12, IBep. Bo. 1, January 1942.
It was concluded that tha teats used in pilot selection for color
vision screening were unreliable. The Ishlhara test is adequate
and should becaae standard aelectlon procedure.
1951 FAEH3HOHTH. D. PROPOSED ARMED FORCES COLOR TOIOH TEST FOR
SCHEEHIMC
Ho Kefs. Ned. Res. Lab., U.S. Nsv. Sub. Base, New London, Conn.
Rep. No. 180. 10.146-155. Color Vision Rep. No. 24, August 1931.
Fifteen pseudo-lsochroaatlc plates were selected from the Amer. Opt.
Co. selection (14 diagnostic. 1 demonstration). These were 99S
effective but the number of plates that foiled bears no relation to
the degree of deficiency. Speclflcatlona given for standard viewing
- 13 -
1951 SCfflCJt. I.
Uagat, A.C.
«
OF OPCEN DEFiqgHCT AND VARIOPB OTBBR
IB COMB SATURATIOH THRESHOLDS
22 Refa. D.S.A.F. Sch. Avla. fed., Randolph Field, Texas.
ProJ. Bo. 21-31-002, April 1953.
8e* obatract under Atoospheric Effects.
1939 . I. VISION AHD ftSTROHAlfriCS
14 Rafs. Arch. Soc. Aner. Oftal. Optoo., 11.1291-298, 1939.
Visibility of colors depends on tho area and lonlnanea of the observed
area. Threshold illuminance for correct recognition of colors is
about 10 lux; this is equivalent to a distance from the sun of about
3 tlaes the distance of the planet Pluto froo the sun. The eyes
must be. light adopted; if the astronaut scans the sky he becomes
dark adapted and a Purkinje shift results.
1962 KILLER. J.H. (Editor) VISUAL PROBUPg OF SPACB TRAVEL
Extensive Refs. Hat. Acad. Sclencea-Nat. Res. Council,
Washington, D.C., 1962.
Pages 3-4: Description of colors seen on launching and In space.
Alao eee abstract under Space Flight Including Reconnaissance
and Surveillance.
1968 WHlTCUm. M.A.
Benson. V. (Eds.)
THB MBASUBBMBHI OT VISLAL FPHCTIOH (SYMPOSIUM)
PROCEBDIHGS OF SPRING MHETIHC 1965
Eztensive Refa. Armed Forces-Nat, Res. Com. on Vision,
Uashlugton. D.C.. 1968.
The papers on color vision Include a description of the 100 hue test
and a short dlacuaslon of the laboratory measurement of color vision.
Also see abstracts under Dark Adaptation, Depth Perception and
Stereopsls, Ocular Muscle Balance, Refractive Error and Refraction,
end Vlaual Acuity-Static.
1969 HEITZHaB. P.O.
Klnney, J.S.
Lurla. S.H.
EFFECT ON VI8IOH OF REPEATED EXPOSURE TO CO?
7 Refe. Sub. Med. Ras. Lab.. Sub. Base. Grot on. Conn.
Rep. Bo. 556, KR 12.524.004-9015 D.01, February 1969.
Color vision for green shoved a repeatedly detectable Impairment of
F: Z-<P~
efficiency during a period of exposure to C02 at levels coononly
regarded as innocuous. The exposure varied cyclically from 0.03X
(i.e. air) to 3.01 at one atonepharle pressure every 24 hours for
6 "
also see abstract under atmospheric Effects.
1969 MllKB, B.D.
et. el.
, ,
HK3BARCH OH VISUAl. PROBlStC tH SPACE FLIGHT
3 Bate. NASA, Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston, Texas.- RASA
Contract HAS 9-6863. Match 1967-Ksy 1969. • ,<.
The work covers the Investigation of the optical parameters of the
Apollo preaeure suit helaets and visors and the effect of optical
distortions upon visual performance. The prlnary visual function
investigated is binocular depth perception. Qosnlts are elao Included
of work done on photpkeratltie due to exposure to 0-V radiation and
the effect of the gold coated lexan visor on color perception.
Aleo see abstract under Depth Perception and Stereopsls.
,., . ,1 i', 1C nov,
,•' - [ -s f
" ra
1946 Bl
' U1 ! ' '
IV. COHTMST TflBKSHOLPS • ,
j ^
8.B. COOTHA3T THBKSH01B3 0? THE HUMAH BTB
1 tot*. J. Opt. Soc. Amer.. 36:634-643. 1946.
Experimental date are preeented representing approximately 450.000
••reepmees mad* by trained observer* under laboratory condition*
(2.000.000 were Actually recorded). Contrast thresholds ere presented
for stimuli brlghtar and darker than their background, and for 2
valoe* of etlmulua exposure. In each caa« vtd« variations were
etme'leil In th« parametere; stimulus contract, atlaulua araa and
adaptation brightness. - '
1956 . E.B. TBAH3MISSIOB FACTORS AHP OPTICAL DR3ICM
J. Opt. Soc. Amer.. 46:740-732, 1956.
~tbl» paper la concerned with formulating the requirements which
enert be fulfilled by a realistic theory of optical laage evaluation,
end with the analytical techniques which enable these requirements
'to be met to a greater or lesser extent. Some of the short-comings
of old and present-day methods of image aaaessoent are en ran rated
and Che above-mentioned requirements are outlined. 'The Fourier
- treatment of'optical images is extended to cover systems of fairly
largei aperture and field, working in polychromatic light, end the
'"basic properties of their transmission factor* '(response functions)
er» developed. The evaluation of optical image* end of optical
is discussed In term* ot these transmission factors.
, - OPTICAL /HP PHOTOELECTalC AHALOG OF THE EYEaqua*. O.B.. SB.
•£—; „' ., - i •- llt- •• '" ~ ~—5 1 ' — '
^ Tj. Opt.'Soc: Aner'., j56:72ir73?,/1956.t i-' " *_ f ^ £'c|\ ,,r
- A photoelectric analog of the visual system ls^con*trueted.in ,;.
• , - conformence with anatomical data. The analog bos ttie fora of'a
- >, color^telavision camera chain feeding electrical signals to a
"computer" (the brain). Evaluation of characteristics"is limited to
elements preceding the computer, end particularly to the "luminance
«*»««i«i* of the color system.. Tin-primary* photoelectric transfer
-,"• " characteristics n.-f(Er) of the receptors (rods and cones) aro
computed as e function of retinal illumination (Br) from threshold
elcnal-tc—nolee ratios in the effective image area of point sources,
-.disks, and other'teet object*. The effective image area, which Is
the convolution of the object area with the eempling area of the
visual syste*v.la determined from It* Fourier spectrum. The conetant*
' of the transfer functions are established from the optical constants
of the eye, lea etorate-tlae function, end the naxleum transfer—
-r ., netfo of statistical oalta of Che rod and con*-system*.- 'There is
' •, little room for variation of constants, if they an to reaaln in
agreement with observed value*. 7b* incomplete dc rentoralion in the
H<e , f - ' - 18 -
ayatem (differentiation of edges) la.token Into account as a negative
Image component caused by feedback. System design prlnelplea are
teed as a guide In calculating tha signal integration by retinal
eleaenta and the relative photoeoaductor gain characteristics of
the receptors which are part of a system of Interdependent functions
Including the' primary charocteriatlc, the over-all transfer
chmrecterlatic to tha optic nerva linos, and tho four epatlal
Integration characteriatice represented by the equivalent passbonda
of lens and retina for the rod and cone eyotema. The final solution
la perhaps not completely unique for all functions, but does not
violate or disagree with fundamental principles or observations as
demonstrated by a comparison of the operating characteristic of the
analog with the Hunsell lightness scale, ice noise level with the
perception of external noiea; and Ite statistical transfer rat19,
relative gain, gamma, and feedback with observed data. The acuity,
contrast sensitivity, and threshold visibility of point sources of
the analog are, of course, in Inherent agreement with corresponding
propertlea of the eye.
1956 V03. J.J.
Least, A,
VISUAL COaiMST THRESHOLDS PI PRACTICAL
pgOBLEMS
Boaaan. H.A.
J. Opt. Soc. Amor.. 46:1065-1068, December 1956.
Contrast thresholds — measured with dots and Landolt rings — are
given as a function of object site and brightness for 31 observers.
The desirability of presenting upper and lower limiting threshold
curves is pointed out. Differences with the experiments of Blacfcwoll
are discussed. Tha Influence of training la shown to be negligible.
1958 SCBAPB. O.H. OH IBB QUALITY OP COLQR-TBLBVISIOH IMAGES
AM) THE PBRCEPTIOM OP COLOR DETAIL
ECA Review, 495-535, December 1958.
A theoretical and experimental study of the NTSC color system,
supported by color photographs, shows that contrast range and color
saturation obtained with commercial tricolor kneaeopos provide a
larger color space than provided by color motion pictures. In flno
detail more than 60 per cent of full color information la transmitted
and reproduced by the NTSC system because the bandwidth restrictions
of the electrical color signals (I.Q) do not affect definition In
the vertical dimension and have a smaller effect on the reproduction
of horlcoatal color detail than indicated by earlier evaluations which
disregarded tha two-dimensional nature of tho inag*. The detail
dolor reproduction appears adequate to the eye because the color
errors remaining, although perceptible, are •nail. Thle fact ID
significant because the spatial alne-vave response functions of the
, color discriminators of Che visual ayacm ara found Co be substan-
tially Independent of tho color of light and similar to the spatial
sine-wave luminance response function of th« oye.
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19*2 J.J.
Lowry, E.H.
SPIB-MAVB BB8POB.8S OF THg VISUAL 3TSTEM-
II. BIHB-HAVB AHP SQUABS-WAVE CONTRAST
BBHSmVITY
J. Opt. Soc. Aa»r.. 52:328-335, 1962.
Part X of this series described a method which yielded the alno-vavo
response of the complete visual system by assuming that the Hach
pbcnoaenon Is the result of a convolution, In the optical senoo, of
tbo object liminenee distribution with the effective spread-function
of Che visual system. This second paper is concerned with measuring
the response of tho visual system to eine-vava end square-wove
epatlal dlotributiona using the threshold criterion of contrast
eeaaltlvlty. Particular emphasis Is placed on the low spatial
frequencies, a region which Is belleved'to ba critically important
la the eochanlam of visual contrast phenomena. Results strongly Imply
Interaction of two basic mechanisms In the visual system. These
•achanlOBs may be characterised Individually as a low-pass filter
"i~r<'""i'*' (optical) and a high-peas filter component (neural, chemical,
electrical, etc.).
1KZ KBAHSKOPF. J. LIGHT PISTBIBOTIOH IH HCHAH RETIHAL IHACE3
J. Opt. Soc. Amer., 32:1046-1050, 1962.
The imago-forming properties of tha human optical system hove boon
pimrrttind with the aid of a photoelectric ophthalmoscope. The light
distributions In images of bright vertical lines formed by a double
pcBoogo through the eye optlco were measured. On the assumption that
tbo oye optics are reversible, the light distributions on tha ratlna
were computed by means of Fourier transforms. The results ara aloo
expressed in turns of the spatial frequency response functions for
the eye. Tho effects of pupil alie were examined. The best Icajjory
was obtained with a 5 mm pupil. The results confined the earlier
measurements on human eyes reported by Plament. The more recent
osporlmenta on animal-material by DeHott do not seem to bo relevant
to living human eyes.
1962 WOLFE. E.U. WIDTH OP THE HUMAH VISUAL SPREAD FUJ1CTIOH
AS DCTBBMIHBD P3TCHOMBTMCALLY
J. Opt. Soc. Amor., 62:460-469, April 1962.
Tbo response of tho human visual system to an optical image is
oooicad to bo linearly related to the logarithm of the oprond
function of the photographic system projected onto the retina
co=i>lned vlth tho spread function of the vieual system. Fron
poychophyolcal data derived from viewing (at different dlstcncoo)
a eorlea of pictures generated with different spread functlono, an
caUoato IB obtained of tha variance of tha oproad function of the
viacal ayotoa. Tha square root of this variance ranges fro=> 3p
to 8.. depending on Che techniques uaed and on the training of the
1962
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Jadfe*. Although the, realdual error* In thl* determination ere ••all,
ta*y *BOH *y*teaatlc trend*, Indicating that definition depend* on
otfcvr factor* than the coapoaite vmrlmco.
UCHT MSTMBUTIOa IN THB I MACK FORMED
BT THE LIVIIIC HOKMI ETEr.y.
J. Opt. Soc. Aair., 52:1040-1045; September 1962.
By photoelectric scanning, the light distribution wa* determined
la the aerial ophthalooaeoplc ing* of a thin light filament viewed
by ae observer with an hoaatropinlzed eye. Light distributions
i«ue obtained for various pupil aiaea and degree* of defocoalng,
at* were alao obtained with bar and grating object*. To
the llneepread function on the fundua, correction va» aade
for the double passage of the light through the optical system of
the eye on the aaaunptioo that the spread la angular measure 1* the
***•! In both direction*. The reaulto nay bo considered to depict
distribution* which are possibly broader, but certainly not narrower,
ta*B the real distribution* in the retinal inage. The line-spread
faactlao. on the fundu* waa detendned to have a half-width at half-
height of one alnute of arc for an eye In boat focus with a 3 rat
pwpil, and this *ngge*ta that the point-spread function haa half-
width 0.66 minute of arc a* an upper estimate.
1963 OPTICAL AND MOTOR FACTORS IB THE FOBMATICB
OP THB BBTIHAL IMAGE
J. Opt. Soc. Aaer.. 53:86-93, January 1963.
Becnc work on eye aoveaent, pupil and eccoc^odatlon responses lo
reviewed vitb empha*!* on the relevance of tha result* to retlnal-
iaage formation. Mffraction, chromatic and spherical aberratioa, and
trao«wlamlon characterlatlc* of the oye, and alao new findings
concerning the light distribution in the lasge In the Intact human
•ye are dl*cu*ssd. An introduction is given to the Fourier approach
to tbe analyala of the performance of the eye and visual system.
1964 SOUat. O.B.. SB. MODERN IMAGE EVALOATIOH AND TELEVISION
(THE IHFLUEMCE OP ELECTRONIC TELEVISION
08 THE KBTHOPS OF IMAGE EVALUATION)
Applied Optic*. 3:11-21, 1964.
Introduce* loot* measurement problem* brought up by the development
of eoaaerclal television. The solution to television problems has
required irowth and cooperation of optical, photographic, and
electronic aclancea. Present eethoda of analysis and the loportaace
of tea ••Altar* response, *lne-v«ve lupooa*, and tbe aolae theory
are pointed out. Present* data on the freqnancy band peas of the
1965 F.W. VISUAL ACUITt VIA LIHEAB AHALTSIS
Froeeadint* of th* SyaBOBioB oo Intonation Proc***lng in Sight
Syat«B*. 177-193. 1965.
Fourier technique* axe applied to the entire huean visual *y*te» in
analyaea of th* function* of the optic* , the retina, and the brain.
Prediction of contract «*n*ltlvlty ualng these analyse* 1* *atl*factory.
rieasnrs coatraat aenaitlvlty function* for square and alne-wave
fanrtioa*. and conaidar* binocular va •onocular reaolutlon. Binocular
acnlty 1* auperior by approximately /?. Further testing of thl*
hypothe*!* await* the location of a three eyed aubject who should
/TlaproiMBent over •onoeular viewing!
1965 CABTBgU.. F.W. OPTICAL AND HBTCTAL FACTORS AFFECTIHC
Green, D.C. VISUAL KESOIAfflOH
J. Pbyalol., 181:576-593. 1965.
1. With • neon-helluB laaer a* a light aource, interference
triage* were produced on the retina directly, thue by-passing the
effect* of the optic* of the aye.
2. Threshold contraata for reaolutlon of the** interference fringe*
were •eaaured. It waa found that the contrast aenaitlvlty decreased
rooBbly exponentially with increaae In spatial frequency.
3. The contraat aenaitlvlty of the over-all visual system waa
•eaaund with eimHar einueoldal grating* displayed on an oscilloscope.
At all apatlal frequencies the contraat aenaitlvlty was found to be
lover than that obtained with the Interference fringes.
4. By finding the ratio between the contraat sensitivities neaaured
by these two technique*, the contraat reduction due to the optics
of tbe eye waa calculated. The effecte of changes in pupil sice and
focua on the quality of the retinal Image wea determined. For an
eye with • 2 em diameter pupil the meeaured optical attenuation
agree* with that predicted for a dif f raetion-llaited syBtem. With
Increasing pupil aloe the perforaanc* of the optic* deviated
progressively froa a perfect optical sy*tea.
5. These results establish that the quality of the optic* 1* substan-
tially better than that determined by recent opbthalooacopic methods.
1965 PP. G.A. PHYSIOLOGICAL IRIADIAIIOM ACROSS THB RETIHA
J. Opt. Soc. Aa*r., 55:108-111. January 1965.
Thl* letter prevent* a mathematical consideration of absolute
threshold data for geometrical targets of various sites In consider-
ation of photo receptor properties and retinal inhoaogeneltles.
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1965 C.A. M8TMBUTIOH OF FOCUSED AMP 8TRA3 UCHT
OH THE B8TIHA PEODUCED BT A POTOT SOUKOt
J. Opt. Soc. ABcr.. 55;333-335. March 1965.
This latter considers the distribution of light on the retina from
a, point soarea. The work extends the findings of other authors by
Incorporating tha Fraunhofer diffraction pattern.
1965 OTSTHRUCR. G. APPLICATION OP FOURIER METHODS TO THE HUMAM
VISUAL SYSTEM
Proc. of the Symp. on Info. In Sight Sensory Systems, 157-161,
Soveober 1965.
This psper examines the relation between the point spread function
of the space domain and the modulation transfer function In the
spatial frequency domain to understand the foundation of human
spatial visual resolution. The transmission of sinusoidal object
distributions into Image distributions is discussed. Including the
denodulAtlon of Incoherent Imagery depending on wavelength, optical
system aperture, aberrations and defocuslng. By introduction of
fringe patterns on the retina, the effects of spatial frequency
limitations are demonstrated for coherent illumination.
1966 CMgBELL. F.W.
GablaCD, R.W.
OPTICAL QUALITY OF THE HUMAN EYE
J. Physlol., 186:558-578, 1966.
1. Optical quality of the eye was measured at eight pupil alces
between 1.5 and 6.6 mo diameter by recording the faint light emerging
from the eye; this light vaa reflected fron the bright Image of a
thin line on the fundus.
2. The nature of the Cundus reflexion was examined; It was found
that the fundus acts very ouch like perfect diffuoer while retaining
polarization
3. Using the result that the fundus acts like a dlffuser, the
recorded line images were Fourier analysed to provide modulation
transfer functions. These functions indicate an optical quality
considerably higher than that found in previous physical studies.
4. Lint-spread profiles were then derived from the nodulatlon
transfer functions. These profiles are 401 narrower than those of
previous physical studies for a 3.0 mm pupil. The narrowest profile
occurred with a 2.4 an pupil.
5. Our results demonotrate that physical and paychophyslcal studies
can yield similar estimates of optical quality. The Influence of
optical factors not cannon to both techniques is discussed. Evidence
for the existence of neural "image sharpening" mechanisms is revleved.
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1966 ourinju, F.
rnlltiMatj
w. ORIBHMXOHAL SELECTIVITY OF THE HUMAN
VISUAL 3T8TBM
J. rbyslol.. 187:437-445, 1966.
L. It is known that an object is lass detectable when It la viewed
against a background containing structure* similar to the object.
The effect of changing the orientation between the object and back-
troand is investigated.
2. Gratings of variable contrast were generated on (wo oscilloscopes;
these ware superimposed optically. The angle of orientation between
the* could be changed. The threshold of one grating, the teat grating,
m* determined in the presence of the other, the tusking grating.
3. Hhea the gratings were presented with the some orientation (and
lacked in phase) the Increment threshold of the test grating was
found to be proportional to the suprathreshold contrast of the
•ssHng grating.
4. Aa the angle between the test and masking gratings was increased
the •asking effect fall exponentially.
5. Ac 12* on either aide of a vertical teat grating Che masking
effect was reduced by a factor of two with respect to its maximum
value. Tht* angla was independent of the contrast level of masking,
the focus, and alao the phase coherence of the masking grating.
6. If the teat grating was presented obliquely the effect of
•asking was slightly less.
7. The narrow ortentatlanally tuned channels found psychophyslcally
by tbia masking technique are compared with the orlentatlonally
Beaaltlve cells discovered electrophyslologically in the visual
cortex of the cot.
1966 BMBIS. J.L.
"35&T. S.Q.
MEQSUMISMS OF SPATIAL SUMMATION
PTOC. of the Colloq. of Performance of the Eye at Low Luminance,
Belft 1963, 39-52. November 1966.
A simple nodal is postulated, analysed and compared in tares of
performance vlth data fron a vision experiment. The purpose of tho
etndy vas not to attempt to validate the model, but rather to deter-
nine whether it is possible to find a model in which tho extent of
spatial summation exhibited by the visual system can be achieved
using only the point spread function associated with retinal imagery
and probability suBmatlon. The results of the study indicate that
the slnple aodel does result in the proper degree of spatial summation,
using only the point spread function and probability summation
•echanlwse. The quantum efficiency calculation does not prove the
validity of the nodal but does show that the model Is compatible
with quanta statist lea.
*-'
1966 KBADSKOPF. J. SOM Bgjng«HT8 WITH A PHOTOELECTRIC
OPHTHALMOSCOPE
Proc. of th« Colloq. on Performance of the Ey« *t Low Luminances ,'
Delft 1965. 169-181. November 1966.
Experiments la which the line spread functions of the human eye-were
determined for white light, monochromatic light, and vlth various
pupil configurations are described. With large pupil* the., optics of
the eye are significantly poorer than • diffraction United system.
The results indicate thet neither chromatic nor single spherical
aberration limit the performance of tho eye. It Is 'concluded that
the Irregular variation In dioptric power over the piano of the pupil
la the chief Uniting factor. Another Bet of experiments Is
described In which the changes In fundua reflectivity due to pho'to-
plgaent bleaching were studied. The principal experimental variable
was the entry or exit point of the measuring bena In the pupil
plane. A direct correspondence between changes In reflectivity and
the psychophyslcal Stiles-Crawford effect teas found. These results
•By be Interpreted qualitatively as supporting the wave guide or
«nt-«m« theory of the Stilee-Cravford effect. However, it Is shown
that no simple theory of retinal reflectivity can account for the
data quantitatively.
1966 MOBCAH. R.H. THE INFLUENCE OF QUflHTPM FLUCTPATICH AND
SIHB-HAVK RESPONSE OH VISUAL PBRCEPTIOS
Proc. of the Colloq. on Performance of tho Eye at Low Lonlnsnces,
Delft 1965, 121-128. November 1966. ,
• " J r ., - I I J
~ A new sethod for the assessment of quaritua fluctuation-In single
photoreceptor systems has been proposed. , It follows principles ;
, similar to those employed in the evaluation of noise fron tecporature-
>.• limited devices in electronic systems; theft
 Llo, it postulates that
fluctuation in visual systems _ls a' function of (l)-cthe number of
- available quanta and '(2) the frequency response^ characteristics of
r the' photoreceptor; In -this paper', attention has been directed
> entirely1 to single photoreceptor systems'.' However, extension of the
methods to systems employing nultlple photorcceptors Is not difficult.
1966 BOILER. R.
HI la, R.
PHYSICAL ACT) PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS IN VISUAL
MOTLATtai TRANSFER , <- '\
Proc. of Colloq. on Performance of the Eye at Low Luminances,
Delft 1965, 105-117. November 1966.
(>
 ^ ' "v - -
Measurements of the threshold of the human eye for periodical grids
and of the modulation transfer function (HTP) of the optical part
of the eye have been carried, out. The MTF was determined from the
'light being reflected'from the retina. The thresholds for grids as
a function of spatial frequency were determined under variation of
several parameters such aa length and nuobor of-gild lines, back-
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ground luminosity and presentation tins. By taking into consideration
to* MTP, the influence of ths optical part of the visual pathway on
to* threshold could be eliminated. For unrestricted presentation
times, the results show strong and nonlinear Influences of the neural
Interactions of the threshold, especially the well known Increase of
threshold with vary small spatial frequencies. For short exposure
times. Che neural interactions decrease and apparently disappear at
presentation times shorter than ca. 10ms. At these exposure tinea,
the threshold data can be explained alone from the KTF of the optical
part of the eye. ' •'
1966 VA» BBS. F.L.
M.A. THB EFFECTS OF wAVELEBCTH AHP UMIHAHCB ONVISUAL MODOLAT10H TRANSFER
Proc. of Colloq. on Performance of the Bye at Low Luminances.
Delft 1965. 18>-192. November 1966.
The contrast sensitivity of the visual system has been determined
with variable-transmlttancm sinusoidal test objects, by measuring
the modulation-threshold a* a function of spatial frequency, for
monochromatic light of constant average luminance. Data ware obtained
for wavvlenghta of 450, 52), and 650 nm. There ie little difference
la the modulation threshold curves for red, green and blue at pbotoplc
Luminances. All three have a minimum at a best-transferred frequency
f^ in the photoplc luminance range. When the average luminance
decrease*, f,, decreases for all wavelengths, until, for scotoplc* ,,
luminance levels, contrast sensitivity Increases continuously with
spatial frequency.
1967 OmiSCH. R.H. OPTICAL PERFORMANCE OF THB HUMAN EYB
- - , 0 4 ' ' , ,
J. Opt. Soc. Amer.. 57.407-415, 196*7. ", ',, \ '' r r'Kl ' '*
The disagreement between' physical and psychophyslcal estimates' of
human optical performance ia discussed. Recent measurements of
the eye's modulation transfer functions, in whits'light-for several
pupil sixes are used to compare the(eye w^th.an Ideal'optical'system
in terms of normalised modulation transfer functions, point, Image,\
profiles, and Strehl ratloa. Several simple f undal-Image'prof 1 lea ',,.
are derived from the measured modulation transfer functions, and the
importance of these profiles to psycbophysleal meaaurementa is
discussed. Glare is considered aa ths extension of point spread
functions to large angles; experimental measurements are compared
with theories for the special case of angular target. "• ,
1967 MITCHELL, p.g.
Freemen, R.D.
Westheimer. G.
EFFECT OF OMKOTATIOH OF THB MODULATIOH
SENSITIVITY FOR INTBRFEBgNCE FRINGES OH
THf RBTINA
J. Opt. Soc. Amer., £7:246-249. 1967.
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It to now veil established that, for many teat targets, vertical
and horizontal orientations yield higher visual acuities than oblique
orientations. In order to assess the role of the optics of the eye
In this effect, focusing errors of the eye were bypassed by using
as the measure of resolving capacity the modulation sensitivity for
sinusoidal interference fringes formed on the retina. The modulation
sensitivity for vortical and horizontal orientation of the fringes
was greater than for oblique orientations for a vide range of spatial
frequencies. A similar orientation preference was found for the
cot-off spatial frequencies. Measurements of the modulation sen-
sitivity at IS* orientation Intervals indicated that maxima in
sensitivity were spaced at 90* intervals. Since the effects of
tbe optics of the eye have been eliminated, the origin.of meridional
variations in acuity must lie In the retina and/or higher visual
pathways.
1967 VJH «ES. F.L. SPATIAL MODULATION TRANSFER IN THE HUMAH EYE
1968
J. Opt. Soc. Aner., ST.-401-406, March 1967.
the contrast sensitivity of the human eye for sinusoidal illuminance
changes was measured as a function of spatial frequency, for mono-
chromatic light with wavelengths of 450, 525, and 650 nm. At each
wave-length, data were obtained for a number of Illuminance levels.
All observations were taken at equal accommodation, and corrected
for chromatic aberration. If the wavelength-dependent effects of
diffraction on the modulation transfer are taken into account, no
difference is found between the photoplc contrast-sensitivity functions
for red, green or blue. For mean retinal Illuminances B. smaller
than 300td, threshold modulation H at a given frequency Is found
to increase in proportion to B,,"1/2 (de Vrles-Rose Isw). For B.
greater than 300 td M remains a constant fraction of it (Ueber-Fechner
lav). After separation of the optical modulation transfer of the
eye media from the measured neural and a light-diffusion transfer
function. The latter can be compared with the analytic transfer
function of photographic film.
O.G. THE CCBTTRAST SENSITIVITY OF THE COLOR MECHANISMS
OF THE HUMAN EYE
J. Pbyslol., 196.415-429, 1968.
1. To isolate the color receptive systems of the eye, a sinusoidal
grating of one color was superimposed on a bright background of
another color and the threahold contrast for resolving the grating
was determined.
2. A procedure is described which allows one to estimate the extent
by which the bright background reduces the contrast of the test
grating of another color. Using this procedure, the measured thres-
hold contrasts of the test grating »ere repiottod in terms of the
effective contrast sensitivity for the composite target.
3. The effectlvity of • red background in reducing the contrast
of a green grating was found to be determined not by its apparent
brightness but rather by the extent to which it excited the green
mechanism.
4. The affective contrast sensitivities for a green grating on a
green background, for a green grating on a red background, and for
a red grating on a green background ware found to be not significantly
different.
5. Visual acuity for a blue grating on a yellow background was
reduced from normal by about a factor of six. This loss in visual
acuity vae due to both a reduction In contrast sensitivity and a
reduction in resolution.
1968 CAMPBELL. F.W. THE HUMAN EYE AS AN OPTICAL FILTER
Proceedings of the IEEE, 56:1009-1014. 1968.
The properties of the image-forming elements of the human eye are
coopered with the properties of the retina-brain system by considerIng
then as two linear optical filters in cascade. The contrast sen-
sitivity of the complete system la measured at a number of spatial
frequency on an oscilloscope. Similar gratings are generated directly
on the retina by means of Thomas Young interference, using a neon-
heliua laser ss a coherent light source. In this manner the effect
of the eye's dioptrics are bypassed. The quality of the image formed
on the retina may then be determined from these two sets of casBsure-
meats. The effect of pupil sice on the quality of the retinal image
is described to illustrate on application of the technique.
1938 S.
Scblaer, S.
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V. DASX ADAPTATION
AB ADAPTOKKTER FDR KgASBHIHC HUMAN DAW.
ADAPTATION
24 Rsfs. J. Opt. Soc. Anar.. 28-269-275. 1938.
the original Hecht-Schlaer adaptoaster la described. The peraneters
Involved in dark-adaptation are: Intensity-cad dotation of pr*edaptlng
light; the ar«a, retinal location, color and duration of the ocasurlng
light. All these are Incorporated In the apparatus.
1949 W. OP WABTIMB STUDIES OF DARK ADAPTATION.
BIGHT VISION TESTS ASP BELATED TOPICS
Extensive Befa. The Armed Forces Nat. Res. Council Vis. Com..
Vis. COOK. Secretariat. 304 Vest Hed. Building. Dnlv. of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Michigan. December 1949.
Contains a useful historical account, evaluation and procedure of
using night vision selection teats and ADA adaptation tests up to
August 1946. Abstracts of 106 papers in tho field, published between
1941 and 1946 are also included.
1951 8. HICHT VISION TRAINIRC;
AM) PRACTICE
A SUMMARY OF BESBABCB
51 Refa. From. "Blackwell, B.. Minutes and Procs. of the NEC-Armed
Forcaa Con. on Vision, 29th Meeting, 1951".
Contents Include: basic anatomy and physiology of rod vision, factors
Involved in the developnent and maintenance of dark adaptation;
limitations of vision at night; recommended techniques for optinum
seeing at scotoplc intensities; physical factors affecting visibility,
special problenn in visual perception which occur during scotoplc
intensities, description and evaluation of near vision training methods.
1951 MUELLER. C.C. SOME FACTORS IN HUMAN VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
30 Refs. Froa, "Blackwell, H., Minutes and Procs. of the NRC-Amed
Forces CoHlttee on Vision, 29th Meeting, 1951".
Includes comprehensive survey an all the accepted data up to 1951.
a description of the Radium Plaque Adaptoneter and the use of
binoculars in night vision.
1952 GUIS, p.A. RCTHAL ADAPTATIOH IM MIGHT FLYING
Ro Refs. USAF Sch. Avis. Med., Randolph Piold, Texos.
1953
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Pro]. Mo. 21-31-014. May 1932.
Temporary loss of ability to sea the horison on dark nights has
been reported by experienced pilots who regained sight of the horlton
when flying In an inverted position. Tho experimental study shows
strong evidence this is due to physiological effecta of local retinal
adaptation. The effects era enhanced during oxygen deficiency.
Aft EVALUATION OF PROBtEMS OF CHART READING
UHPER RED ILLUMINATION
28 Befa. Armed Forcaa Nat. Res. Council Vis. Conn. Secretariat,
3433 Mason Ball. Dnlv. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. January 1953.
Preliminary report Into the problea, e.g. depth of dark adaptation
required, Intensities of red light, etc. Useful bibliography.
1953 rAMSUOBTH. D.
Blllacn. B.
A COMPARISON OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR DARK
ADAPTATION RBP
17 Befa. Med. Rea. Lab., U.S. Navy Sub. Base, New London, Conn.
Rep. Bo. 219, ProJ. No. KM 002 014.01.01, February 1953.
Current specifications for red goggles, red coapartnent lighting
fixtures «ad red panel illumination for dark adaptation purposes
axe discussed and evaluated.
1953 MclAUanJH. S.C. THE EFFECT OF RED LIGHT OS THE ABSOLUTS
VISUAL THRESHOLD
1953
14 Befs. U.S. Navy Sch. Avla. Med., Pensacola, Florida.
ProJ. Bo. NM 001 059.28.02. August 1953.
An hypothesis is advanced to account for the appearance or not of red
light photosensltlcatlon in closely similar experimental sltuationa
In terra of the psychophyelcal method of threshold determination
which la employed. This hypothesis explains the appearance in the
literature on vision of conflicting data. Results sre presented to
sivport the hypothesis and to nullify the "photosensltisstlon
THE INFLUENCE OF PROLONGED STAY IN THE DARK
ON FOVEAL DARK ADAPTIVITY
FAHC. B.S.
Hwang, T.F.
7 Refa. U.S. Navy Sch. Avis,. Mad., Pensacola, Florida.
ProJ. Ho. NM 001 059.90.01, October 1953.
Two subjects wen dark adapted for periods froa 2 nlnutes to 10 hours.
after S to 7 hoars, tovesl dark adaptlvlty becane two tines as high
as after one hour. HtF*""" adapt!vlty was shown after 8 to 10 houro.
The possible oecnonlso is dlacuoacd.
1957 roots. G.
Dlsndcfc. F.L.
Sweeney. 8.J.
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pimt STUDIES o? A SCOTOFIC SENSITIVITY TEST
3 Kefs. U.S. Navy Mid. Res. Lab., Sub. Base, Hew London, Conn.
Rep. Mo. 285, Proj. No. Nm 23 01 20, Rep. So. 1, Subtask 4, June 1957.
Further experiments with « new teet of night vision sensitivity are
discussed, which had already Indicated: the sensitivity In the
visual field must be aaopled In two dimensions, site and brightness
of the teat areas can be used Interchangably,
I960 DOUBT. B.C.
McFarlxmd, R.A.
Chadvlek, B.
THRESHOLD AND RATE OF DARK ADAPTATION AS
FUHCTIOHS OF ACE AND TIME
1960
2 Befa. Hunan Factors, 2:109-119. No. 3, I960.
Two hundred and forty subjects were used, their age range being
19-89 years. It was concluded that the threshold of dark adaptation
as a function of tine was lawfully related to chronological age by
a curvilinear function. The findings are consistent with the hypo-
tbeals that dark adaptation threshold and rate of dark adaptation
depend on the bsalc underlying physiological processes that change
with age.
UMA. S.M. VISUAL ACUITY UNDER RED VERSUS HBITE
Schvartl, I. ILLUMINATION
8 Befs. U.S. Navy Ned. Res. Lab., Sub. Base. New London. Conn.
Rep. No. 326, Proj. No. MR 005.14-1001.01.10, January 1960.
The central acuity of 3 subjects was measured at 3 phocoplc levels
(11.2, 1.2, and 0.34 ft.-L) of red and white light using a multiple
checkerboard acuity tester. The red light was produced by the Navy
standard red filter. The acuity was comparable under both conditions,
showing a snail, negligible decrease under red light.
I960 MePABUHD. R.A.
DOBey, R.C.
VAX no * A>B*
Word, D.C.
DUX. ADAPTATION AS A FPMCTIOH OF ACE
A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
24 Data. J. Cerent.. 15:149-154. No. 2. 1960.
The range of Individual differences in the dark adaptation process
as a function of age is considerably greater than has previously
been supposed. Two hundred and forty male subjects, ages 16-89 were
used. Age and dark adaptation thresholds were highly intarcorrelatcd.
The correlation Improves ae the time in the dark increases. The cone
and rod thresholds are highly correlated.
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1961 DOMET. B.C.
McParlaad. a.A.
PARK ADAPTATION AS A FUNCTION OF ACE
INDIVIDUAL PREDICTION
7 Refs. Aoer. J. Ophthal.. 51:1262-1268, No. 6. 1961.
Measuring dork adaptation near the asymptote of the function requires
30-40 minutes. When It is required to screen large numbers of people,
a teat of this length Is Impracticable. Thus a short teat of dark
adaptation, predictive of thresholds near the asymptote wss developed.
The dark adaptation for 241 male subjects, ages 16-89 years was
measured. A multiple correlation of 0.91 was obtained between the
threshold sensitivity at the 40th minute (the criterion), and age
combined with dark adaptation thresholds taken at Intervals of 1
minute for the first ten minutes. A correlation of this magnitude
allows application of the regression equation to individual performance
" for the accurate prediction of terminal levels of dark adaptation
sensitivity. It was concluded that 3 minutes of preadaptatlon plus
ten minutes of measurement at intervals of one minute under standard
laboratory conditions as described permit accurate prediction of
terminal levels of dark adaptation aenaltlvlty.
1962 KIKBEY. J.S. A REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE ON NIGHT VISION
TESTING
15 Befa. Armed Forcea-NRC Com. on Vision, Visual Problems of the
Armed Forces, Washington, D.C., Pp. 3-11, W&2.
Only two new tests have appeared since Berry's review (see this
section under Berry, 1949), both of which rest on firmer experimental
facts than their predecessors. These are the Medical Research
Laboratory Test (MEL) and the Army Night Vision Tester. One variable
that affects long-term stability Is exposure to sunlight, hence
seasons! variations are large. The validity of testing Is examined
from three points of view- is the test measuring what It is supposed
to, can night vision testing be used to predict performance in a
field situation, and the relationships among a range of night vision
tasks from simple to complex.
1962 KISSBH. A.T. THE EFFECT Of HYfERTHElOgA OF PERIPHERAL
PARK ADAPTATION
4 Refa. Aerospace Hed. Div., Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio. Rep. No.
AMRL-TDH-62-133, Proj. No. 7222, Task No. 722204, November 1962.
Biochemical regeneration rate of rhodopsin might be altered if
retinal blood or tissue temperature are raised by hyperthermla
In super- or hypersonic slrcraft flight. Peripheral dark adaptation
curves were obtained on 5 subjects at comfort (21.0* C) and 65.6" C
temperatures alternately, using a modified Hecht-Schlaer adaptometer.
In 24 heat experiments, the subjects were exposed to 65.6* C ambient
air temperature for 55 minutes after which the heat was shut off
The chamber temperature declined, but the subject's renntned in
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relatively constant hypetthanlc conditions during the subsequent
35 minute* of dark adaptation teat*. The curves obtained differed
from the control*, indicating «n increase In dark adaptation rata
tnder the loosed themal atraia conditions. *
1966 KBHT. P.R. OXYGEN BREATHING EFFECTS UPOS BIGHT VISION
THRESHOLDS
19 Befa. U.S. Naval Sob. (tod. Center, Sub. Base, Groton, Conn.
Rep. No. 469 MF011. 99-9002.03, February 1966.
Rod and con* night vision thresholds were ceosured while breathing
oxygen at 1 at. for periods up to 140 olnutco and at 2.82 at. for
20 minutes. The neaaurenenta were taken on the Becht-Schloer adapt-
ometer. Ona of the 5 subjects showed elevated thresholds ot 1 at.
and 2 or the remaining 4 at 2.32 at. Both rod and cone thresholds
were lover after fasting subjects ingested 100 greets of glucoae
while breathing oxygen at 1 at.
Also see abstract under Atmospheric Effects. ,
1967 ADVISORY GROOP FDR
AEROSPACE RESEARCH
AMD DEVELOPMENT
AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENT AND COCKPIT LIGHTING BY
RBD AND WHITE LIGHT
12 Refa. Agard, Paris, Prance. Conference Procfl. No. 26, Oct. 1967.
It waa concluded that scanning an Instrument panel using, a dlo- white
light causes only a "alight lose of dark adaptation cellared to .that
which la possible to achieve after looking at equally ^  legible -red
lit Instrunouts. There to'little dlfforeBca'^n the level of adept—
ation associated with-either lot tenporaturo uhite or lunar wblto
lit Instruments. At>an' experimental level it is considered the
disadvantages of red integral lighting (Icso of color coding,
accommodation difficulties) outweigh the advantages (slightly lower
threshold). Floodlighting should be easily interchangable from red
to white, ublte being used unless the visual -task requires the aviator
to detect external objects, when it should be ted.- If cap-reading
is required, then only the llluadnatlon of the "map should be white,
the rest being red to maintain dark adaptation on the peripheral retina.
Integral and floodlighting systems should bo variable in intensity.
1968 WHIICOMB. M.A.
Benson, u. (Eds.)
THE HSASUREMSHT OF VISUAL FOHCTIOH (STOTOS1UM)
PROCEEDINGS OF SPRING MEETING 196*5
Extensive Refa. Armed Forces-Nat. Res. Coca, on Vision,, Washington,
D.C., 1968.
Contains one paper on the clinical measurement of dark adaptation
and another on it's correlation with vlaual sensitivity. ". '. " i
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Also ««a abstracts under Color Vision, Depth Perception and Seercopsls,
Ocular Kuscle Balance, Refractive Error and Refraction, and Visual
Acuity-Static.
1968 KIHMKt. J.S.
Lurla, S.N.
Heltxnan, 0.0.
ANALYSIS OT A VARIETY OP VISUAL PROBLEMS '
KNComrrBRBD DURIHC NAVAL OPERATIONS AT NIGHT
Extensive Refa. U.S. Naval Sub. Med. Center, Sub. Baae, Groton, Conn.
'Rep. No. 545, August 1968.
The contents include: a discussion of the background information
for naval lighting problems at night; the merits of red or white
lighting for naval use; coBBenta on the effecta of orange versus
red preadaptatlon.
1968 COHRN. R.H. NEAR VISUAL ACUITY UHPER LOW LEVEL REP AND
WHITE LIGHT
8 Kefs. USAF Sen. Aerospace Mad.. Brooke AFB, Texas.
SAN-TR-68-119. October 1968.
The near vlaual acuity of 17 subjects ages 35-43 years was measured
under white light and red light of 0.1 ft.-L luminance level. Near
visual acuity was significantly better under white light for acuity
demands of 20/30, 20/40 and 20/50. Visual acuity la equally good
under red or white light when the acuity demand la 20/70 or larger
and the visual acuity la equally poor under red or white when the
acuity demand la 20/20.
1969 HKITZMAN. P.O.
Kinney, J.S.
luria, .S.TC -
r
EFFECT ON VISION OF REPEATED EXPOSURE TO CO,
'7 Befa. Sub. Hod, Res'. Lab.. Sub. Base. Groton,-Conn. < , . , > . .
Rep. Ho.' 566. MF 12.524.004r9015 D.ol. February 71969. ' J '
The vlaual effects of repeated exposure to C02 »' levels commonly'
regarded as innocuous were Investigated. The exposure varied
cyclically fron 0.03X (air) to 3.0Z at one atooapharic pressure
every 24 hours for 6 days. It waa found, that night vision sensitivity
was repeatedly Impaired during the period of exposure. '
Also see abstract under Atmospheric Effects. '
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VI. DEPTH PERCEPTION MID STEBKOP3IS
1908 JAMBS. G.I.B. OB THE MEASUREMENT OP THE STEREOSCOPIC VISUAL
ACUm
5 Rets. Lancet. l.:1763, 1908.
An apparatus vaa devised on which the Howard-Dolman apparatus was
later baaed. The principle of the apparatus waa Co exclude all
monocular clues, including relative aite. Sticks of different sizes
were therefore chosen so that when viewed through an aperture at
ZO feet, even though they are at different distances behind the
aperture they subtend the sane visual angle. Mention Is also made
of a stereoscope for near based on the seme principle.
1918 U.S. WAR DEPARTMENT AIR SERVICE MEDICAL
No Refe. U.S. Wax Dept., Air Service. Dlv. of Military Aeronautics.
!. D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office, 1918.
The report states repeatedly that plane landing requires perfect
stereo vision.
Also see abstract under Atmospheric Effects.
1919 SPEARMAN. C. DI3CUSSIOM OS VISUAL REQUIREMENTS OF AVIATORS;
PACT III
No Refs. Trans. Ophthal. Soc. U.K., 39 28-36, 1919.
The landing aviator does not use stereopsla to determine hov far off
the ground is, but only the shape of the ground and apeed of approach
Hence stereoscopic vision Is only of secondary Importance In judging
distance; It le useful for judging relative distance but not absolute.
"abnormal" standards of distance judgement Is thought to be 8.0
seconds of arc. This represents approximately 24 1/2 cm for p.d.
equals 57 an to 19 1/2 am for 72.5 am p.d. The test is done with
a shutter as most judgements are done Instantaneously
1931 BEEEHS. C.
Smith, H.T.
PRESENT OPHTHALMOLOCICAL STANDARDS FOR
COMMERCIAL AVI ATI OH IS THE UNITED STATES
106 Refa. Trans. Aoer. Ophth. & Laryn., 36th Annual Meeting. 1931.
The report diseuasea the visual standards for comnerclal aviation
(1931). Certain parts of the ocular examination are clarified and
the military and cosaarcial aviation requirements are compared.
P. 316. "Binocular parallactic displacement plays little
part at the great distance at which judgement must be made In
flying."
P. 319. Case report given of exercises improving stereopsls.
P. 323' Discussion on whether a man should be disqualified
on a failed depth perception test alone.
1932 JABHAN. B.L. MOHOCULAB VISION AMD OTHER PECULIAR PHASES
OP PLYING AS REGARDS DEPTH PERCEPTION
No Befs. J Avia. Hed., Isl9li-200, 1932.
Depth perception la very Important la taking off and landing a
plxoe, especially the latter. To date there were no accidents in
which one-eyed pilots were found at fault. A flyer who learns to
fly with one eye and has never experienced binocular vision In
flying, always depends on monocular clues for depth perception and
doesn t contend with the loss of something he has never had during
flying. Monocular pilots are often good pilots In spite of their
defects and sometimes perform better than those without handicaps.
However, since there Is adequate and often excessive pilot material
available, there is no need to certify any handicapped applicant
who oust depend on one eye.
1919 HOWARD. H.J. A TEST FOR THE JUDGEMENT OF DISTANCE 1933 TOPMOELLER. U.J.
1 Ref. Aaer. J. Ophthal., £.-656-675, 1919.
The development of the apparatus was prompted by the aviation standards
(1919) In which a hand stereoscope is used, an Instrument allowing
no quantitative analysis. The apparatus Is based on James* apparatus,
(1908-see this section above), sa It eliminates all cues except
binocular parallax and retinal image site. One hundred and six
subjects were employed and tables showing their age. occupation,
vision, muacla balance, IIP accommodation, HP convergence, pupillary
dlataace, end binocular parallactic angle are given. They show a
high correlation between small parallactic angle and high quality
visual parameters. Th» b»»t performers hod either ortho- or eso-
auscle balances, noM hid ««or. The limit between "normal" and
SUGGESTED MODIFICATION OF THE DEPTH
PERCEPTION APPARATUS
No Refs. J. Avis. Hed., _3:156-157. 1933.
A device is pieced over the depth perception apparatus (e.g., the
Howard Dolman Box) like a roof, painted black and containing four
25 watt frosted light-bulbs. A small steel bracket screwed at the
four corners of the depth perception apparatus prevents the top from
slipping and keeps it stationary. This added device Is believed
to Improve the depth perception apparatus by removing shadows and
eliminating glare, and preventing applicant from looking over the
top which otherwise aldo the higher score with this teat. The
author offera no statistical evidence of improved performance In
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depth perception testing using his modification device; or whether
or not It la • common accepted modification.
ana 0.3. ABC TECHNICAL
MsOTM «-300
NOTES OB EYE. EAIU NOSE AND THROAT IN AVIATION
U.S. Army Tech. Manual 8-300, Government Printing Office, Washington,
U.C.. 1940.
The actual »«««iu»i waa not seen. The following Is abstracted froa
"McFarland, Rosa A., Human Factors In Air Transportation, McGraw-
Hill Book Co. Inc., l»t Ed., 1953." Older pilots have learned to
on secondary cues. It has been found that o new candidate oakj,ng
an average error greater than 30mo ccn improve his acore by repeated
trails, provided he has no ocular defect.
1942 TCEBCEFF. F.H. SIMPLE QUANTITATIVE TEST FOB ACUITY AND
RELIABILITY OF BIMOCgLAR STEREOPSIS
7 Befs. Arch. Ophth., 28:1000-1019. 19A2.
The Verhoeff atereoacoplc test la explained. The greatest distance
la found for which all 8 presentations are correct; the acuity la
then deduced aa follova-
acolty • distance
100 (distance In cms)
It la claimed that this test Is far superior to the Howard-Dolman
cast, one of the advantages being that it reduces guessing to a
minimum. The two taste are compared at length. In the dlecuaolon
following the paper, Aseher cements, "accommodation and convergence
. . . are of no help whatever at the diatcncco Important for flying."
1941 •BO411P. W.M. COMPARISON OP HOWAKD-COLHAH EKPTH PBRCEPTIOH
TEST. WDLFEOK GBOCP TEST OF STEREO ACUITY
ATO KEYSTONE DEPTH PERCEPTION APPARATUS
1 Baf. Sch. Avia. H»d., Randolph Field, Texas.
Pro]. No. 59, Rap. No. 1. July 1942.
Extremely low correlation observed.
1945 EVALUATION OF STBREOPqiS: A COMPARISON OF
TUB HOWARD-DOLMAN AND THE VEBHOEFF TEST
5 Beta. Arch. Ophth.. 14.357-359. 1945.
The stereoscopic threshold was determined on both the Howard-Dolman
and the Varhosff tests using 186 subjects. The Vorhoeff technique
had higher coefficients of self reliability toSuccn trials and a
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fax greater sensitivity; It was tharefora thought Superior. However,
the Howard-Dolun taat le also useful In determining starcopala along
with other attributes, as against pure atereoscoplc eblllty.
1946 S.. DEPTH PERCEPTION AND FLYING ABILITY
18 Befa. Arch. Ophthal., J6:155-170, 1946.
Thai paper la a summary of results of studies relating ocular muscle
balance to depth perception in the RCAP. An excellent survey of the
literature la Included. The apparatus employed to evaluate atereopsls
la a wooden version of Verhoeff's 1942 model reproduced three times
larger than the original. The results of the experlmenta show:
1. Good visual acuity la an Important factor In depth perception.
Fusion amplitudes and depth perception are Independent.
There waa no relationship between depth perception and
heterophorlaa in 303 subjects.
Orthophorla bears no relationship to flying ability.
2.
3.
4.
1950 MCHOU3. J.V.V. THE RELATIONSHIP OF HETEROPHORIA TO DEPTH
PERCEPTIOH IH AVIATION
236 Befa. Amer. J. Ophthal., .33:1479, 1775. 1891 (3 parts), 1950.
Includes a moat extensive review of the subject.
Also eee abstract under Visual Standards.
1950 RIPPLE. P.H.
Ullson, M.R.
AHISBIKOHIA IH AIR FORCE CAPETS ASP ITS
R8LATIOMSHIP TO THE HOWARD-DOLMAN DEPTH
PESCKPTIOH TEST
8 Bafa. USAP Sch. Avia. Mad.. Randolph Field. Texas.
Proj. Ho. 21-24-010. August 1950.
Bo relationship waa found.
1951 c.c. SOME FACTORS IN HUMAN VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
30 Bate. From, "Blaekwell, H., Minute* and Froca. NRC-Armad Forces
Committee on Vision, 29th Meeting, 1951."
The paper includes a brief survey of the generally accepted data
roncrmed with stereoscopic acuity and the discrimination of real
depth.
Also see abstract under Dark Adaptation.
r.;-
1953 AUKAa. A.
Slo<n, L.L.
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AMISEUKHIIA AND THE BCWARD-DOLMAN TEST
12 Refa. J. Opt. Soc. tor., 43:473-478, Bo. 6, 1953.
Experiments with 2 subjects shoved that anlaelkonia In the horlsoatal
meridian produced • constant error of the eaae direction end magnitude
in the setting of the movable rod as the anlsalkonla. The errors In
the Howard-Dolman teat were only 1/3 to 1/2 of that predicted froo
binocular disparity. The ocan variation about the average position
varied from day to day.
1957 CBJUOHEBOHL. S.J.
Clbla, P.A.
3PRPACB TEXTURE AHD DEPTH PERCSPTIOH
8 Befe. USAF Sch. Avla. Mad.. Randolph Field, Texaa.
Hep. No. 57-24, April 1957.
Experiments on the role of Irregular texture for depth perception
were made using a plate atereoneter to measure true and apparent
differences as trail as effect of illumination on spatial localisation.
The results were obtained using two groups of ten subjects and
indicated that the accuracy of spatial localization of plane-parallel
visual surfaces depends on the perception of separate texture
elements. I.e. grain size, grain density, and distribution and
distinctness of reference points within the surface pattern. Surfaces
with coarse and distinct grain seen at bright Illumination provided
the greatest accuracy of spatial discrimination, but even micro-
structure of surface texture improved depth perception when grit
density, grain site and conditions under which it is observed furnished
transverse disparity end stereoscopic cues.
1958 MIXER. E.F. EVALUATION OP CBKTAIK VISUAL AND RELATED
TBSTSi V. HBTIHAL RIVALRY
10 Refs. Hav. Sch. Avla. Med., Pensacola. Florida. ProJ. No.
HM 14 01 11, Subtook 6, Rep. No. 5. August 1958.
Retinal rivalry as a possible additional screening device is without
value. One hundred and twelve naval aviation cadets were examined
and It was found the alternation rates bore no relation to their
stereoscopic thresholds.
1968 miTCOMB. M.A.
BaasoB. V. (Eds.)
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THE MEASUREMENT OF VISUAL FUNCTION (SYMPOSIUM)
PEDCBEDIKCS OF SPRING MEETING 1965
Extensive Refa. Anted Forces-SRC Committee on Vision,
Washington. D.C.. 1968.
The report includes a section on distance vision Including stereopsls.
One paper consists of a brief review of the instruments to measure
stereopsls, another is concerned with the distinction between perceived
depth and distance.
Also see abstract under Color Vision, Dark Adaptation, Ocular
Kuscla Balance, Refractive Error and Refraction, and Visual Acuity-
Static.
1968 LUBIA. S.M.
Helsaman. s.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STATIC AMD DYNAMIC
STBREOACUITY
9 Befs. J. Bxptl. Psych., 76:51-56, No. 1, 1968.
Equldistaace settings were obtained fraa 50 subjects with a Howard-
Dolxoa type apparatus which waa either stationary or rotating about
the subject at angular speeds of 60-180*/second. Correlations between
settings decreased as the disparity of the speeds being compared
Increased and there was a sharp drop In correlation between the
stationary position and any speed. At any givan speed of rotation,
there was an Increase In variability of settings as the viewing
Una decreased, and a sharp increase below 0.3 seconds. A positive
localisation error was made by 240 subjects and a negative error by
260. There appears to be a relationship between positive errors and
euphoria end negative errors end esophorla.
1968 OHLBnlM. H.t. THE EFFECTS OP ALTITUDE OH CERTAIN ASPECTS
OF VISUAL PERFORMANCE
26 Befe. M.S. Thesis. Division of Opto
June 1968.
etry, Indiana Univ.,
1967 APAKS. A.J.
tevene. J.R.
STEREOSCOPIC DEPTH ASSOCIATED VTTH
CTCLOTORS1OSAL EYE MOVEMENTS
12 Rats. Brit. i. fhyniol. Optics. Z4.217r210. Ho. 3, 1967.
The conditions under which cyclotorslonal eye ooveasnta occur la
outlined. It is shown how tiny nay influence depth perception and
produce depth Illusions. An explanation Is given for the recently
reported traflc signal Illusion (Bugalskl).
Some lass of accommodation, convergence and stareopsls waa found
at altitudes up to 18,000 feet, and quantified against hypoxla.
Wllaer's theory of reduced ciliary tonua was apparently negated
iPfyim^h as a alight increase in tonua was found. No plus acceptance
at near was found despite large decrements in accommodation. Thus
no justification for the present USAF standards of minimum accom-
modation was found and an absolute minimum of say 4-5 D is suggested.
The author agrees with Scobee in that altitude has no significant
effect an the 'phorlas.
1969 MTUJ", a-P- RBSBAECH <M VISUAL PROBLEMS OP SPACE FLIGHT
5 Befa. RASA. Mnuud Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas. RASA
Contract Ho. HAS 9-6865, March 1967-May 1969.
The work covers the lnv«»tig»tlon of the optical paraaeten of the
Apollo pressure suit helasts and visors, and the effect of optical
distortions upon visual performance. The prtosry visual function
Investigated la binocular depth perception. Work was alao carried
out"on photokaretltls due to exposure to' U-V radiation and the effect
of the visual trananittance of the gold-coated lexan visor on color
perception. The apparatus used In the binocular vision depth measure-
Beats Includes:
1. The Leaf BOOB
2. Hovard-Dolaan Peg Teat
3. Space Elkanooeter
4. Tilting Plane Blkononeter
5. Tilting Lunar Surface Model
1969 LDBIA. S.M.
Kent, P.R.
THE RELATION OP "PDCTIOH" TO DTHAHIC
4 Refs. Sub. Hed. Res. Lab., U.S. Nav. Sub. Ked. Center, Grot00,
Coon. Sep. Ho. S7S, April 1969.
The relation between auction break-recovery (B/R) ratios and local-
isation •nor in a teat of dynamic atareoBculey vu examined In 73
yams e»n. Positive (near) localisation erroxo, eeophoria, high
negative spherical correction,' high adductlve and loy abductive B/Ri
ratios were found to be related.
 0 Positive! errors we're- associated with
.high adductlve and low abductive B/R-midpoints for-eoophor*s but the
relationship for exophores was not' clear. 7ho< difference- betuean
the adductlve and'abductive-ratios increaeed'oith*increasing'positive
error. Differences'between the adductlve and abductive B/R oldpolnts
were greater for esophorea than exophores and Increased with increasing
positive errors. The magnitude of the error was related to the
'•agnitude of the spherical correction which the subject wore during
the experiment. The direction and magnitude of localication errors
was not much acre predictable fro» ductloo measurements than from
'pfaorlas.
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VII. PISPLATB AND VISUAL 3PWLAIIOH
1951 RIPPLB. P.B.
Rose. H.H.
V180AL PEOBLKMS OP Plug III PRtMB POSITICN
9 tote. USAF Sch. ante. Med., Randolph Field. Texas.
Pro]. Do. 21-24-011, Bap. No. 1, August 1931.
The teat persona were aubjected to an elevated gate while la a prone
position la bed. A determination was made of the muscle balance and
ability to maintain the elevated gaxe. Elevation of 15-30* gave all
aubjacta diacomfort.
1960 HOPKIHS. C.O.
Beuerschmldt, O.K.
Anderson, M.J.
DISPLAY AMD COHTBOl REQUIREMENTS FOR MAHHBP
SPACE FLIGHT
175 Befa.
Tech. Rep-
Aerospace Mad. Div., Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio.
»o. 60-197. April 1960.
A study was aada of the display and control requirements for a Banned
orbital vehicle of the "space-ferry" type. The nlsslon includes
launch, rendesvous, re-entry and landing. Displays, controls 'and
control panels were designed to meet these requireaenta. Represent-
ations of these, were constructed and Incorporated into full-scale
nockups of cockpits for 2 alternate display and control systems.
1961 ADAMS. O.S.
Chiles. W.D.
HUMAN PERFORMANCE AS A FOHdlOH OF THE* WORK-
REST RATIO DURING PROLONGED COHTtNEMENT7
5 Beta. Aerospace Hed. Lob., Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio.
ASD Tech. Rep: No'. 61-720,' November 1961.
Many, subjects were confined for^up to~15 days whll«'"they undertook
S' perfoxaaace tasks including one to detect warning lights and one
pattern discrimination teat. It waa concluded that with proper
control of selection and notivational factors, crews can work
effectively for periods of at least two weeks aid possibly 'longer
using a,4^on and,2-off,work-rest schedule. '. ^ *- • rl '
1961 . T.F. A STOP? OF VISUAL SIMOLATIOB TECHNIQUES FOB
ASTROHAOTICAI. FLIGHT TBACTMC -'Wolpin, M.P.
Ho Refa. Tech. Rep. 607756, AD 260 093, Kerch 1961.
A study of the engineering requirements for 'visual alBulation in
astronaut flight training, and the present techniques used to
accomplish the simulation was carried out." The report Includes hoy
and why the techniques'were developed to optimise the training"' ""'
value of a simulator.
*•
1962 JOMBS. E.R
Bonn. W.H.
VI8IOM AND THE MgRCUHY CAPSULE
12 Refs. Armed Forces-HRC Coon, on Vision, Washington. D.C., 1962.
The paper contains predictions of what might be seen and hew through
the window of the Morcury eapaulo. Thla waa writtoo, of course,
before the flrat Marcory mission had taken place. Also contained
in the paper are pictures of the Instrument panels, the window,
and refraction through the latter, etc.
1962 MILLER. J.W. (Ed.) VISUAL PROBLEMS OP SPACE FLIGHT
Extensive Refs. Hat. Acad. of Sciences-Nat. Res. Council,
Washington, P.C., 1962.
Pages 20-24: Discussion of visual displays with consideration for
the various novel problems of space flight, e.g. absence of gravity
and the presence of various aeceleratlve forces.
Also see abstract under Space Flight, Including Reconnaissance and
Surveillance.
1962 MeMUBLTT. C.P. SIMULATION TECHMIQUE5 FOR SPACECREW IRAIHIHC;
STATE OF AIU. REVIEW
Ho Kefs. HBL Tech. Documentary Rep. 62-32, AD 283 343, April 1962.
Simulation technology la discussed, and the present programs for the
development of nsv techniques for spacecrew training are presented.
The requirements are given for visual simulation in a simulator,
especially those which demonstrate extravehicular views that would
have to be observed by the astronaut.
1963 PPBIPFER. H.C.
Clark, W.C.
Danaher, J.W.
THE 'PILOTS VISUAL TASK;
DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS
A STUDY OF VISUAL
33 Befs. U.S.N. Training Device Center, Fort Washington, N.Y.
Contract No. N61339-783. AD 407440, March 1963.
An analysis was mad* of the perceptual characteristics of the pilots
visual world while performing various flight tasks. Theo. ware
compared with the perceptual characteristics made available by typical
non-programed visual displays attached to flight trainers. An
experiment was then conducted in an F-100 simulator equipped with 151
visual attachments to determine training effects. It was found that
even among experienced subjects, the performance was significantly
improved, both «rtth r«B«rt to the detection of in-flight emergencies
and the maintenance of wroaynsale eublllty. Reccsaendatlona are
Bide for lnproveaento in tb« external vleus! display* of flight
simulator* to enhance. th*ir training value.
1963 BUPnENELACSH. T.P.
Johnson. A.B.
Stephen, S.C.
Uolpln, H.P.
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DEVBLOPMElft OP VISUAL SIMULATION TECHHIQUBS
FOR ASTROHAUTICAL FLIGHT TRAIMIHC
10 Befs. Behavorial Systems Laboratory, Aerospace Hod. Olv., Air
Force Systems Command. Rep. Ho. AMRI/-TDR-63-54, Vol. 1, June 1963.
This paper considers the uses of high resolution television and an
electronic planetarium aa visual simulators.
1964 CalHEH. C.A.
Obenayer, H.W.
PILOT EYE FIXATIONS WHILE FLYING SELECTED
MANEUVERS USING TWO IBSTRUMBHT PANELS
16 Refs. Human Factors. £i485-301. 1964.
Tha first panel configuration had vertically moving tape, the second
a round dial. Sixteen subjects were tested In a MB-5 Simulator
with flight characteristics of a high performance Jet aircraft.
Standardised flight profiles wore employed. The data collected
allows analysis of system performance, eye movements and a correlation
of performance and eye movements for each combination of maneuvers
and Instrument panels. There waa no clear-cut distinction between
ease of reading vertical or circular instruments, a vertical instrumant
being preferred for some measurements sad a circular for others. It
appears that the vertical panels gave more feedback from supporting
instruments through peripheral vielon.
196S CORPORAIIOM VISUAL INFORMATION DISPLAY SYSTEM5-A SURVEY
14 Befs. 96 pp. Chap. VII. Simulation Display Systems (pp.77-84),
Office of Technology Utilisation. NASA. Washington, D.C., 1968.
Interesting chapter on computer-simulated space flight, both from
the spectator and the astronauts point of view.
1968 VALVERPB. H.H. PLIGHT SIMULATORS:
AND DEVELOPMENT
A REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH
Extensive Refs. Aarospace Ked. Rea. Lab., Aerospace Med. Dlv.,
bright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. July 1968.
General review of flight simulators (research and development) alnca
1949. The report does not include mathematical models and space
flight simulators.
mi. BCTBCT8 OF VIBBATIOM
1966 HOLLAHP. C.L. PBRTOHHAHCK AHP PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
UMC TBBM VIBRATION
1968
14 Bafa. Aerospace Htd. Res. Labs., Aerospace Med. Div., Air Fore*
Systems Command, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. AMKL-TR-66-14S.
October 1966.
The .investigation-was ot huaan pertoroance- as a function of selected
parameters of simulated, random, vertical vibration environments.
Twelve subjscta wan subjected to 4 different vertical vibration
environments for 6 houre at a aeaalon. The subjects had to perform
2-dlmenalonal, eoiqpeneatory tracking and secondary visual and auditory
loading tasks. Tha visual task consisted of reactions to red asd
green warning lights. It was found that the subjecta reacted quicker
to ligbta than control when 2 cpa * power peak but slower whan
5 cpa • power peak.
B.H. IHVBSTICATIOM OF THE EFFECTS OF VIBRATICS
OH DIAL RBADISG PEBFOBMANCB WITH A HA3A
PROTOTYPE APOLLO HBKET
3 Refe. Aerospace Med. Res. Labs., Aerospace Med. Div., Air Force
Systems Command, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. AMRL-TE-67-205,
February 1968.
Slnuaoldel vibration waa used and the force of gravity waa paaaed
through the X-axis of the body (subject lying down) with vibration
la the X-exia in one experiment, and in the Y-axls in another.
Dial-reading ability waa assessed at 6, 11. end 15 Hx. with the telnet,
with and without a liner. The vibration intensity varied ±1.2 G
in the X-axis experiment, and ±0.96 G in the Y-axis experiment.
The results showed that along The X-axis, dial-reading performance
deterioreted most et 11 Hi., lees so at IS Ha. and even less at 6 Ha.
Along the Y-axle. the dial-reading performance tends to increase
with Increasing Hx., but it waa better with a liner at 6 Hi. and
without a liner at 15 H>.
1968 RUBBISTEIN. L.
Kaplan, R.
SOME EFFECTS OF X-AXIS VIBEAIIOH OS VIS DAL
ACUITY
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ExperliMnta I end II examined the effects of vibrating the head at
frequencies from 11-78 Ha. These ehowed In both the constant
acceleration and constant displacement conditions acuity is a
U-shaped function of frequency and has a ntnlnra in the range
of 26-34 Ha.
Bxperla*nt III *TT~<f«'> effects of vibrating a target. Decrements
in acuity due to target vibration were similar than those due
to head vibration under comparable conditions.
gxperle*nt .IV also axaxdned effects of vibrating the head as I and
II, except orientation of the vernier target with respect to" '
axis of vibration was changed from perpendicular, i.e. vertical,
to parallel, i.e. botlsontal.
Bo differences were found between acuity scores produced by the
vertically and horizontally orientated targets, for either the
constant displacement or "the constant acceleration condition.
6 Rafa. Aerospace Had. Res. Labs., Aerospace Ned. Div.. Air Force
System Ceeewnd, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. AHBL-TR-6S-19,
June 1968.
Four experiments were conducted to measure vernier visual acuity
during sinusoidal vibration of the head in the Y-axls (aide-to side).
In one half of each experiment, peak acceleration amplitude was held
constant at one C, in the other half displacement amplitude was held
constant at 0.0) en. Frequency was the main Independent variable.
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IX. FLASH BLIHDHE8S. CUBE AND RAMATIOH EFFECTS
1923 BHITISH JQUHHAL OF
OPHTHALMOLOGY
SBCTIOH OF OPHTHALMOLOGY; DISCUSSION OH
OPHTHALMOLOGY IH ITS RELATION TO THE NAVY.
ABM ASP AIR FORCE
1 Kef. Brit. J. Ophthal.. 2.1654-658, 1923.
Thie paper la an example of collective opinion influencing vlaual
standards rather than experimental evidence. For example, "recent
experience aeeoa to ahow that for the pilot the moat Important effect
of glare la to caUM lack of convergence and accommodation."
Also aee abstract under Ocular Muscle Balance.
1957 HAMIL10M. C.E.
Blacfarell. U.R.
THE EFFECT OF A BOHIZON-LIHK LUMINANCE GRADIENT
UPON TASCET DETECTABILITY IH ITS VICINITY
3 Bale. Engineering Research Institute, Univ. of Michigan, D.S.
Havy Bureau of Shlpa. Contract Ho. Hoba-72038, April 19S7.
Three series of experiments were reported indicating the magnitude
and spatial extent of effects of a horizon-line luminance gradient
upon the detectablllty of nearby targets.
lat aeries-targets were viewed foveally against non-uniform back-
ground fields of photoplc luminances.
2nd series-targets were viewed peripnerally against non-uniform
background fields of ecotoplc luminances.
3rd series-targets were viewed against uniform backgrounds covering
the range from photoplc to ecotoplc luminances (providing a
baals for evaluating some of the findings of the first 2 series).
The targeta were always presented for 1 second. Results showed a
luminance gradient of 2:1 from above to below the horicon-line raises
the threshold contrast by only moderate amounts. With the target
above the horlioo, the target threshold contrast Increased leas than
141 compared with the uniform field, regardless of the position of
the target with respect to the horizon-line. With the target below
the horizon, threshold contrast Increased by 391 when the target
was just adjacent to the horizon. It decreased less than 71 when
thai target was removed 20 feet froo the horizon-line. The horizon-
_line effect is reduced a* the background luminance decreases, being
' tero for acotopic luminance levels.
1958 MBTCALF. H.D.
Horn. B.E.
VISUAL HECOVEgv TIKES FROM HIGH INTENSITY
FLASHES OF LIGHT
9 Befa. Wright Air Dav. Center, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
WAOC Tech. Bep. Ho. 58-1J2, Afltle. Doc. No. AD 205543. October 1958.
subjects were exposed to a level of illumination comparable to
that likely to be encountered during nuclear operations, end their
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visual recovery waa recorded. Bxtrapoletion of the results to the
estimated bum threihold indicates a maximum recovery time ot 170
eeeoada to discriminate a brightness contrast comparable to reading
red-lit aircraft iaatrunento.
1959 LEBISH. l.J.
et. el.
OBSBRVATIOHS ON MTCB EXPOSED TO COSMIC
RADIATION IS THE STRATOSPHERE; A LONGEVITY
AMD PATHOLOGICAL STUDY OF 85 MI OR
Ho Baft. Military Medicine, 24i835-847, 1959.
See abstract under Atmospheric Effecte.
1960 STBUCHOU). H.
Bitter. O.L.
EYE HAZABD3 AND PSOTECTIOH PI SPACE
14 fiefa. J. Aerospace Mad.. 31:670-673. I960.
The report la concerned exclusively with the sun and retinal burns
(includes photographic and subjective reports). The report gives
date of solar Irradiance near the various planets and explains why
the critical time of exposure to the sun to produce retlnitla solaria
DOES HOT decrease appreciably as the sun le approached.
1961 ALLEB. M.J. A STUM OP VISUAL PEBFOHMAHCE USING OPHTHALMIC
FILTERS
Ho Befa. Aerospace Med. Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
ASD Tech. Bep. 61-576, October 1961.
A gradient density filter was found to be superior to naked vision
or other filters at about 7,000 ft.-laobers. A Link trainer
instrument panel waa used and atmospheric conditions were controlled.
1961 SBVBBIH. S.L. RECOVERY 07 VISUAL DISCRIMINATION AFTER
HIGH INTENSITY FLASHES OF LIGHT
23 Befa. Sen. of Aerospace Med. USAP, Brooks AFB, Texas. 1961.
This study attempts to evaluate the use of a Zelas Light Coagulator
ea an experimental source to determine the relationship between
exposures of high intensity light and visual recovery. General con-
clualont the Zelsa Light Coagulator may be used as a research tool
to Investigate flash blindness and whether or not it con be measured.
"Recovery from detzle is consistent and repetitive within acceptable
units for biologic experimentation." Also, the recovery time
increases with increasing Intensity of Illumination, and the functional
Ice* of vision following • doMle la decreased by increasing the
luminance of the toak to be viewed.
Iff-
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1962 SKVlga. S.L.
•aiitua. B.U
Culvar, J.P.
A HEM APPROACH TO. THE STUM OF ' PLASH' BLINDHBSS
~
' °' '
1962
9 tefs. Arcb. Ophthal., 6_7162-66, 1962. '.
Tbe study ahowad that the Koyer-Schwlckerath Zelaa light coagulator
can be used as a research.tool to1 investlgato flash'b'llndriess.
Results indicated that daiile 'recovery is consistent and repetitive
within acceptable limits for biological experimentation. All test
flashes were of 0.13 sec. duration. Two naln trends in the results
_ were found: (1) recovery tine increased with increasing intensity
of tbe test flash; (2) tins of functional visual looo following
dexsle decreased by increasing luminance of the task to be viewed.
'
 r
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1
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SAILOR. W.P. • ' SPACE RADIATION GUIDE ," - -
Carrlker, A.W. . • • , , , - - . . uj
Blwan. C.J. ,> - "
Winer. D.E. - ' ' ' ' ,. - > > '' ' ' '
- ^ - r r -
,201 Befe. Aerospace Med. Dlv., Wright-Patterson AFB, Chio.'-: ', "->
" Prol. »o AMBV-TDB-62-86, August 1962. ,., . ,,' iv- . 7'' *
' ' , , ' ; . • -< • i-r~°5
The report contains a very conprehenslye guide and bibliography.
Section* are presented on:
 ;) lff .^•'•i <-,'• ;\.r'r-*-
, 1. Solar Radiation'" ''includes sunspots, solar flares, solar
J
 electroaaanetic and corpuscular radiation, flare radiation
,- dosage, and proton events'.
2. -The. Van-Allen Belt'-- includes, inner andiouter/zones,*1 shape;'
composition; and biological effects.
 r'- ,. ^ c«~ ' ••"• \ ' - '~~
Galactic Cosmic Radiation - includes'properties and effects.
Biological Effects of Space Radlqticn-^iiqcludasiBbsorption,
human response, and biological protective oeaanres;"' " 3*
tMtmttm^"'^'-' 1 "'••- C, .- > •«-
, 3-
V?
6. Shielding Requirements for-Mann^d-Spsce.-Flight'i^71"i
passage of radiation,through'-matterr\Bndj' ~*"'' ~
-various primary ana4 secondary 'radiation's.
1968 LAPPIM. P.W
i. C.F.
AHAL7S1S OF* THE FIRST THEIMAL NUCLEAR PULSE
AND ASSOCIATED EYE EFFECTS :v<- i* ' r.
or rv -J . , . - -- - i --
2 Befa. Aerospace Mad.' Res. Labs., Aerospace Med.- Dlv.-; '
PKwtenon AFB, Ohio.- Rep. ^No. AMKL-TR-67-214, December ')1968 1""'
I ^ L ~ ! ' ' ' ' * "
The n»the»«cical presentation of the 4ata of the flrat thermal pulse
v*a obtained In the Dominic1 Test Series" in 1962. An analysis uas
•ad* of tbe retinal Irradlances ,fqrra;;the, flrat thermal pulse_energy
fnai weapon yellda of 1 to' 3,C^ kllotons/— RetinsT lyradVaneeVuere
•homf td.oacruM with increasing" yiald' and full well b«lcwthe
thraatiold born la vela for ylelda of 1 kiloton or greater. Since the
tla* to mlnimua for 1 kiloton detonation is about 2.S milliseconds
and Increases with, weapon yields,, it la~concluded,tthat closure of eye
" ~
J
 '
j -• protective devlou "naad only occur after thia tlae for-low altitude
„ - , datonmtlon1 of 1 klioton or greater.- -~s <<.*'•• ' f»'- ' •jrr^ c'J'0J
, l b , is J>5 ., >-J '-".<- - ,"', ^.,,, J. r-r
-o " '* M f J - ' T ' c - - ~ • _ _- . '. ^
 ( ( ^ , i < p:.,'v' "I'T"1
1969 "PITTS. p.Gr- iv '""i- • '"' vss. BF?ECTS' OP..ULTBAVIOLET RADIATICH aa THE BTE
' - >• ''*• ^" c ;"-, , - i'c. -3o. -i - ^ -"^ k';-'
, 25 Rafe.: USAP Sen. Avla. Had.. Aerospace Ked.MM.vi',-'Brbok8°AFB,
Texas. Prol. Ho. SAH-TR-69-10, February 1969.,,j -
i -- ^ 'c' ' " ,j ,', - -,> ,
 Ct,-^ ..^ T°'
The aourca used waa an argon gaa forced tranapiratlon arc. Calibration
tachnlquaa, atonltorlng inatruaentatlon, and procedures for studying
the affects of ultraviolet on tbe eye were presented. Babbit eyes
wera used, plua aoae human material. - Photophtbalada thresholds were
established for various oavelenghta and predictions auule for keratitls
thresholds for nan in outer apace. Electron microscopy photographs
are Included as evidence. Kasulta are presented for lethality in the
exposed rabbit cells. It was noted that the critical radiant exposure
for photokaratltla in Ban will be surpassed unless protection la
given. ^  Stress is also given to th» extreae,accuracy required of
Tjultravlolat tranamlaaion data of protective devices for it to hove
useful engineering applications.
1 ' IT1^ 'L -CO V--1'
»AV
,, ,, 4.. ;;, ^  R '? ' u l r"« ' '
, (, 7v » M"1'"'3' "i--' ''"" r
, .
'BJ "'„'.— -i
"•>* T>E, ,^ i' v
1953 J.
Slmonaon, E.
Taylor. H.L.
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X. FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY
'CHANGES III FLIOCBR FUSION FREQUENCY UNDER
3TBBSS
7 Refa. DSAP Sen. Avia. Had., Randolph Field, Texas.
21-32-004. Rep. No. 3, October 1933.
ProJ. No.
Within a framework of atudlee on changes of "fltneae", the flicker
fnaloa frequency waa determined during a control period aad under
the following conditions!
L. Moderate vlaual atraln
2. Strenuous vlaual atraln
3. Nutritional atressea
4. Miscellaneous severe stresses—hard physical work, work In hot
enviremnant and lack of aleep.
The mechanlsa Involved la depression of the fusion level when
demonstrated (starvation, strenuous vlaual work) Is not clear and
probably varies. The experiment shows the decrease of fusion level
cannot serve as an Index of degree of Involvement of the central
nervous system In biologic stresses of the type applied In this
study, or that this involvement la minimal.
1962 BgtSaER. D.E.
Miller. E.F.
EXPOSURE OP MAN TO LOW INTENSITY MAGNETIC
FIELDS
35 Rafa. U.S. Naval Sch. Avis. Had., U.S. Nav. Avla. Hed. Center,
Peaaacola. Florida. July 1962.
Two subjects were exposed for 10 days to a magnetic field of 1/1000
gaoaagnetlc field (50 gatma). The results of a number of physio-
logical and psychological teats were not affected, Including space
perception. However, decrements were observed In the visual field
and especially peripheral critical flicker frequency.
1967 BEISCHER. D.B.
HlUar. E.F.
Kaopton. J.C.
EXPOSURE OF MAN TO IOW INTENSITY MAGNETIC
FIELDS m A COIL SYSTEM
22 Refa. Nav. Aerospace Hed. Inst., NASA NAH1-1016, October 1967.
Travel beyond the earth environment will aeon near absence of a
oagaatic (laid. Thts paper is a continuation of the 1962 study
by the MM authors. It supports the previous study In that the
ecotople flicker fusion frequency gradually decreases. This la
ravened after exposure. Problems of life in a magnetic field
free environment are discussed.
k4
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XI. HARDWARE. INCLUDING OPHTHALMIC INSTRUMENTS
1918 U.S. WAR DEPARTMENT AIR SERVICE MEDICAL
No Refa. U.S.War Dept., Air Service, Wv. of Military Aeronautics
Washington. D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office, 1918.
A description and picture of the Dreyer apparatus, the Flack baa
and the rebreathlng apparatus are given.
s* *batraet under AtlBOBPn«ic Effects and Depth Perception
1933 TOPMOELLER. W.J. SUGGESTED MODIFICATION OF THE DEPTH
PERCEPTION APPARATUS
No Refa. J. Avla. Ned., 2=156-157, 1933.
See abstract under Depth Perception and Stereopsls.
1935 GLENN. C.R. A PRELIMINARY REPORT OH A PERFORMANCE TEST
FOR FLYING "
No Refs. J. Avla. Mod.. 6s14-19, 1935.
The paper diacuases the modification of the O'Rovke complex co-
ordinator. No visual considerations are made.
1938 HECHT. S.
Schlaer, S.
AN ADAPTOMBTER FOR MEASURING HUMAN PARK
ADAPTATION
24 Refs. J. Opt. Soc. Amer.. 28.269-275, 1938.
See abstract under Dark Adaptation.
1942 VEEHOEFF. P.B. SIMPLE QUANTITATIVE. TEST FOR ACUITY AND
RELIABILITY OF BINOCULAR STHREOPSIS
7 Refa. Arch. Ophthal.. .28:1000-1019, 1942.
See abstract under Depth Perception and Stereopsls.
1944 ADAMS. J.K.
Beler. D.C.
Imus. H.A.
A TEST-RETB8T RELIABILITY STUDV OP THE BAUSCH
AND LOME ORTHO-RATER WITH NAVAL PERSONNEL
No Refs. Univ. of Wisconsin, Kndlson. Wlaconaln. OSRD Rep. No. 3969
August 1944.
r
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Tne occupational vision tMU with the Orthoratar are sufficient for
the promt purposes. The far and near point teita appear to be of
equivalent reliability.
ms suun. A.E.
Gallagher. J.R.
EVALUAl'IOB OP STEREOPS1S; A OOMPARISOM OF THE
HWABD-DOUUN AND THK VBRHOBFF TEST
5 Refa. Arch. Ophthal.. 34:357-359, 19*5.
Sa« abstract uodar Depth Parcaptton and Stareopala.
PBSCHBKRC. L.S.3. DEPTH PKRCEPTIOH AHD PtTPiG ABILITY
18 Bafa. Arch. Ophthal., J6:155-170. 1946.
Ho relationship vaa found betwaan depth perception acorea, hetero-
phorla and flying ability for 303 aubjacta using a modified Verhoaff
instrument.
Also see abstract under Depth Perception and Scereopsls.
SOOBgE. H.C.
E.L.
TESTS FOR UETEROPHORIA
9 Refa. tan. 3. Ophthal., 30:436-451, 1947.
The paper la concerned vltb the conparlaon of red end white Heddox
rode in the evaluation of beterophorle.
Alao aee abetraet under Ocular Muscle Balance.
1551 BPELLBE. C.C. SOME FACTORS IH HUMAB VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
JO lets. From, "Blackuell, H., Minutes and Procs. of the HRC-Armed
Forces Coaei. on Vision, 29th Hasting, 1951."
Much data on the Radium Plaque Adaptoaeter la given, together with
e discussion of the uee of binocular* for night vision.
Also aee abstract under Depth Perception and Stereopals.
1S5* SUOVSR. H.C. HIGH ALTITUDE HELMET VISUAL PROBLEMS
1 Ref. Wright Air Dsv. Center, Wright-Patteraon AFB, Ohio. UADC
Tech. Rep. 56-572. AST1A Doc. Ho. M> 110543, Noveidbet 1956.
An analysis is made of the various vleual problems In ths design
end usege of ths high altitude suit visors. The visual problaas
Include fields of view, optical dlstortlono, eye relief, antlfogglng
and antifrosting. The design criteria for haloet visors is
outlined.
1959 BIESBlg. R.L.
AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROLLERS MB
MA-1 ALTITUDE HELMET IrlSOB
No Beta. 4 Appendices on Controller Specifications, Aero. Ned. Lab..
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. WADC Tech. Rep. 59-232, AF 33(616)-5250.Kay 1959.
The report covers the technical aspects of a contract for the
development of automatic temperature controllers for the MA-1
Altitude Helnet Visor. The controllers were designed to be nounted
inside a new high altitude helmet and to nalntain the interior
surface ta*verature of the helaat visor by control of the power
supplied to an electrical heating coating provided in the visor.
The controller is transletorlced and nay be installed in helmets
already provided by the Air Force.
1960 ALLEH. M.J.
Carter, J.a. AH IHFRA-RED OPTOMKTER TO STOW THRACCOMMODATIVE MiCHAHISM
Amer. j. Optom. & Arch. Aaer. Acad. Opton.. 37:403-407, I960.
The apparatus continuously aonltors the acco-odative state.
1961 AUKS. M.J. AJITUDY QF VISUAL PERFORMANCE USIMr.
OTHTHALMIC FILTERS
WD ,"1' Ub" Wrt8lit-P.ttar8on AFB. Ohio.ASD Tech. Rep. 61-576, October 1961.
See abstract under Flaah Bllndneas. Clare and Radiation Effecte.
1961 S8VBRIH. S.L. RECOVBRY OF VISnAL MgCRIMDlATIOS APTBR
HIGH PffENSITY FLASHES OP LICBT ~
23 Refs. Sch. of Aero. Mad. DSAP, Brooks AFB, Te«as. 1961.
See abatract under Flash Blindness, Clare and Radiation Effects.
1965 CILLKSPIE. t.tl. CCHPARITIVg EVALOATION QP USAF STAKPAHn
' "" ~LIMPROVED AZP2jS^2A HIGH
* Refs. Systems Engineering Group. Bee. & Tech. Div. Wrlaht
P.tt.r.oc AFB, Ohio. Rep. J0. 8 -^65-9, tplil 1965. "
This report la concerned mostly with the eult itself. However. It
*'—-*
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contains several photo* of the helmet and the eonplato optical
teat data of the helmet for refractive and prismatic power,
transmittance and hose.
1966 CABPEjBTBR. J.A.
Ricney. E.O.
EVALUATION OP 21 COLO VISOR
Ho Refa. USAP Sch. Aerospace Hod., Brooks AFB, Texas.
ProJ. No. SAM-TB-66-71, August 1966.
Results are given of a flight evaluation to determine if the use of
a 21 gold viaor In daylight degraded the performance of flight dutiea.
Thirteen pllote flew 17 sorties. Slightly diminished vision under
cloudy conditions waa experienced by some individuals, although missions
vare all satisfactorily completed. A 21 gold viaor la recommended
during daylight hours for eye protection from nuclear explosions.
1967 BOCCO. R.M. RESEARCH AMD DEVELOPMENT OF HELMET FACEflECES
FOR SPACE PROTECTIVE ASSEMBLIES
Bo Refs. Aerospace Med. Ree. Lab.. Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
Rep. Ho. AHHL-TH-66-193, January 1967.
The tolerances were described within which materials for facepieces
should fall. Teata were also described to evaluate the flatness,
distortion, radiation transmission, and solar irradiation of the
materials.
1968 SHOBHBBBCEH. R.W. mVESIICATIOH OP THE EFFECTS OF VIBRATION
OH DIAL READING PERFORMANCE WITH A NASA
PROTOTYPE APOLLO HKLKET
) Refs. Aerospace tted. Res. Lab., Aerospace Ked. Dlv., Air Force
Systems Commmd, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. AMRL-TR-67-205,
February 1968.
•See abstract under Effects of Vibration.
1968 IBZDia. T.J.
Kislin, B.
SPECTACLES IN THE COCKPIT
12 Eefs. Dlgeot XIX, No. VI, Pp. 16-20, 1968.
twenty-eight per cent of the required medical data for pilot candidates
la the USAF Is devoted to eye findlnga. "The visual standards for
eligibility for pilot training have changed little since their estab-
Ushaent. As of mid-year 1967 nearly 40X of the Air Force pilots
vere of Che pnibyopic mat"—this would seen to nean over 40 years
old. Aa BMt older aircraft use red cockpit lighting at night,
chromatic •barrations exaggerate presbyopia. Flat top blfocali
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are the standard issue, but others, e.g.
supplied.
baseball-type, can be
1968 DECKER. T.A.
Sperling, B.C.
Paiatanlda, T.
RESEARCH LEADING TO NEK VISION TEST TECHNIQUES
FOR USE IN THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT
90 Refs. NASA/Ames Res. Center, Koffett Field. California.
Grant No. NCR 44-012-099, October 1968.
The paper concerns the development of a space borne vision tester
for use in the NASA Apollo Applications Program. The report is ,
divided into the selection of visual functions to be measured, the
initial phasea of new teat development and the gathering of baseline
data to old in the evaluation of new vision tests. It reviews the
special streaaors of the space environment and on this basis selects
the visual parameters that should be monitored. These Include: a
teat of binocular coordination; a test of visual fields, a teat of
retinal sensitivity; a test of Intraocular pressure.
1969 OPSLEt. J.K.
Bailey. R.W.
Fischer, F.U.
AN EVALUATION OF OPHTHALMIC PLASTIC (CR-39)
LENSES Pi THE U.S. ARM? AVIATION ENVIRONMENT
7 Refs. U.S. Army Aeromedical Res. Lab., Fort Rucker, Alabama.
OSAARL Rep. No. 69-3, February 1969.
Twenty-five army aviators with various refractive errors were
selected to teet-veor both clear and tinted CR-39 lenses for 6
oonths. Subjective evaluations were made of the impact resistance,
scratch resistance, weight, optical clarity, comfort, cleaning
ease, resistance to breakage, and accumulation of foreign material.
The user's acceptance was quite good. Lens scratching vas not found
to be a significant problem. Favorable recommendations are node
concerning the general use of ophthalmic lenses for U.S. Army
Aviation personnel.
1969 MILLER. H.D.
et. al.
RESEARCH ON VISUAL PROBLEMS IN SPACE FLIGHT
S Refs. NASA, Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas. NASA
Contract No. HAS 9-686S, March 1967-May 1969.
See abstract under Depth Perception and Stereopsls.
1969 LALJBEBTE. A.J. DESIGN. DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION OP PRESSURE
SUIT SPECTACLES
Ho Refs. NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, R & D Procurement Broach,
Contract HAS 9-8090. Submitted by Unlvls Inc., Omnltech Division,
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•cote »131, Dudley, Mass. 01550. July 1969.
Tna author was comisslonad by NASA to produce spectacles suitable
to be worn in apace. As veil es correcting any errors, they oust
aleo:
1. protect agalnat both Infrared and altra-vlolet solar
radiation.
2. provide the widest possible field of vision.
3. should be able to withstand high gravitational forces
without dielodging.
The paper describes the difficulties of undar taking euch a project
and contains transmloslon curves for tha various plastic lenses
and eld£3hlalda.
1970 T.A.
Sperling, H.G.
RESEARCH LEADING TO HBW VISICH TEST TEOOIIQUES
FOB USB IN THE SPACS EHVieONMEHT
Univ. o£ Texas Graduate Scb. of Blomedlcal Sciences, Texas Medical
Center, Houston, Texas. HASA Grant No. CCR-<J4-012-099, January 1970.
This paper follows that of October 1968 tAlca dealt with the
nature of the probing and the Initial stegeo of Its Investigation.
It la coccemad with the specific procedures and instruments sat
out In tbe prevloua paper.
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XII< ILLUSIONS AHD VISUAL PERCEPTION
1. ANISEIKONIA
2. AUTOXmSlS
3. CTCLOTORSIOHAL EYE MOVEMENTS
4. GBAVITATIOm AND VESTIBOLAR EFFECTS
5. HIGHT MYOPIA, SPACE MTOTIA AKD CAHZFBU)
6. BOLE OF INSTRUCTION
1942 ELLIOT. A.J.
l.AHISEIKOHIA
RELATIONSHIP OF AHISEIKOMIA TO FLYING
PERFORMANCE 111 175 CEASED THAIHIHC PILOTS
AHD 50 EXPERIENCED PILOTS
"Canadian National Research Cornell, Ottawa, Canada. Rep. C-2151,
June 1942. Extract from KcFarland, R.A., Hunan Factors In "Air
Trsnsportatlon, McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc., Hew fork. 1953.
Anlselkonic lenses of magnification 1, 2, 3, and 4Z at axes 45*.
90*. 135*. end 180* were worn In a 8«rlea of flights on KCAF aircraft.
Host oarked effects vere noticed when landing on a level grass field
aone distance from boundaries where no perked aircraft or other
monocular clues were present. A alnllar situation would be saooth
water away froo a shore or land after a snowfall. In extreae conditions
of anlselkonla, pilots tend to fly into the ground as the latter
seeoed farther ovey then it was.
1943 DARTKOUIH BYE mSTITOTE IMCTHEHCE ASP EFFECT OF AKISEIKOHIA '
AIBCRAFT PILOTAGE
Dart. Eye Inat., CAA tech. Bep. 30, Govemcant Printing Office,
Washington, D.C.,-1943. Extract from HcFarland. R.A., Hunan Factors
in Air Transportation, McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc.p New York, 1953.i '
Two hundred and eighty cadets vere given the following tests: (1)
ntuiuanii i Test; (2) Leafrooo Test; (3) Frontal Plane Apparatus
Teat. The anounta of anleelkonle found were very ataall. No relation-
ship was found between eniaelkeola and either- (1) pilot success or
failure to pass course, (2) difficulty In landing. Nearly all cadets
had leea than II of anlaeikonla.
1950 RIPPLE. P.H.
Wilson, H.R.
AOTSEIKOHIA IH AIR FORCE CADETS AND ITS
RBLATIOBSHIP TO THE HOWARD-DOLMAN DEPTH,
PERCEPTION TEST
8 Safe. USAF Sch. Avia. Mad., Ro<2olph Field, Texas.
ProJ. No. 21-24-010. August 1950.
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Ho relationship waa found.
1951 OBIS. P.A. TUB EFFECT OF RETINAL ILLUMINATION OS VISUAL
PERCEPTION 0? SPACE! 1. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
RELATED TO A SPECIAL TYPE OF ANISEIKOHIA
62 Rets. USAF Scb. Avla. Hed., Brooke AFB, Texas.
Hap. No. 1. ProJ. No. 21-31-011. March 1951.
Analysis waa made of a special type ef sniaeikonla due to differences
In retinal illumination, the atata of rofractloa or in relational
threshold of brightness. Spatial distortion and angular disparity
between correlated boundaries of real and apparent patterns increase
aa differences in retinal illumination, refraction, and sensitivity
to light Increase. Threshold amplitude of depth discrimination
remains constant.
1953 AUMAB. A.
Sloan, L.L.
AHISEIKONIA AND THE HOWARD-DOLMAN TEST
12 Befs. J. Opt. Soc. Amer., 43:473-478. Ho. 6, 1953.
See abstract under Depth Perception and Stereopals.
1953 McPABLAHD. R.A. HUMAN FACTORS IN AIR TRANSPORTATION
Extensive Befs. McCrav-Hlll Book Co. Inc.. New York, 1953.
Page 138. "Present visual selection procedures (of aviation pilots)
baaed on high visual acuity, low refractive errors, and good muscle
balance would tend to eliminate subjects with over IX of Image
disparity. There eeeoa little Justification for including tests for
anlaelkonla in routine selection, although they may be useful as
diagnostic measures in examining borderline cases."
Also see abstract under Atmospheric Effects.
1962 KILLER. E.F.
Crarblel. A.
11. AUIOKIHE3IS
COMPAMSOM OF AUTOKINKTIC MOVEMENT PERCEIVED
M NORMAL PBR50H5 ASP BEAT SUBJECTS VIITH
BILATERAL LABYRINTHINE DEFECTS
10 Befs. Aerospace Hed.. 33:1077-1080, 1962.
The main conclusion using 9 noroal and 9 bilateral labyrinthine
defective subjects waa that the sensory orjtne of the Inner ear
are not essential for the perception of autoklnetlc movement.
1967 PITTS. P.O.
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VISUAL ILLUSIONS AND AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
101 Refe. USAF Sch. Avla. Hed., Brooka AFB, Texaa.
SAM-TR-67-28. April 1967.
A complete discussion of spatial dlsorlentatlon and autoklnetlc,
oculogyral, oculogravlc and corlolis illusions la given. Proposed
research is outlined and recommendations are given for minimizing
the effects of illusions on the pilot. Darkness. Inclement
weather and emotional stress factors are discussed.
m CYCLOTOBSIONAL EYE MOVEHEHTS
1838 HBKATSTOHE. C. COHTEIBUTIOHS TO THE PHYSIOLOGY OF VISION
Phil. Trans. R, Soc., 371-394. 1838.
1840 TOPRTUAL. J. BBRICHT UBEB DIE HEISTUNCEN IM CBBIETE PER
FHYSIOLOGIE PER SINNE. INSBESANDERE DBS
BESICHTSSINNES
Muller's Arch. Anat. N. Fhyslol., 56, 1840.
1854 GRAEFE. A. mm
v. Craefes Arch. Ophthal.. j.-28-50, 1854
1961 AUBERT. H.
Vlrcbowa Arch., 20.381-393, 1861.
BEITRAGE ZUK POTSIOLOGIE BND PATHOLOCIE PER
SCHIEFEH AUGENMDSKBLN
EINB SCHEINBORE BEDEUTENDE DREHUNC VON OBJSV.TEH
BE! NEICUNG DBS KOPFES NACH RECHIS ODER LINKS
1865 JAVAL. E. DB LA NEUTRALISATION DANS L'ACTE DE LA VISION
Ann. Oculist. Paris, 54:5-16, 1865.
1868 HAGEL. A. USER DIB VOBKOMKEH VOM WAHREH ROLUTHGCT DBS
AUCES UM DIE GE8ICHTSLINIE
Arch. f. Ophthal., .14:228-246, 1868.
1BJD
1870
1871
1871
1874
187*
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I
BODJREHUSGEH PER ABCEH BSI
SErTWABTSHEICUNCai DBS K07FE3 STATT
•aappa Arch. Aug«n-0hr«nhallk, Ii232, 1870.
B. F.C. DIB BEWKCPHflEH DBS AUCES. VKRAHSCHAOBUCHT
BIRCH DAS FHAHOTHTHAIKOTROP
». Grufea Arch. Ophtbal.. 16:154. 1870
GMlAfJX* A. SIH BBIIRAC ZUR LEHB3 TON DBS AUCEHBBITOCU3CKH
». Graefw Arch. Ophthal., .17:107. 1871.
I. M. BEITBACL ZPR LEHRE VO.) DBS MICEHBEWEGTOffiN
•*. Graefea Arch. Ophthal., 17:233, 1871.
J. . . . OBEB PIE tWBSlOU PER BOCBHGAHCB DBS
OHHLABBYIOTBES
. (ted. Jihib.. ^:72-124. 1874.
M.E. OVBHPAHALLEL ROLBEHEGE1GSH DBR OOGEM
. Proofschrlft. Oodonoch. Fhyalol. Laborat to Otracht.
. 1874.
Arch. Physlol., 6^ -687-692, 1894.
. C.H.
IBM «nmtrK/>H. at.
A.
1695
1B»6
1897
SDR LB "KODVEMHNT BE BOUE" DU GLOBE OCULOIRE
SB PHOPPISAHT PBHDABT L'lHCLINATIOK LATE RALE
ce LA •
HOTAIIOH IH OBLIQUE ASTIGMATISM
Ophthal. Rec.. S.I17J-178, 1895.
EU M.A. UBEH KOMPEHSA10MSCHE UADPaEBUHCSNPER AUCBtl
Z. Phyalol. P«ychol. Slaneaorg. 12:331-354. 1896.
M.b. EB LA BOTATIOH COMPEBSfflMCB PE L'OEIL EH CAS
D' INCLIHATIOW A DHOI? 01) A COUCHE DE LA tETE
Arch. Ophthal. Parlo, 17:465-474, 1897.
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1897 STEVEHS. C.T.
Arch. Ophth.l.. 26:181-203. 1897.
THE DIESCTIOHS OF THE APPAHEHT VERTICAL AND
HOHI20HTAL MBBIDIANS OP THE RETINA . . .
1900 UOFMAHM. F.B.
Blelichovaky, A.
USER DIE PER WILEUR EHTZOCEHKN FUSEOHS
BBUHCOHGSHHRR AUGEH
Arch. ges. Phyalol.. 80.1-40, 1900.
1915 LOBIHC. M.W. All mVBSTICATIOS OP THE LAW OP EYE MOVKKEHTS
Paychol. Bev., 22:354-370, 1915.
1924 DeKLgra. A.
Veratecgb. C.
A METHOD OP DBTBHHUnjJC THE COMPENSATOBY
POSITIOH OP THE HDMAH EYE
Acta. Oto-l«ryn« (Stockholm, ^: 170-174, 1924.
1926 AHES. A. CTCLOPHOHIA
Aaer. J. Physlol. Opt., 2-3-38, 1926.
1928 BBOim. C.C. PERCEPTION OP DEPTH WITH MS08IEHTBP VTSIOH
Brit. J. Paychol.. 19:117-146, 1928.
IHVEST1CAIIOH OP THE OODOTER-ROU.IHC OF THE
EYES IN OPTIMUM HEAD POSITIOHS
1928 KOMPASEJETZ. S.
Acta Oto-laryng (Stockholm). 12:332-350. 1928.
1929 tlOJI. R.
v. Graefea Arch. Ophthal.. 122:562-571, 1929.
1930 FISCHER. M.B.
UBER OPTISOB EBZWUKGEHK PAALLELE ROLUfflGEM
PER AUCEH
MBS3ESDE UHTERSUCHUHCEM LIBER DIB CECEMRDLLUNC
DEB AUGKH IMP DIE HCKALESATION PER SCHEINBAREH
VERIKALEH BIB SBITLICHE8 HEICUHC DES
CESAKTKORPERS BIS ZD 360*
v. Graefea Arch. Ophthal., 123.476-508, 1930.
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US4 ams. M.J.
lami. J. Of torn., 31:297-307, 1954
THE DEPENPSHCE OF CVCLOPHORIA OB CONVERGENCE.
ELEVATION AHP IBB SYSTEM OP AXES
1955 EHIPBR. D.H. TOHSIONAL MOTIONS OF IBB EYEBALL
Brit. J. Ophthal., 65:65-72. 1955.
1953 OPE. K..H. STSHKOPSIS AHD VERTICAL DISPARITY
A.M.A. Arch. Ophthal.. 53:495-504. 1955.
1955 . J. BDU.IHG OF THE EYE A50U3D ITS VERTICAL ASIS
! HORMAL OCULfttt 1
A.M.A. Arch. Ophthal.. 5_3s807, 1953.
1956 gang. P.A. OOXfEKSASORY ROLLIHC KOVEHECTS OF THE EYE
J. Physlol., 132:252, 1956.
BYE MOVKMSHT RESPONSES TO COHVBRCEHCE STIMULI
Arch. Ophthal., 55.848-856, 1956.
. T.1956 RECOEDlUG OOXPEHSATQgy ROLLIKG 0? THE EYES
, P.A.
J. Physlol., 140:27-28. 1958.
1956 OtAIBIKL. A.
Ke»llner, R.C.
A HEW AHD OBJECTIVE METHOD FOR MEASORIHG
OCULAR TORSIOS
1954
AMr. J. Ophthal., 47.349, 1956.
W.t.
Joan, G.M.
J. Phyaiol., 150 2-3, 19J9.
A CIN^ TECHMIQUE FOR KgASUEEMEOT OP EYE
MOVKMZOTS IN A DYNAMIC BNVIBOHMEOT
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1959 UOBLLHEa. ».C.
Cr«ybl«l. H.
OOUHTBE-BOU.1HG 0? THE EYES AND ITS DEPEHPEHCB
OH THE MACMITUPB OP CBAVITATIOHAL OR DIKBTIAL
FORCE ACTIHC LATERALLY OH THE BODY
J. Appl. PbyBlol.. 14:632-634, 1959.
I960 CBBEHBOHC. C. VISUAL IHDUCTIOM OP EYE TORSION. AS MEASURED
WITH AH APIEa-IMACB TEQWIQUE. D) RELATION
TO VISUAL PEgCEPTIOH OF THE VERTICAL
Ph. D. DtMertatlcn. Duke University, 1960.
1960 HA8KER. C.S.
Amer. J. Opt.. 49:461-473, 1960.
TOO STEREOSCOPIC MEASURES 07 CYCLOTORSICK1 Of
THE BYKS
I960 KBAUSMPP. J.
Conumeet, T.H.
Biggs, L.A.
AHALYSI3 OP KYE MttVEHKHTS DUBINC MBHOCTLAR
AMD BIHOaiLAR PIMJIOH
J. Opt. Soc. Awr., 50:572-578. 1960.
1962 MILLEB. E.P. COUHTBR-ROLLIHG OF THE HUMAS EYES PRODUCED
BY HEAD TILT WITH RESPECT TO GRAVITY
Acto Oto-laryng. (Stockholm), 54_:479-501, 1962.
See abstract under Illusions and Visual Perception: Gravitational
and Vestlbular Effects.
1962 SCHOHE. H. UBER PBS BIHPLUSS PER SCHKERKROPT AUF DIE
AUGEKEDLLICTG OHD AUF DIE WAHBHEHMUHC PEE
LACE IM RAPM
1962 WALLAffl. H.
Uodauer, J
1963 HOMAED. l.P.
Even*, J.A.
Z. vergl. Physiol.. 46:57-87. 1962.
OH THE DEFmiTIOH OF BIHOCgLAa DISPARITY
Piychol. Belt.. 6:521, 1962.
THE KEASUHEMgHT OP BYE TORS I CM
Villon B>s.. 31*47-455, 1963.
1S64 HOWARD. I.P.
Tenpletoo, W.B.
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VISUALLY-INDUCED EYE TORSION AND TILT
ADAPTATION
Vision Res., 4:433-437. 1964.
1964 KADMAH. L. OH THE NATURE OP BINOCULAR DISPARITY
Aaer. J. Paychol., 21'393-402. 1964.
1964 KOHLBR. I.
Psychol. Issues 3, (Mono 12), 1964.
THE FORMATION AND TRANSFORMATION OF THE
PERCEPTUAL WORLD
1964 LBIBOWITZ. H.
Toffey, S.
THE EFFECT OF ROTATION AND TILT ON THE
MAGNITUDE OP THE POCGBHDORP ILLUSION
Vision Res., 6:101-103. 1964.
1964 RYPBKRC. E.
Acta. Ophthol. (Copenhagen), 42:634-650, 1964
LISTING'S LAW AND THE ROLLING COMPONENT OF
THE MOVEMENTS OP THE ETE
1966 MILLER. B.F.
Graybiel, A.
Kellogg, R.S.
OTOLITH ORGAN ACTIVITY WITHIN EARTH STANDARD.
OHB-HALP STANDARD AND ZERO GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS
Aerospace Hedlelne, 21-399-403. 1966
1967 ADAMS. A.J.
Levene, J.R.
STEREOSCOPIC DEPTH ASSOCIATED WITH CTCLO-
TOHTIONAL ETE MOVEMENTS
Brtt. J. Phyelol. Optics. 24 217-220, 1967.
See abstract under Depth Perception and Stereopsls.
1967 ALUM. H.J.
Carter. J.H.
THE TORSION COMPONENT OF THE NEAR REFLEX
Aaer. J. Optom., 44 343-349. 1967.
1967 BOCELSKI. B.R. TRAFFIC SIGNALS AMD DEPTH PERCEPTION
Science. 157-1464. 1967.
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1968 DIEKER. P. REGISTRATION OF CIRCULAR BYE MOVEMENTS
Ber Deutsch OphChal. Ceo., 68:477-479, 1968.
1968 FRY. C.A. NOMOCRAMS FOR TORSION AND DIRECTION OP REGARD
Aaer. J. Optra., 45.631-641. 1968.
BARBECUE ROTATION IN COMBINATION WITH
SINUSOIDAL ROTATION ABOUT A VERTICAL AXIS
A VBHCKNCE TEST. ESPECIALLY OH ABNORMAL
TORSIONAL EYE MOVEMENTS
1968 JANEKE. J.B.
Acta Oto-laiyng (Stockholm), 65_:244-2SO, 1968
1968 OKADA. H.
Polla. Ophthal. JAP, 19/6, (Pp. 715-723). 1968.
PSEUDO-TORSION OP OBLIQUE MOVEMENTS
Bull. Soc. Ophthal. Franc., 68.945-949, December 1968.
1968 QUKRE. M.A.
et. al.
lv. GRAVITATIONAL ADD VESTIBDLAR EFFECTS
1919 MURPHY. W.E. OBSERVATIONS DURING EXAMINATIONS OF CANDIDATES
FOR THE AVIATION SERVICE
No Refa. Ohio State Med. J., 15:631-636, 1919.
The examination consisted alooat entirely of studying the "sense of
equilibrium" of the candidates, as this was believed to be the only
essential requirement for a pilot. No quantitative visual standards
were in force.
1946 CBAYBIEL. A.
Clark. B.
Hupp. D.I.
MacCorquodale, K.
THE BOLE OF VESTIBULAR NYSTAGMUS IN THE VISUAL
PERCEPTION OF A MOVING TARGET IN THE DARK
10 Kefs. Navy Sch. Avia. Med.. Penaacola. Florida.
ProJ. No. X-148(Av-V4-3), January 1946.
Six subjecte reported their visual impressions both during and
following rotation while observing a moving target In the dark and
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ID • lighted roon. Ih« target counter-rotate* illusorily on
rotation of the eubjeet during •eeeleratioa and deceleration in
the dark. The phenomenon did not occur in tea lighted rooa.
1946 CURt. B.
Grayblal, A.
HacCorquodala, K.
THE ILLUSORY PERCEgTim OF MOVEMENT CAUSED BY
ANGULAR ACCELERATION t£D BY CEHTtUFUGAL tORCK
DimiHC FIJCHI: II. VISUALLY PERCEIVED MOVEMENT
OF A FIXED TARGET DURING TURNS
11 Ref*. U.S. Naval- Sch. A via. Ksfl., Pcnsacola-. Florida.
Proj. Ho. X-148(Av-4-3). Sep. No. 8. Hay 1946.
•vaults show illusions of notion and displacement aay occur during
all degrees of bank froa 10° to 60*, end alleys occurred during'
banks of 40* and above. There is o direct relationship between the
degree of bank and mount of notion end dloplacocent observed; the
aaxlnun observed displacement of the target !yoa the "truo" position
was SO*. All displacements were observed in or close to the vertical
plane, whereas motion was not only upward cad downward, but to the
right and left.
1946 CLARK. B.
Grayblel. A.
MacCorquodale, K.
THE ILLUSORY PERCSPTT.OK OF MOVEMENT CAUSED BIT
AHGULAR ACCELERATION JiIiD BY CENTRIFUGAL FORCE
CUH1HC FUCHT: 111. BABIIUATION AMP TKCHHIQUg
OP ASSUMING THE TUHH AS FACTORS D) ILLUSORY
PERCEPTION
9 Refs. U.S. Naval Sch. Avia. Had., Pensocola, Florida.
Proj. No. X-148(Av~4-3), Rep. No. 11, July 1946.
No evidence of difference in Illusory perceptions was found for
different types of banking. Habltuatlon did not occur.
1949 imim. R.H.
Divan, J.I.
THE RELATIONSHIP BBTBEB1 APPARENT DISPLACEMENT
AND MOTION IN THE OCUiCCYBAL ILLUSION
2 Refs. U.S. Naval Sch. Avis. Hed.. Tulaco Caiv.
Proj. No. KM 001 037, Joint Rap. Ho. 1, Kay 1949.
Twelve subjects were each placed in a Link Trainer at 26 r.p.o. for
one Minute. The subjects head was maintained at a fixed 15* forward
inclination. In general, the target was obcorved as displaced and
always la the direction of apparent movement. Thero woro, howovar,
large individual differences in reports of c-ount end duration of
apparent dlsplaceoent. For those who experienced apparent displace-
ment of the target, the illusion persisted briefly after the opporcnt
motion bad ceased. Correlations of independently observed nyotcjjnuo
waa related to both. The relationship was care significant to cotlea
than displacement.
1949 CRATBIEL. A.
Brown, R.H.
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THE BELAY IN VISUAL ORIENTATION FOLLOWHC
EXPOSURE TO A CHANCE IN DIRECTION OF RKSPLTAHT
FORCE OH A HUMAN CENTRIFUGE
4 Refs. U.S. Naval Sch. Avi*. Mid.. Tulane Univ.
Proj. Ho. KM 001 037, Joint Rep. No. 3. 1949.
Joint Rep.
Three subjects were exposed on the human centrifuge to a change In
direction of resultant G relative to the body axis. Under the
conditions of the experiment, a horizontal line appeared to rotate
• through an angle corresponding to the change in direction of the
resultant force. The subjects task was to keep the line horisontal
at all tines. A marked discrepancy was noted between the tine required
to impress the physical force and the period during which he found
it necessary to make adjustments In keeping the line horltontel.
This la explained as a naasure in the delay In the subject's visual
reorlentatlon to a change in direction of the resultant G, possibly
due to characteristics of the otoliths. This is Important In
aviation as the full disorienting effects of a change in direction
of the resultant G relative to the body axle will not become manifest
If the exposure tine is short.
1949 MAHH. C.W.
Berry, N.B.
THE PERCEPTION OF THE POSTURAL VERTICAL;
VISUAL FACTORS
II.
14 Refs. U.S. Naval Sch. Avla. Mod., Tulane Univ.
NM 001 037. Joint Rep. No. I, June 1949.
Proj. No. NR 140-455,
There was no significant difference in the precision of the individuals
judgement of the visual vertical and the visual horizontal. The aeon
errors and variability of judgement are significantly increased when
a soft padded seat is substituted for a hard seat. The noan error
end variability of judQOcents of the visual horizontal are significantly
greater when the individual is in a position of tilt than when he
makes the judgement from a vertical position.
1949 NOBLE. C.B. TEB PERCEPTION OF THE VERTICAL; III. THE
VISUAL VERTICAL AS A FUNCTION OF CENTRIFUGAL
ASP GRAVITATIONAL FORCES
32 Refa. U.S. Naval Sch. Avla. Hed., Tulane Univ. NR 140-455,
Proj. Ho. NM 001 037, Joint Rep. No. 7. Septenber 1949.
Three subjects took part in a variety of experiments in a human
centrifuge provided with blackout arrangements and electrical devices
for recording the angle of resultant force and the subjects deter-
minations of the visual vertical. Results seem to substantiate
Mach's hypothesl* that subjects adjust the visual vertical as the
resultant of the centrifugal and gravitational forces.
I'd ~ -
1949 PASSOT. C.E.
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THE PERCEPTION OF THE VERTICAL VI. ADJUSTMENT
TO THE VERTICAL WITH NORMAL AMD TILTED VISUAL
FRAMES OF REFERENCE
6 fete. U.S. Naval Sch. Avia. Med., Pensacola, Florida, TuLane Univ.
Proj. No. KM 001 037, Joint Sep. No. 10, November 1949.
Five subjects were required to adjust themselves to a vertical
position In the presence of a visual frame of reference which was
presented In alignment with gravitational vertical, and positions
divergent from gravitational vertical. The relationships of findings
to the theory of Koffka and others was dlocussed.
1950 mam, c.u.
Artier. R.C.
Pasaey, G.E.
THE PERCEPTIOH OF THE VERTICAL; VII. EFFECT OF
VARYING INTERVALS OF DELAY IN A TILTED POSITION
UPON THE PERCEPTION OF THE POSTURAL VERTICAL
6 Befs. U.S. Naval Sch. Avla. Med.. Pensacola, Florida, Tulane Univ.
Pro}. No. NM 001 063.01.12, Joint Rep. No. 8. January 1950.
After a 60 second exposure to tilt, there was a statistically signif-
icant increase in the average error of adjustment to the gravitational
vertical. Also, a greater number of errors were made In the direction
of the Initial tilt. Twelve subjects were subjected to 45° tilts In
cither quadrant in a lateral plane for 0, 15, 30 and 45 seconds.
Bith Increased tine of tilt there was an Increase in the constant
•rror in the direction of the initial tilt, but there was no Increase
la the variability of the data for average error, constant error,
or number of errors in the direction of the initial tilt.
1950 BBgffl. H.H
Goedry, F.E., Jr.
INFLUENCE OF VISUAL STIMULATION ON HABITUAIION
TO ROTATION
12 Befs. U.S. Naval Sch. Avla. Med., Pensacola Florida, Tulsne Univ.
Proj. No. MM 001 063.01.11 (foroerly NM 001 037), Joint Rep. No. 11,
January 1950.
An investigation of habltuation to rotation was made under three
different conditions of stimulation. (Habituation to rotation -
decrement In duration of post-rotational apparent motion of visual
objects with repeated rotation.) Three groups of 12 subjects were
•xposed to Identical conditions of rotation and visual atimulatlon
on certain trialo in a series of 20 rotational trials. The groups
nere compared on the baala of these only. Hence the treatment of
each group was usique only with respect to trials interpolated
between these comparison trials. Intergroup differences In stlmulatlnr
conditions on these interpolated trials consisted of variations in
the amount and nature of visual stimulation present to allow visual
fixation of a target light. Whereas one group which had very little
opportunity for fixation of tha target during the 20 trials did not
exhibit habitation, the others, with B™""' opportunity for visual
fixation, did exhibit habltuation.
1951 RAY. J.T.
Nlven. J.I.
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THB PERCEPTION OF THE VERTICAL- XII. TBB
POINT OF SHIFT FROM VISUAL TO POSTURAL FRAMES
OF REFERENCE
S Refa. U.S. Nav. Sch. Avla. Mad., Pensacola, Florida, Tulane Univ.
Joint Hep. No. 21, February 1951.
The relative importance of visual and postural factors In the judge-
ment of the vertical is discussed. Four subjects, each making 195
judgements were used. The poatural vertical did not differ signif-
icantly with the true gravitational vertical under any condition.
The judged vertical deviated increasingly from the true gravitational
vertical aa target displacement from Its true position was increased.
1952 CEBATHEKOHL. S.J. PHYSICS AND PSYCHOPHYSICS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
VISUAL PERCEPTION
69 Refa. J. Avia. Med., 23:373-397, 1952.
The paper predicts theoretical conclusions concerning the Interaction
of proprloceptlve and visual senses under conditions of subgravlty
and zero gravity. It is shown how the predictions seem to have been
borne out.
1952 BORING. R.O. THE EFFECT OF VISUAL STIMULUS VARIABLES UPON
THE PERCEPTION OF THE VISUAL VERTICAL
4 Refe. U.S. Naval Sch. Avia. Med., Pensacola. Florida, Tulane Univ.
Proj. Ho. NM 001 063.01, Joint Rep. No. 28, August 1952.
The paper la concerned with a suggestion by J.J. Gibson that when
main lines of the visual field are parallel to the direction of the
gravitational force, even though the head or body IB tilted, there
will be a conslatancy between visual and proprloceptive cues which
yields an invariant resultant. When, however, the visual field Is
tilted relative Co gravitational vertical, judgements of the latter
will be less precise and more variable. The experimental results
in this paper do not support this theory.
1952 CLARK. B.
Crayblel, A.
ILLUSORY PERCEPTION OF ROTATION FOLLOWING
CONSTANT TURNS IN A LINK TRAINER
8 Refs. U.S. Naval Sch. Avla. Med.. Pensacola. Florida.
Proj. No. NM 001 059.01.31, August 1952.
The Illusory perception of rotation was studied In a modified Link
Trainer using 31 flight students as subjects. The duration of the
Illusory effects following rotation increased sharply as the period
of coaateat rotation increased up to 30 seconds and thereafter increased
slowly to 2 minutes. The Implications of the results are discussed.
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1952 CBATBIEL. A. OCULOCRAVIC ILLUSION
11 Rafa. A.M.A. Archival of Ophehal., 48 60S-61S. 1952.
A general Investigation Including sane result* with after-images
and affect* of body position. It waa fouad chat tha Important
varlablaa determining tha appearance of the illusion were:,
1. the pattern of centripetal acceleration.
2. the poaltlon of the subject.
3. The visual frnntwork.
1958 WHITE. W.J.
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ACCBURATIOH AND VISION
52 Refa. Aero. Nad. Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. WADC Tech.
Bap. No. 58-333. ASTIA Doc. No. AD 208147, November 1958.
A review and evaluation of research pertaining to the effecte of
acceleration on noun vision, including an extensive bibliography.
1960 WHITE. W.J.
1954 COCaHAH. L.B.
Card, P.W.
Northsvorthy, II.E.
VARIATION IN H1MA3 C TOLERANCE DUE TO
POSITIVE ACCELERATION
U.S. Nav. Sch. Avla. Med., Pansacola, Florida. Rep. No.
001 059.02.10, 1954.
The report concerns the determination of G tolerance levels with
regards to loas of peripheral vision, blackest aid unconsciousness.
One thousand subjects, seated In an upright position, were used to
establish the following thresholds:
4.1 + 0.7 G — loss of peripheral vloion
4.7 + 0.8 G — visual blackout
5.4 + 0.9 C — unconsciousness
Similar visual symptom do not occur as readily with transverse,
I.e. back to chut, G forces until over 12 G. (Baft Gauer. 0. and
S. Ruff. Die ertragllchkeltagrenzen fur flloli'-.rafta in rlchtung
ruckenbrust. Luftfahrtmedlxln, 3:225-230, 1939.
VARIATIONS Dl ABSOLUTE VISUAL THRESHOLDS
DDRIHC ACCELERATION STBESS
9 Rafs, Wright Air Dev. Dlv., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. Proj.
No. 7222. Taak No. 71712, VADD Tech. Rep. No. 60-34, April 1960.
Measurenenta were Bade of the absolute threshold of foveal (cone)
and peripheral (rod) vision within the range of 1-4 G. Dislocation
of the visual function was studied selectively by the use of antl-G
aults. It waa concluded that:
1. Acceleration lave la of 3-4 G approximately double and triple
foveal thresholds respectively.
2. Threshold lave la In peripheral vision triple at 3 G and quadruple
at 4 G.
3. A rise In threshold (decline in sensitivity) waa found with
repeated exposure to acceleration, the rise being smaller than
that associated with the acceleration.
4. The rise in acceleration in peripheral thresholds Is, in part,
compensated for by ontl-G suits.
1956 WHITE. W.J.
Jorva, W.R.
THE EFFECTS OF GRAVITATIONAL STBESS ItPON
VISUAL ACUITY
1961 PIGC. L.D.
W.N.
THE EFFECT OP TRANSIENT WEIGHTLESSNESS ON
VISUAL ACUITY
25 Refs. Aero. Med. lab., Wrlght-Fattereon ATB, Ohio.
Rap. No. 56-247, ASTIA Doc. No. AD 110444. Kowasber 1956.
A determination of the relationship betwcan increased gravitational
force and visual acuity waa made when tha factor of reduced cerebral
circulation is nlnlnlsed by the use of protective measures known
to Meliorate the gross visual sycptoma associated with gravitational
stress. It was found that gravitational stress has a significant
and progressive effect on visual acuity. An hypothesis Is advanced
to account for this observation.
4 Refa. Aero. Med. Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio. VADD Tech.
Rep. No. 61-184. Pro]. No. 7184. Task. No. 71586. March 1961.
The visual acuity wae measured of subjects while exposed to short
periods of weightlessness aboard an aircraft floan through "zero-C"
trajectories involving transition from 1 G to 2 1/2 G to zaro-G.
Monocular and binocular acuity of far and near vision were measured
on both Snellen and chequerboard targets. Control measurements were
•ade on the ground and in flight a 1 G In a counterbalanced sequence
with the zero-G measurements. The results ehow that the weightless
environment produced for this study haa a detrimental effect on
visual acuity as measured. Tha decrement is not considered to have
a practical significance, the loss of visual acuity of zero-G was
61 In flight. Compared with laboratory teats It was 10Z.
1958 BROWH. J.L.
Burke, R.E.
EFFECT OF POSITIVE ACCELERATION ON VISUAL
REACTION TIKE
12 Refs. J. of Avla. Ned.. 29:48-58, 1953.
The build-up and decay of acceleration folloccd a sinusoidal function.
Tha reaction tine was prolonged by the actica of ecceleratlon on the
visual systu.
C01INTER-ROLLINC OF THE HUMAN EYES PRODUCED
BT HEAD TIU WITH RESPECT TO GRAVITY
1962 MILL8R. E.P.
29 Refa. Acta Oto-laryng., _54:479-501, 1962.
A method Is described to measure compensatory torsion to within
+ 5.3 mlautas of on arc. Torslonal eye movements, compensatory to
head tilt, were found In all planes except the sagittal. Counter-
rolling was always opposite to the lateral component of head tilt,
and increased up to a maximum for head Inclination of 60-90*, being
zero when th« head is vertically down. Mo relationship was found
between the amount of counter-rotation and the order In which the
measurements were made. A theory Is advanced to account for the
findings.
1962 HAMMER. L.R. PERCEPTION OF THE VISUAL VERTICAL UNDER
REDUCED GRAVITY
31 Refs. Aero. Med. Res. Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
Proj. No. HRL-TDR-62-55, May 1962.
Judgements of the vertical were made in on unstructured visual field
while in flight and under 4 levels of gravity ranging from 1-4 G.
Sixteen subjects made 6 judgements in each of 4 G conditions. A 1.8*
error at 1 G was found to Increase to 3.5* st zero-G. Conditions
associated with inflight research were discussed, and suggestions
for future research were presented.
1963 WHITE. «.J.
Monty. R.A.
VISICH AHP UNUSUAL GRAVITATIONAL FORCES
Extensive Rate. Human Factors, 5/239-263. 1963.
The paper given a review and evaluation of research and observation,
the major topics being increased C and null gravity. The operational
experience of astronauts la Included, and the techniques for mini-
mizing undesirable effects are summarized.
1965 MIXER. E.F.
Prcgly. A.R.
Graybiel, A.
van den Brink, G.
VISUAL LOCALIZATION OF THE HORIZONTAL AS
A FUMCIIOH OF BOW TILT UP TO t 90* PROM
GRAVITATIONAL VERTICAL
35 Kefs. U.S. Kav. Sch. Avia. Mad., NSAM-942, NASA Order No.
August 1965.
R-47,
horliontal was determined for 3 sophisticated subjects
•rally in 10* intervals within + 90* from the gravitational
The visual
tilted late _
vertical. The deviation at 10-20* either aide of vertical waa not
significant from that of upright. Inclinations beyond this caused
the E-phenooanon to appear and increase bilaterally to maximum
about the 40-50* position. (The E-phenomenon IB the tendency of the
apparent visual horiion to Incline in the same direction as the
body tilt.) With further inclination the deviation waa found to
reverse direction and pasaed through the position of zero deviation
(60-80*) to grow as the A-phenomenon. (The latter is the opposite
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of the E-phenomenon.) The responsee were bilaterally symmetrical.
1966 MLLER. E.P.
Graybiel. A.
MAGNITUDE OP GRAVITOIHERTIAL FORCE- AM
INDKPENDANT VARIABLE IN EGOCENTRIC LOCALIZATION
OF THE HORIZONTAL
25 Refa. J. Exptl. Psych., _71 452-460, 1966.
The direction of gravltolnertial force, i.e. resultant of gravita-
tional and induced centripetal force vectors, was held constant
while' the magnitude of force varied 1-2 G. The effect of the
egocentric localization of the horizontal was measured in 8 normal
and 2 labyrinthine defective subjects. The egocentric visual
localization of the horizontal deviated from giavltoinertlal
horizontal as a function of gravltolnertial force; it increased with
the amount of body tilt from its alignment with the resultant force.
Normal subjects manifested increasing amounts of E-phenomenon;
defectives varied from A to E. Roles of otollthle and nonotollthlc
gravireceptor cuea in visual localization in absence of empirical
visual cues are discussed.
1967 GRAYBIEL. A.
et. al.
VESTIBULAR EXPERIMENTS IN GEMINI FLIGHT V
AND VII
33 Kefs, Aerospace Med., 38.360-370, 1967.
Astronauts were exposed to weightlessness for 8 days in CT v and
14 days in GT VII. The task was to set a dim line of light in a
dark field to an external horizontal reference both pre-, post-
and during flight. The most significant finding waa the high degree
of accuracy in the settings made, suggesting that even without otollth
function the central nervous system still maintains accurate visual
direction of space. No significant differences between pre- and
post-flight responses were found.
1967 PITTS. P.O. VISUAL ILLUSIONS AND AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
101 Refa. USAF Sch. of A via. Med., Brooks AFB. Texas.
SAH-TR-67-26, April 1967.
See abstract under Illusions and Visual Perception: Autoklnesis.
t *•
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V. H1CBI MYOPIA. SPACE MYOPIA AMD CAHZFELO
1951 KOOJta. M.
Seolnlk, R.
Tcusay, B.
A STUDY OF NIGHT MYOPIA
25 tola. J. Opt. Sac. Aner., 41-80-90, 1951.
High contrast grating test objecta ware used. At the lowest
luBlnaneaa, myopia of 1.5-2.0 D waa apparent. Night myopia appeared
wb«n accommodation was prevented by an optical method and when
accossudaticn vaa paralysed with hooatrepine. It was concluded
that accommodation la not a significant cause of night myopia. .Other
testa show that night myopia la primarily a reault of uacorrected
spherical aberration of the eye. A review of the literature on
explanations of night myopia la Included under the headings:
chromatic aberration, spherical aberration, accommodation, dark
adaptation, extra-axial imagery and other theories.
1955 cam. H.B.
Horn, R.K.
INFRARED SK1ASOOPIC MEASUREMENTS OF REFRACTIVE
CHAHCES IN DIM ILUMINAiliOH AHD IN DABKNESS
7 Refa. Aero. Mod. Res. Laba., Wright-Patterson, AFB, Ohio. WADC
Tech. Note 55-479, Proj. No. 7157, Task tlo. 71806, August 1955.
A brief review of tha literature on night myopia and empty field
nyopla and the disagreement over their causes is presented. Measure-
Bents of the refractive atate of the eye in reduced Illumination and
darkness were made using an infrared aklsscopc. Half the subjects
showed an Increase in the refractive atate of the eye as the Illum-
ination decreased. The contribution of accociodctlon to the night
•yopla aaoaured was generally small. In complete darkness all
subjects showed varying degrees of accommodative spasm.
1958 (CLUE. .1.".
Ludvigh, E.
VISUAL DETKCIIOH IM A UaHFOHKLY LUMINOUS
FIELD
5 Refa. J. Avla. Med.. 29:603-608, 1958.
The, apparatus overcooas the difficulties of other methods of Investi-
gation of the Gsncfeld, especially those concerned with the extent
of the visual field. The targeta ware moved over a wide range of
angular velocities. Target aquialtlon waa investigated as a function
of slse and location of the target. Targets 10-15 tines above
threshold disappear. An azperlnent la Riven to show that this
phenomenon la not associated with accommodation fluctuations.
I960 TBH DOE3SCHATK. C. VISICB IN AH EMPTY VISUAL FIELD
Ophthalnologlca, 140 322-332, 1960.
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A survey of the literature is given and then a aunary of the
conclusions of • paper in Aeroaedlca, Vol. VI, 9-68, 1958:
1. Host young people accoomodate 0.25-1.75 D In on empty
visual field.
2. Some young paople ahowed equal accommodation when the
extension of the empty visual field waa 20* or over 180*.
3. Some young paople ahowed equal accommodation when illumination
of the empty visual field Is 1.2 or 500 lux.
4. A window frame or dashboard did not produce any stimulation
to accooudatlon.
5. When colored filters are used to look at an empty visual
field, chroua perception dlmlnlahes and is often followed by
perception of dark grey or even blackness.
1961 BEOKN. J.l. SENSORY ASP PERCEPTUAL PROBLEMS IB SPACE
PLIGHT
51 ttefs. Reprinted from, "Physiological Problems in Space Flight",
Charles C. Thomas, 1961.
A general review of the problems of apace flight la given. Space
nyopla should not be a problem as the stars will be on adequate
stimulus for acccomodatlon.
Also see abstract under Space Flight, Including Reconnaissance and
Surveillance.
1961 LUDVIGH. E.
Miller. J.H.
THE PERCEPTION OF MOVEMENT FERSISTAHCE D)
THE GAN2FELD
9 Refa. J. Opt. Soc. Aner., 51:57-60, 1961.
The subjects observed movement of a single, black, spherical stimulus
In a Gansfeld and reported when the movement stopped. Time between
real and apparent cessation was called the "time delay". The following
formula was proposed:
1
t • r + —- where t • time delay
sv^ r - reaction time
a • constant of inverse
proportionality
v • velocity
A atlmulus traveling at high speed for relatively long periods
produces greater perception of velocity than one alower and perceived
for a shorter length of time. This la because if the former is
suddenly stopped, the contrast is more, obvious.
1962 HEATH. C.C. THE TIME COURSE OF NIGHT AND SPACE MYOPIA
16 Beta. Aero. Had. Dlv., Aero. Ked. Res. Labs., Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio. R«p. So. AHRL-TDR-62-80. August 1962.
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The refractive state of the human eye was measured over periods up
to 4 hours in total darkness and in an empty, lighted visual field,
oalng a subjective optoraeter, an Infrared retlnoscope, and Infrared
automatic recording optoneter and white light, and Infrared photography
of the third Purklnje image. Under both viewing conditions, the
measurements shoved a continuously varying relative myopia produced
by accommodative changes, which tended to Increase during 3-5 minutes,
thereafter with continuous, irregular, rapid fluctuations of as much
as 0.75 D, occasional spontaneous changes of the predominant level
by aa much as 1.00 P and slow drifts of up to l.SO D over periods of
up to 2 minutes. This highly dynamic acconmodatlve activity in on
empty visual field contrasts with previous concepts of a passive and
relatively fixed "resting state" of eccoamodatlon under such
conditions. Factors influencing this accommodative activity
also studied.
1962 MILLER. J.W.
Boll, R.J.
THE PROBLEMS OF MOTION PERCBPTIOH AND
ORIENTATION IN THE CANZFELP
12 Refs. Armed Forces-NRC Committee on Vision, Visual Problems of
the Armed Forces, Washington, D.C., 1962.
The same apparatus Is used as Miller snd Ludvlgh used in 1958. (See
this section.) A distinction between the Ganifeld and absolute dark-
ness is drawn. Results indicate there are marked individual blaoei
whether the perceived center appears to the right or left of the true
center. Moat subjects reported they fixated on a point In space they
thought was center and moved the target to the point. The subjects
aluo resorted to orientation cues from different parts of their bodies
as well as any proprloceptlve cues from the extraocular muscles. It
seems that a subject can detect a 2-3* movement from "something".
1962 IEPAS. D.I. THE ELECTROPUYSICAL CORRELATES OF VISION IN
A UNIFORM VISUAL FIELD
4 Refs. Armed Forces-NRC Committee on Vision, Visual Problems of
the Armed Forces, Washington, D.C., 1962.
The hypothesis thst high alpha activity Is an Important indicant
of blackout susceptibility is not strongly supported.
vl ROLE OF INSTRUCTION
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Two groups of four subjects set a luminescent rod to "vertical"
during exposure to visual frameworks which were sometimes tilted
snd sonetimes upright. One group was given careful Instructions as
to definition of "vertical", and the othera were simply told to
set to vertical. The constant and average errors by the naive
group were consistently larger than those of the sophisticated group.
It was concluded that a number of criteria of vertlcallty are
possible In the relatively simple experimental situation and different
criteria may be selected by different subjects.
1952 BORIflC. R.O.
C.W.
THE ROLE OF INSTRUCTION IH EXPERIMENTAL SPACE
PBRCEPTIOH
6 Rafs. USN Sch. Avia. Ned., Tulane Univ. Proj. No. KM 001 063.01,
Joint Rep. No. JO. September 1952.
1946 CRATBIBL. A.
Clark. B.
Uapp. 0.1.
HacCorquodale, K.
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XIII. KTSTACMDS
THE ROLE OF VESTIBU7AR NYSTAGMUS IN THE VISUAL
PERCEPTION OF A MOVING TARGET IN THE DARK
10 Refa. Hsvy Sch. Avia. Mad., Pensacoln. Florida. Proj. No.
X-148(Av-V4-3). January 1946.
See abstract under Illualoaa and Visual Perception* Gravitational
and Ve«titular Effect*.
1957 ADKS. H.W. NYSTAGMUS ELICITED BY HIGH INTENSITY SOUND
Grayblel. A.
Horlll. S.H.
Torhurat, G,C.
Nlven, J.
6 Refa. U.S. Navy Sch. Avia. Med., Pensacoln, Florida. Joint
Proj. Ho. KM 130 199. Subtaak No. 2. Rep. No. 6, February 1957.
In order to study aone of the extra-auditory effects of loud noise,
deaf subjects were stimulated by high intensity sound, both pure
tone of several frequencies (100-3,000 cycles por sec.) and wide
band nolac. In those showing positive response to vestibular
stimulation in one or more of the standard Ccste, nystagmus was a
regular coojequence when the noise was of a sufficiently high
intensity. Curves era shown, coupriolng the thresholds at 6
frequencies of pure tone and for the noise o£ a jot engine. Dicclneso
and apparent movement in the visual field tore in acne casoo regular
concomitants of nystagnua.
1961 SCHUMANN. W.P. VISUAL ACUITY AND OPTOZINETXC NYSTAGMUS
10 Refa. toer. J. Opt. & Arch. Amer. Acad. Ope.. 38:646-654, 1961.
The paper give* a good review of the topic. It Includes inversion,
i.e. reversal of the aovaasmts, Goldmann eye pendulum, and the
Guenthar method. The Goldmann eye pendulun la probably the most
accurate objective nethod.
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XIV. OCULAR HDSOE BALANCE
1919 CAMPBELL. K. HETEBOFHORIA WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO FLYING
Ho Refa. The Medical Press. Pp. 25-27, January 8. 1919.
The article suggests that a certain number of bad landings may be
attributed to heterophorla. Teats for heterophorla are discussed,
together with prismatic troatnent of any deviations.
1919 HOWARD. H.J. A TEST FDR THE JUDGEMENT OF DISTANCE
1 Ref. Aasr. J. Opthal.. 1:656-675, 1919.
One hundred and six subject* wera used. The beat perforaers with
the apparatus hod either no muscle imbalance or oaophorla, none
had exopnorla.
Also see abstract under Depth Perception and Stereopsis.
1923 BEREHS. C. THE EYE IN AVI ATI OH: SOME EXPERIENCES IN THE
UORK OF THE DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY.
MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY. THIRD AVIATION
INSTRUCTION CENTER. A.E.F.. FRANCE
Extensive Refs. Mil. Surgeon, 52-35-48, 1923.
The article clalas to contain a complete bibliography. The present
standard* (1923) are given in which. ". . . It seems that the
converging power should never be less than double the diverging
power at all distances."
Aloo see abstract under Visual Standards.
1923 LANCET OPHTHALMOLOGY IN RELATION TO THE NAVY. ARMY
AMP AIR FORCE
No Refs. Lancet, Pp. 510-518. September 28, 1923.
It la stated in the symposium that in the First World War an exophorla
of 2 1/2 degrees or eaophorla of 1 1/2 degrees was unsatisfactory.
In the discussion, J.F. Carruthers said he could substantiate what
Cleueats had found with respect to orthoptlcs greatly helping bad
landers.
1923 BRITISH JOURNAL OF
OPHTHALMOLOGY
SECTION OF OPHTHALMOLOGY. DISCUSSION ON
OPHTHALMOLOGY IN ITS RELATION TO THE NAVY.
ARMY AND AIR FORCE
1 Ref. Brit. J. Ophthal.. 2.654-658, 1923.
It to stated that 1/2* of eaophorla or exophoria at distance with
the red-green teat la "not considered good". The paper is an
example of collective opinion rather than experimental results.
Also see abstract under Flash Blindness, Clare and Radiation Effects.
1925 CLEMEHTS. B.C. VISUAL PROBLEMS IN REGARD TO FLYING AND
INDUSTRIAL FATIGUE FROM A SERVICE STANDPOINT
No Kefa. Ptoc. Roy. Soc. Mod., J£: 15-23, 1925.
An Investigation, "revealed that between 751 and BOX of the flying
accidents sent to the hospital from neighboring training schools .
wore the result of unsuccessful attempts at landing". The author
delineates the visual requirements as to whether a candidate will
be a successful flyer, especially In landing. Flying places the
pilot Into a world of "altered conditions", those of which are
primarily visual In character. Reterophorla contributes to the
number of accidents; and It nay cause nervousness and fatigue from
nncondoua strain.
1927 UK. A.W. DISQUALIFYING EYE MUSCLE IMBALANCES IN AVIATION
No Refa. U.S. Haval Bulletin, 2_7:335-338, 1927.
The report presents a diagrammatic representation of the disqualifying
eye ouscle imbalances for USNAF. The standards (1927) were as follows
Candidates were disqualified if they had-
1. Prism divergence loss than 2*.
2. Prism divergence less '•nan 4*, associated with eaophorla
creator than 4*.
I. Prism divergence greater than 9*, associated with angle of
convergence near 40*.
4. Priam divergence greater than 15*.
5. Exophoria greater than 2* at 6 m associated with! (1) angle of
convergence near 40* (2) diplopia In lateral positions on the
tangent curtain.
6. Exophorla greater than 5* at 6 m.
7. Exophorla greater than 12* at 33 cm.
8. Esophorla greater than 4* at 6 m associated with: (1) diplopia
In lateral positions of the tangent curtain (2) accommodation of
Z D below or above Duma's table (3) hyperopla near the disqualifying
liffllt (4) prism divergence less than 4*.
9. Eaophorla greater than 10* at 6 a.
10. Byperphorla greater than 0.75* for an applicant.
II. Hyperphorlo greater than 1* for a qualified pilot.
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The qualifying limits concerning ocular ouscle imbalance are not
rigid. in fact, "an Individual may exhibit an imbalance bordering
upon a squint before he Is disqualified for flying training, provided
other pertinent factors ere normal". The field of binocular fixation
nust be maintained 50* from the primary position of gaze, beyond 50°
diplopia is of little significance. The exlstance of a cyclophoiia
la not Investigated as a routine, but only when considered necessary
by the examiner. "It Is the generally accepted theory that many
cases of latent and. manifest deviations are accommodative in origin.
It is believed, however, that all latent cases exist Independent of
refractive errora, and that the errors, when fatigue is superimposed,
only exaggerate the defect without being the primary cause." Uncorrected
refractive error is believed to be the most common cause of Increasing
the tendency of a latent deviation and production of muscular astheuopla.
The accommodative theory of orthophorla, exophoria and esophoria are
discussed. Of 244 applicants exhibiting horizontal deviations, 95.91
were associated with refractive errors above 0.25 D, and 72.5* wore
eliminated. Of a total of 500 applicants examined, 69.72 were relieved
fron flying because of Inability to make proper progress. The Haddor.
Rod Screen Test la standard for Air Corps measurement of heterophoria,
other teats are discussed. A review of the defects which disqualify
applicants from flying is given.
1931 ARMY MEDICAL BULLETIN THE SELECTION OF THE AVIATOR
Army Med. Bull.. 26-6-25, Chap. II, 1931.
The report describes the methods of measuring the visual parameters
in full. Orthophorla Is defined (at 20 feet) as being no deviation
at all or any deviation less than 2* of esophoria, 1* of exophoria
or 1/2* of hyperphorla. It la stated then, "the associated factoro
are vitally important in determining the significance of heterophorlc."
Examples of these "associated factors" are, powers of abduction and
adduction, associated parallel movements, accommodation, errors in
refraction and the power of fusion.
1931 McALESTER. A.W. BALANCE OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES AS RELATED TO
FLYING SOME CONSIDERATIONS
1930 THOME. F.U. A REVIEW OF OCULAR MUSCLE IMBALANCE (WITH
REPORT OF TKO-HUNDBED AMD FORTY-FOUR CASES)
5 Kefs. Military Medicine. 66:175-205, 1930.
No Refa. J. Avia. Med., 2_:218-226, 1931.
The article discusses early methods of investigation of ocular
muscle balance. A man should not be allowed to enter the service
with a hyperphoria of 1*.
Also see abstract under Visual Standards.
1942 CILLESPIE. C.E. AVIATION OPHTHALMOLOGY
No Refa. Indiana Academy of Ophthal. & Otolaryn., 26 26-40, 1942.
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The eoophoric pilot "will run his nose Into the ground", whereas
the exophorlc pilot may think the ground la nearer than It la.
19*3 ABRAHAM. S.V. HEAR HORIZONTAL PHOMA AMD DVCIIOH TESTS
19 Rafa. A«er. J. Ophthal., 26:271-279. 1943.
Pour thousand eubjecta were used and typical cases are presented to
•how how the finding* f ros> near horizontal phorla and ductlon teats
fall" Into 3 characteristic groups. The relation of the base-in
reading at 13" to the Interpuplllary distance Is emphasised. The
effect of cycloplcgia on the findings la shown not to be dependable,
even though the tendency for cycloplegla to cause a reduction In.the
convergence activity Is suggested.
1943 KANE. A.L. CORRELATION OP P3FBCVXV3 VISUAL ACUITY AND
POOR OCULAR MUSCLE tlALAHCg ON ABILITY TO
SUCCEED IN PLYING TRAINING
Ho Rets. Canada, R.C.A.P., Director of Medical Services, Great
Britain, O.S.R.D. No. III-1-2233, April 1943.
The report shows no relationship between ccoll 'phorlaa or convergence
and the ability to fly, although the washout rate Increases directly
with a lowered visual acuity.
1944 SCOBEE. B.C. THE EFFECT OF EXHAUSTION AND MODERATE ANOXIA
ON OCULAR MUSCLE BALAHCB
No Rafa. Amy Air Forces Sen. Avla. Med., Randolph Field. Toxss.
Proj. No 292, Rap. No. 1, July 1944.
Saw abstract under Atnoapharle Effects.
1944 SCOBKE, R.G. AH ANALYSIS Of THE OF3THALMIC PORTION OF THE
"64" EXAMINATION; (1) tlUSCLE BALANCE
2 Rafa. Amy Air forces Sch. Avla. Ked., Randolph Field, Texas.
Froj. No. 139, Rep. No. 1, November 1944.
The requirement* when the paper was written were heterophorla and
prim divergence determinations at 20 feet—she only teat at near
fixation being the near point of convergence (Pc and PcB). One
hundred and fifty subjects ware used. The ceasurenent of the near
point Is considered too inaccurate to be worth measuring; it le
recooMndad that the heterophorla and prion divergence should be
aeaaured at near. The study agrees with that of Abraham (6,000
subjects were used) woo found that prlsn divergence, not the absolute
value of heterophorla la the factor on which cathenoplc syoptcras
depend. Tables are given comparing Abrahams end this studies hetcro-
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phorla and prls> divergence aeons at 13 inches. Now standards are
suggested to which candidates should conform for prism divergence and
heterophorla at 13 inches.
1945 ROYAL CANADIAN A1RFORCB VISUAL FACTORS IK AIRCREW SELECTION
4 Kefs. Asaoc. Coca, on Avla. Med. Res., National Res. Council,
Canada. Rep. No. C2791, February 1945.
Ocular muscle balance findings (with the exception of relatively
high hyperphorla at IS Inches) and relatively high convergence
Insufficiency or excess are not related to flying performance.
1945 SCOBEE. R.G. A COMPAEISOH 0? TESTS TOR HETEROPHOMA
1 Ref. AAF Sch. Avla. Hed., Randolph Field, Texas. ProJ. No. 375,
Rep. No. 1. April 1945.
Tests coapared are:
At distance 20 feet—(1) Maddox rod (2) von Graefe prism (3) subjective
and objective cover test.
At distance 13 inches—(1) Ksddox rod (2) von Graefe prism (3) Maddox
vlng (4) Thorlngton test (5) subjective and objective cover test.
It is recommended that the Kaddox rod test at 20 feet is the beat
when both ease of performance and relative accuracy are concerned.
Although It is admitted the subjective and objective cover teat are
the most accurate, they take too long to perform.
1945 SCOBEE. R.C. A COMPARISON OF TESTS FOR HETEROPHORIA;
EFFECT OP LIGHT AND DARK ON THE SCREEK-
HADPOX ROD TEST
2 Refa. AAF Sch. Avla. Hed.. Randolph Field. Texas.
Rep. No. 3, July 1945.
Proj. No. 375,
Using sixty subjects It was found that there is no significant difference
in heterophoria measurement when made with the screen-Maddox rod test
in a lighted room or a darkened one. This clears up the controversy
of whether heteropnorias should be measured with room illumination
or In the dark.
1945 SCOBEE. R.C. A COMPARISON OF TESTS FOR HETEROPHORIA
RELIABILITY OF THE SCREEN-HADDOX ROD TEST
3 Refs. AAF Sch. Avla. Med., Randolph Field, Texaa. Proj. No. 375.
Rep. Bo. 2. July 1945.
One hundred and thirty-one subjects were usod. Two examiners examined
each subject on each of two different days. A reliability coefficient
of 0.95 was found for lateral hetarophorla measurement. A table Is
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Included of the distribution at horizontal phorlas among the subjects,
but the subjects were all aviation cadets and not a-sample of the
general population.
1945 SCOBEB. B.C.
Green, E.L.
Moss, U.L.
A COMPARISON OF TESTS FOR HETEROPHORIA
VARIATIONS IN THE SCHEEN-HADDOX ROD TEST
DUE TO OCUtAR DOMINANCE. RED COLOR. AHP~
SCREENING
12 Refo AAF Sen. Avla. Had., Randolph Field, Texas.
Rep. No. 4, July 1945.
ProJ. No. 375,
Conclusions'
1. 0.4« more eaophorla la produced at both 20 feet and 13 Inches
when screening is used In conjunction with a Maddox rod—no
matter whether the rod Is red, white or placed before the dominant
or non-dominant eye.
2. No significant difference In the results ire obtained whether the
rod is placed before the dominant or non-dominant eye at either
20 feet or 13 Inches. This contradicts resulta found by P. Dolman
whose paper waa the basis for placing the rod before the non-
dominant eye In the old standards. Hence the test for dominance
should be dropped from the standards and the rod placed before the
right eye.
3. About 0.25" less esophoria is found at 20 feet with a white
Maddox rod. There la no significant difference at 13 inches.
Hence a white Maddox rod should be used.
1945 SCOBEE. R.C. AN ANALYSIS OF THE OPHTHALMIC PORTION OF THE
"64" EXAMINATION. (2) MUSCLE BALANCE-A SUMMARY
OF SUGGESTED CHANGES
7 Refs. Army Air Forces Sch. Avla. Hed., Randolph Field, Texas.
ProJ. No. 139, Rep. No. 2, August 1945.
Additional conclusions to his work In 1944 (see above) are given.
Prlsta divergence ahould be measured at 13" Instead of 20'—the minimum
should be 15* at 13". Heterophorla should be measured at 13" aa
well as 20'—with limits of:
1. exophorla less than 15*.
2. esophoria less than 10A.
3. hyperphoria not more than 1.5'.
The Maddox rod (white) should always be placed before the right eye
and the test for the dominant eye omitted (these recommendations
now apply).
1946 KIRSCHBERC. L.S.S. DEPTH PERCEPTION AMD FLTIN'G ABILITY
16 Rafs. Arch. Ophthol., 36 155-170, 1946.
No relationship was found between depth perception scores, hetero-
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phoxla and flying ability for 303 subjects.
Also see abstract under Depth Perception and Stereopsis.
1947 1MB. E.A. EVALUATION OF EYE EXAMINATION
72 Eefs. U.S. Navy Sch. Avla. Med., Pensacola, Florida. June 1947.
Two aondred and fifty Naval Aviators who had returned from combat
or operational tours of duty were given a complete eye examination,
laclading screening with the Orthoroter. No significant relationship
was found between lateral 'phorla at distance and depth perception
ceasured with the Orthorater. The mean distance heterophorla
using the Orthorater among the subjects was 0.6* exophorla, whereas
tbe corresponding measurement for 1000 enlisted men was 0.75*
estrpiiorla. Using the Maddox rod and dissociating prisms the average
distance heterophorla was 0.36" esophoria for thn 250 aviators.
Alsc see abstract under Visual Standards.
1947 S H.C. TESTS FOR HETEROPHORIA
Greea, E.L.
9 Kefs. Amer. J. Ophthal., _30.435-451, 1947.
Toe article contains the comparison of red and white Maddox rods.
Tbe human eye is approximately 0.5* hyperoplc for the color red.
(Date-Elder, Practice of Refraction, Philadelphia, P. Blackloton Son
xvL Co., 1928, p. 66.) Hence an Increased convergence tendency
should be found with a red Maddox rod, relative to a white Maddox
roc. The latter is also usually more optically correct. The average
reacing with the white Maddox rod was 1.43* of esophoria, that of
tbe red Maddox rod was 1.68* esophoria. Hence relatively 0.25*
naze exophorla was found with the white Maddox rod.
1947 p.c. THE ROLE OF HETEROPHORIA IN BINOCULAR
DISHARMONY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
AIR PILOTAGE
1 Bef. Brit. Med. J., 2_ 409-411, 1947.
Tbe astnor delineates the general etiology of symptom and aymptom-
less heterophorla, and the relationship between heterophorlas and
flying A heterophorla may result from prolonged fatigue from
concentrated flying. He believes that symptooless heterophorla is
best left alone, and prescription in these cases will produce
dlscanfort and In general make the patient worse off.
1951 BPP1B. P.B.
B. H.W.
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VISUAL PROBLEMS OP PILOT IK PROBE POSITION
9 Rmf*. DSAT Sch. Avi«. Hed.. Randolph Field, Texas. Proj. No.
21-24-011, Rap. No. 1, Auguit 1951.
Set abstract under Display* end Visual Sioulatlon.
1952 HBBBABD. S.H. CONSISTAHCT OF CUBICAL DATA
1 1*1. Upton. Weekly, June 19, 1952.
A diet sera 'phoxta should be measured while all fusion stimuli a^s
eliminated. Peripheral vision of the refractor aperaturea may be
present ;u some cases. The effect nay be minimized If the eyes are
occluded with only brief uncoverlnga (either prisms or Maddox rods
being usrd). The Maddox rod waa placed in front of the occluded eye.
However, in most cases there is no significant difference with the
usual te-Jmlque.
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2. Maddox rod
3. Keystone DBS target
4. Bsnshaw aonocular projections
Although the test-retest reliability of most of thase tests was
found to be satisfactory, the actual values aeaaurad by the different
teats varied considerably. Graphs are included showing the frequency
distributions of the 'phorla* both at near and for. The heteropborioa
at near varied between 16* esophorls and 19* exophorla.
THE EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL AND ANOXIA ON THE
HBTBROPHORIA8 (THESIS!
66 Refa. Thesis for 1962 Advanced Couna in Avla. Ned., BrookaAFB, Texas. 1962.
See abstract under Atmospheric Effects.
1954 PIMSPf. B. AH APPRAISAL OP iWTATKDl EYE TESTS WITH
RECOMMENDATIONS
B Refs. J. Avlo. Hed., 25-243-253. 1954.
The usual tests administered are too subjective and the apparatus
••ployed ookea observation of the eyes inpoaolble, e.g. phorcneter
and Orthotrater. The latter Is of no clinical value. Emphasis is
placed on the cover teat to detect ousels imbalances (objective)
rather than the Maddox rod, (which is tso oubjectlve and the conditions
are too artificial). Undue emphasis has been placed on the importance
of the near point of convergence, and the pcacil-to-nose exercises
ware given too indiscriminately. To detoimino whether responses are
true or false, the exsainar should constantly cmeolna the positions
of the cjzneel light reflexes. The red long test is entirely
subject!jo, subjects Bay even close one eye to ovoid dlplopla, or
it nay elicit heterophorla like the Maddox rod. Measuring 'phorlas
without ductions is valueless, phorlas and ductlons should be measured
at different distances. Orthoptic* nay enable a candidate to pass an
aviation aye exaa but inprovenenta usually ore only temporary.
1963 UHCKBVKRFF. J.H.
70 Refa. Approx. Hunan Factor*, 5_i285-293, 1963.
SPACE CABIH ATMOSPHBEE TRACE COOTAMDUOT8 At
THEIR POSSIBLE IMFUIENCB OH VISUAL PARAMETER
Twenty-eight subjects were exposed for 3 to 6 hours to three different
concentrations of osone. naxely: 20 ppbo, 35 pphn and SO ppha by
volune. Heteropboriaa changed + 4 1/2*. The possibility of con-
taadnant formation in spacecraft and the effects on vision are
dlacusaed at some length.
Also see abstract under Atmospheric Effects.
1968 S.H.
Uelssaan, s. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STATIC AM) DYNAMIC STEREOACUIT?
9 Eafs. J. Exptl. Psych., 76:Sl-)6, No. 1, 1968.
Sec abstract under Depth Perception and Stereopsl*.
HHnCCHB. M.A.
Benson, V. (Eds.) THE MEASUREMENT OF VISUAL FUNCTION (SYMPOSIUM)PROCEEDINGS OF SPRIHg MEETING 1965
1958 KILLER. E.F. EVALUATION OF CERTAIH VISUAL AND RELATED
TESTSt II. PHORIA
13 Refa. U.S. Naval Sch. Avla. Hed., Peoaacola, Florida. Re*.
Proj. ho. MM 14 01 11. Subtask 6, Rep. Ho. 2, April 1958.
Experiments were done to detenlne whether large near 'phorlas exist
•sons pilot* who ware screened by the required visual tests. The
four Mthoda used wan:
1. van Cr**fa prlsai
Extensive Refa. Aned Forces-Nat. Res. Conn, on Vision, Washington,
D.C., 1968.
Two papers are Included, tha first discusses to* possibility of
prodocing * fully automated screening device to detect both the
fusion status and tha deviation in the prlnary and other directions.
The second discusses laboratory asasutsenuts of ocular auscle balance.
Also *** abstracts under Color Vision, Dark Adaptation, Depth Perception
aed Stereopsia, Rafracdve Error and Rofractlon. and Visual Aculcy-etatlc.
1968 OHLBADM. M.K.
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THE EFFECTS OF ALTITUDE ON CERTAIN ASPECTS
OP VISUAL PERFORMANCE
26 Bete. M.S. Theaio. Divlalon of Optometry. Indiana University,
June 1968.
See abstract under Depth Perception and Stereopala.
1969 LURIA. S.M.
Kent, P.R.
THK RELATICB OF "DUCTION" TO DYNAMIC
STBR80 ACUITY
4 Befa. Sub. Med. Res. Lab., U.S. Naval Sub. Med. Center, Croton,
Conn. Rep. No. S7i, April 1969.
See abstract under Depth Perception and Stereopals.
1939 ARMSTRONG. B.C.
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XV. PHYSIOPATHOLOCT
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF AVIATION MEDICINE
The Williams and Ullkina Co., Baltimore. Hd., 1939.
P. 324-5 In considering the effects of atmospheric pressure change
oa the eye, no objective or subjective change was noted except for
Injection of the bulbar conjunctiva accompanied by a smarting or
burning sensation. Thla holds presumably up to about 30,000 feet.
Also see abstract under Visual Standards.
1947 LYONS. R.E. ANALYSIS OF THE CAUSES OF DISQUALIFICATION Of
164.687 APPLICANTS REJECTED FOR AVIATION
TRAINING
J.-Avia. Med., 20:193-200, 1949.
From July 1, 1943 to June 30, 1944 the initial examination on aviation
applicants vas on WDAGO Form 64 under the provisions of Army Reg-
ulation 40-110. From July 31, 1943 to February 17, 1944 applicants
were examined under the provisions of AR 40-105, AR 40-110, and
relaxed standards in WD circular 176, July 31, 1943. The latter
Included; V.A. 20/30 correctable to 20/20 O.U., heterophorla within
12" esophorla and 7* exophorla. During the year July 1, 1943 to
June 30, 1944, 374.638 applicants were examined of which 164.687
(441) were disqualified. Of each hundred disqualified. 29.7 did nor
pasa the eye examination, 11.5 had defective V.A., 8.9 defective
beterophoria, 7.5 defective color vision and 2.2 had an accommodative
defect.
1950 DUCUET. J.
Herder. A.
PHYSIOPATHOLOCT OF THK FLYERS EYE
357 Refa. Translated from French at the USAF Sch
Randolph Field, Texas. 1950.
Avia. Med..
This book is an extremely good source for the subject up to 1950.
1. Effect of altitude on visual apparatus—circulation of retina,
ocular tension, pupillary reactions, V.A., visual fields, stereo-
scopic vision, accommodation, motlllty, color aense, and night
vision (due both to decompression and anoxemla).
2. Visual troubles due to accelerations.
3. Effects of physical factors—light, cold, wind-blast, and vibration.
4. Vision and orientation in the air—Illusions.
5. Wounds and burns.
6. Ocular psychoneurools in aviation.
7. Intoxications.
8. Protection of the flyer's eyea.
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9. Visual probleM in aircraft design—field of vision, optical
properties of window*, «tc.. arrengeaent of loatruunt panal,
llliBrtnatlon of cockpit and Instrument panel.
1962 SATUm. H.P.
Carrtker, A.W,
SPACE RADIATIOB GUIDE
Winer, O.K.
201 ReJs. Aerospace Had. Mv., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
Rap. Ho. AMRL-TDR-62-86. August 1962.
See abatract under Flash Blindness, Glare and Radiation Effects.
1968 PEACOCK. C.R.
Van Una. F.
LASER PROPERTIES AND ETC HAZARDS (INTERIM
REFOET)
51 Rate. U.S. Army Had. Res. Lab., Fort Knoa, Kentucky. Rep. No.
776, Oft Proj. Ho. 3A014S01B71P, Hay 1968.
The relation between laser output properties and eye injury are
described. A review of laser eye Injury data la Included together
with certain aapecta of laser safety.
1968 MARTIH. B.C.
Trettd. T.J.
Culler. J.F.
BTB OPACITIES tH FLTING PERSONNEL
Ho Beta. USAF Scb. Aerospace Had., Brooka AFB, Texaa.
tartev 9-«8. September 1968.
A auaury la given of an 11 year period of eye opacities found after
referral to the School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooka AFB, Texas.
The ophthalaology branch aav 3,067 patients, 134 of whoa had opacities.
these were subclaaalfied as follows, Lenticular-73, Corneal-49, and
Vltreoua-12. Details of types of the above opacities end the ntubers
grounded ere given. The aetiology of the opacity la reported, if
known.
1968 LAPPIB. P.W.
Adaae. C.F.
ANALYSIS OF THB FIRST THERMAL NUCLEAR PULSE
AMD ASSOCIATED ETE EFFECTS'
2 Rate. Aerospace Had. Res. Lab., Aeroapece Had. Mv., Wright-
Fatcerson AFB, Ohio. Rep. No. AMRL-TR-67-21*, December 1968.
See abstract under Flash Blindness, Glare and Radiation Effects.
1969 1OLLBB. M.P.
at. al.
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BBSKAR<a OH VISUAL PROBLEMS D) SPACE FLIGHT
5 Refa. HASA, Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texaa. NASA
Contract HAS 9-6865, March 1967-May 1969.
See abstract under Depth Perception and Stereopaie.
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XVI. REFRACTIVE ERROR AND REFRACTION
1945 HIKSCH. M.J. RELATION OF VISUAL ACUITY TO MYOPIA
2 Rafs. Arch. Ophthol., 341418-421. No. 5, 1945.
Tha visual acuity and degree of myopia was measured for 64 eyes.
Th» myopia was within a range of 0.50-13.50 D; all the subjects
ware college students. The log of the visual acuity plotted against
the myopia gives the coefficient of correltaion of 40.95. The
results are Important in guarding against over-correction of myopia,
•nllngprlng, etc.
1966 CSAf SCBOOL OF
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
1969
LECTURE OUTLINES
Ophthalmology Branch, Aerospace Medicine Primary (OBY 9356),
Of Handout #11, USAF Sen. of Aero. Ned, Aero. Med. Dlv. (AFSC),
Brooks AFB, Texas. August 1966.
lectures are Included on refraction and refractive errors.
1966 waitonm. M.A._
a. It., (Eds.)
THE MEASUREMENT OF VISUAL FUNCTION (SYMPOSIUM)
PRDCEEDINCS OP SPRING MEETING 1965
Extensive Refe. Armed Forces-NRC Committee on Vision, Washington,
D.C.. 1968.
A paper la Included on the clinical and laboratory measurement of
refractive error.
Also aoa abstracts under Color Vision, Dark Adaptation, Depth Perception
0d Stereopsls, Ocular Muscle Balance, and Visual Acuity-Static.
I.L.
Leven. J.R.
AH ANALYSIS OF SOME REFRACTIVE ERROR TRENDS
IN U.S. AIR FORCE PILOTS AND NAVIGATORS
10* K*fs. Indiana Univ., Dlv. of Optometry and ?hys. Optics,
Blaocdagton, Indiana. NASA Contract No. HAS 9-8078, June 1969.
There are no fusions! amplitude standards. Hence, It Is possible
to have qualifying heterophoria yet poor fusional amplitude reserves
to Miotoln single binocular vision and vice versa.
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XVII. SPACE FLIGHT INCLUDING
RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEILLANCE
1957 HAMILTON. C.E.
Blackwell, H.R.
THE EFFECT OF A HORIZQH-LINE LUMINANCE GRADIENT
UP011 TARGET DgTECTABILITY IN ITS VICINITY
3 Refa. Engineering Research Institute, Univ. of Michigan, U.S.
Navy Bureau of Ships, Contract No. Nobs-72038, April 1957.
See abstract under Flash Blindness, Glare and Radiation Effects.
1958 BOYKTOM. R.H.
ElHorth, C.
Palmer, R.M.
LABORATORY STUDIES PERTAINING TO VISUAL AIR
RECONNAISSANCE
14 Refa. Aero. Med. Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. VADC Tech.
Rep. 55-304, Pt. III. AD 142274, Contract No. AF 33(616)-2565,
April 1958.
The third and final report is presented on a program concerning the
investigation of relevant variables involved in visual recon-
naissance. A mathematical relationship la worked out which yields
the contraat required for 60S recognition as a function of subject-
target distance, exposure time, and number of confusion forms
(strunlforms) among which the critical target may be located. By
translating altitude Into experimental distance, aircraft velocity
into viewing time end conditions of viewing (including meteoro-
logical conditions) Into contrast, predictions are made about how
performance should vary as a function of altitude from 500-30,000
feet. Futher studies are reported of a preliminary attempt to
understand individual differences in searching ability as the relate
to parafoveal fora recognition, visual acuity and eye movements.
1961 BHDWB. J.L. SENSORY AND PERCEPTUAL PROBLEMS IN SPACE
FLIGHT
51 Refs. Reprinted aa Chap. 7 from Physiological Problems In Space
Flight, Charles C. Thomas. 1961.
The paper gives a geaeral review of the problems of space flight.
It says apace myopia should not be a problem because the stars will
be an adequate enough stimulus for accommodation. Also covered in
the paper are vision, hearing, veatlbular senses, other senses,
and other problems including tine perception and sensory deprivation.
1962 JOHKS. E.R.
Haaa. ti.H.
VISION ADD THE KERCOHY CAPSULE
12 Refs. Anted Forces-NRC Ccnm. on Vision, Washington, D.C., 1962.
See abstract under Displays and Visual Simulation.
1962 MILLER. J.W. (Ed.)
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VISUAL PROBLEMS OF SPACE TRAVEL
Extenslv* Bafs. Nat. Aead. of Selene*. Bat. ROB. Council, Washington.
D.C.. 1962.
In* book 1* • good reference book although It la all conjecture and
•laulatlon. Th* following are discussed:
P. 3-4: Colon Men on th« launching and In space.
P. 14. Dlicuaalon of simulated gravity. _ .
t, 20-24 Vlaual displays with coaslderatlio for the various novel
problems of apace flight e.g. absence of gravity, presence of
various aeceleratlva forces.
P. 29-37: Vision at various stages in apace flight.
1962 HOERIS. P.M. VISUAL ASPECTS OF SPACE FLIGHT
15 Refs. t:er. J. Optoo. 6 Arch. tear. Acad. Optea., 39_ 643-652, 1962.
Th« paper la on Introduction to the visual problem likely to be
encountered in space, e.g. glare, retinal buroo, weightlessness,
spec* nycp'a, etc.
1963 HARVA. M.A.
Muckler. P.A.
VISUAL SURVEILLANCE AUD RECCHNAISSAHCE FROM
SPACE VEHICLES
Prtensive Eefs. Human Factors, 5 :^295-315, 1963.
The review includes the variables affecting surveillance. An analysis
of the theoretical capabilities of direct, molded vision and manperi-
•coplc vision are presented.
1963 ZIHK. D.L. VISUAL EXPERIENCES OP T3B ASTRONAUTS AMD
COSMONAUTS
21 Rets. Ciuman Factors, Si 187-201, 1963.
A comparison Is made between the actual visual capabilities and the
predicted capabilities. Requirements for ferthor 3tudy are discussed.
1967 TATLOB. J.H. VISUAL PERFORMANCE OjJ THE KOOM
3 R*fa. Scripps Inst. of Oceanography, Visibility Lab., Univ. of
California, San Diego, California. Ref. &7-3p 1967.
Han will depend largely on his visual sense uhen he is on the coon.
Many of ths usual visual cues will be modified or absent on the
aoon, e.g. alia, distance and color of the Ivaar features without
aerial perspective, reference objects and othor cues. There will
also be harsh liMlnanc* contract*. Photograph showing the effects
on the lunar surface of the Illumination and reflection from the
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LEH are presented In the report. Physical properties of the lunar
visual environment, including luminances, reflectances, and illuminances
are also Included.
1967 BROMH. J.L. THE VISUAL REALM IN SPACE FLIGHT
55 Refs, Physiological Psychology Branch, Psychological Sciences
Dlv., Office of Naval Res., Kansas State Univ., Contract No.
NONR-3634(04), December 1967.
A very useful resumi of visual problems In space la presented in
the report. "... for hla sice, mass and energy requirement . . .
(man) ... can handle a broader range of situations more effectively
and with more flexibility than any automatic equipment which night
be designed." For an object that subtends 1* at the eye, Its dimen-
sion in feet equal* 1 1/2 its distance In miles. Gravity, both
higher and lover than one C, is also considered. Effects of hyper-
oxygenatlon and a discourse on the vlaual environment of space are
Included. Tho report concludes that the characteristics of the
h'unan visual process will probably remain unchanged in spaceflight
except at very high acceleration or in a low oxygen atmosphere.
1968 CPLVER. J.F. THE HUMAN E7E IN SPACE EXPLORATION
15 Refs. 4th International Syraposiun from Chap. XVIII In Blo-
aatronlca and the Exploration of Space, Roadman, Strughold and
Mitchell. 1968.
The various defects which It waa prophesied would be produced in
the visual system In space have not occurred, e.g. apace tnyopio
and illusions. A table io Included of the primary parameters of
the visual environment of space Including 90* solar illumination,
surface reflectance and mean atmospheric transmission for the earth,
EVA. mar* and the moon. Also Included is a table showing critical
visual tasks on the Apollo mission. "... daytime Illumination at
the moon's surface exceeds that on the earth by about '51 and the
nighttime illumination facing the earth la approximately 60 tinea
that of the earth due to the earths reflectance."
1968 DUNTLEY. S.Q..
Austin, R.W.
Harris. J.L.
Taylor, J.H.
EXPERIMENTS OS VISUAL ACUITY AMP THE VISIBILITY
OP MARKINGS ON THE GROUND IN LDKC-DURATION
EARTH-ORBITAL SPACE FLIGHT
Several Refs. Scripps Inst. of Oceanography. Visibility Lab., Univ. of
California, San Diego, California. Contract HAS 9-S095, January 1968.
The visual acuity of four astronauts was measured, before, during and
after Ions duration space flights; their vlaual acuity did not change.
Th* astronauts observed from orbit a prepared and monitored pattern of
small white rectaagles on the ground to determine the limiting ability to
discriminate orientation. The performance was exactly as previously
calculated.
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XVIII. VISUAL ACUITY - DYNAMIC
1953 LUDVICH. E.
Miller. J.H.
A STUD? OP DYNAMIC VISUAL ACUITT
4 Safe. Office of Naval Rea.. U.S. Naval Sch. Avla. Had., Pensacola,
Florida. Proj. No. NR-142-023, NM 001 075 01.01, March 1953.
Visual acuity deteriorates markedly as the angular velocity of the
teat object, relative to the eye, Increases. Dynamic visual acuity
la measured when the eye is moving. Individuals with similar static
visual acuity may differ widely with their dynamic visual acuities.
Heoaureoente were taken for objects moving In a horizontal plane
between 10-170* per second.
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The effecta of training the dynamic visual acuity of 200 Naval
Aviation Cadets ware found to ba substantial at high annular velocity
of test objects, in absolute or percentage terns. At 110* per
second, the amount of improvement and the rate of improvement
varied greatly among the subjects.
1955 MLLEE. J.H.
Ludvlgh, E. A SHORTENED PROCEDURE FOR THE TESTING OPDYNAMIC VISUAL ACUITY
1953 UIDVICH. E.
Killer, J.W.
DYNAMIC VISUAL ACUITY WHEN THE REQUIRED
PURSUIT MOVEMENT OF THE EtE IS IN A VERTICAL
PLANE
8 Befs. Office of Naval Res., D.S. Nav. Sch. Avla. Hed., Pensacola,
Flo. Proj. Ho. NM 001 075.01.02, Hay 1953.
The report shows how the visual acuity deteriorates at the angular
velocity of the test object, travelling In a vertical plane, is
varied between 20* per second and 140* per second.
1953 LUDVICH. E. THE INPLUEHCE OF DYNAMIC VTSPAL ACUITY ON THE
VISIBILITY OP STATIONARY OBJECTS VIEWED PROM
AH AIRCRAFT FLYING AT CONSTANT ALTITUDE.
VELOCITY AND DIRECTION
10 Kefs. Office of Naval Res.. U.S. Naval Sch. Avla. Hed.. Pensacola,
Pla. Proj. No. NR 142-023. KM 001 110.301.08, May 1955.
The data on 200 Naval Aviation Cadets, who were tested by a procedure
lasting 45 minutes, was reanalyaed on the basis of a test requiring
only 12 minutes. Various aspects of the test were examined, such as
the reliability and the predictability, and the relationships among
the variables. Th ahortened form was declared co be suitable for
future testing.
1956 MILLER. J.H.
Ludvigh, E. THE RESULTS OF TESTING THE DYNAMIC VISUALACUITY OF 1000 NAVAL AVIATION CADETS
6 Refs. Office of Navel Res., U.S. Naval Sch. Avla. Med., Pensacola,
Pla. Proj. So. NM 001 075 01.03. August 1953.
An equation is derived expressing the relationship between1
1. Sice of critical detail visible from an aircraft.
2. The x and y coordinates of an object on the surface of the earth.
3. Altitude of flight.
4. Orientation of the critical detail relative to the plane of
flight.
5. The a and b parameters of the observers dynamic visual acuity.
6. Velocity of flight.
The concept of "ease of seeing", E, is advanced.
13 Refs. Office of Naval Res., U.S. Nav. Sch. Avla. Hed., Pensacola,
Pla. Proj. No. NR-142-023, NH 001 110.501. Rep. No. 10, August 1956.
The results of testing the dynamic visual acuity of 1000 Naval Aviation
Cadets is presented and some aspects of the data analysed. It was
found that the parameter employed to describe the dynamic visual
acuity waa not distributed normally. The possible causes for this
non-normality are considered. It is demonstrated that It Is pooolbla
to place individuals into statistically distinguishable categories
on the basis of their dynamic visual acuity. The possibilities of
this with regard to the future selection of pilots is considered.
1956 MILLEB. B.F.
1954 UIDVICH. E.
Millar, J.H.
SOME EFFECTS OF TRAINING ON DYNAMIC VISUAL
ACUITY
6 Refs. Office of Naval Has., U.S. Nav. Sch. Avla. Med., Peneacola.
Fla. Proj. No. NR-142-023, NH 001 075.01.06, September 1954.
OCULAR PURSUIT OP A TARGET MOVING IN AN
APPARENT CIRCULAR PATH
7 Befe. U.S. Novel Sch. Avla. Had.. Pensacola, Pla. Res. Proj.
NH 001 110.012, Rep. No. 1, September 1956.
Dynamic visual acuity tested with a rotary prism waa compared with
that measured with a rotation mirror apparatus. The abnormally
distributed rotary prism thresholds were relatively higher than,
yet correlated significantly with, those of the rotating mirror.
The relative Increaae found with the prism in the rate of deterio-
ration of acuity with an Increase in angular velocity woo attributed
to the exclusive factor of the rato of repeated rotation of the eye.
1958 K.
miisr. j.v.
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STUDY OF VISUAL ACUITY DURING THE OCULAR PURSUIT
Of MOVIHC TEST OBJECTS: I. XHTBODDCTIOH
13 Bets. J. Opt. Soe. Aasr.. 48:799-802. No. 11. 1938.
TIM same apparatus Is used u before. The mirror la rotated «t
angular velocities of 10* per second to 170* per second at the
oodjil point of the eye to be tested. The visual acuity decreased
rapidly and markedly as the angular velocity was established by
the following aaml-emplrlcal equation:
T • a + b»3
1938 mum, j.w.
whara: T • sice of critical detail In nlnutee
a • predicted value of static visual
acuity In minutes
b • measure of dynamic acuity
X • angular velocity In degrees per
second
STUDY OP VISUAL ACUITY PURIEC THE OCULAR PURSUIT
OF MOVING TEST OBJECTS- II. EFFECTS OP DIBECTIOH
OP MOVKMBHT. RELATIVE MOVEMEOT ASP ILLUMIHATIOH
9 Kefs. J. Opt. Soc. Amer.. 48:803-808, No. 11, 1358.
The Banner In which visual acuity decreases Is similar ulth angular
velocity horizontally, vertically or with rotation in a horizontal
plane. The form •>!• Y • a •»• b»-* describes all three tcovcaenta. The
Usher the relative angular velocity, the greater the Intensity of
lUtaUnatlon snist be In order to Maintain a given visual acuity
threshold.
1961 LOOngl. E.
Killer. J.U.
TUB PERCEPTION OF MOVKMBliT gEBSISTABCE IN
THK GABZnOD
9 Bafs. J. Opt. Soc. Amsr., 51:57-60, 1961.
See abstract undor Illusions and Visual Perception Night Myopia,
Space Myopia and Canxfeld.
1961 50HMAHH. P.P. VISUAL ACUITY AMD OPTOKIHB7IC NYSTAGMUS
ID Bafs. A»r. J. OptOB. * Arch. Aner. Acad. Optra., 3& 646-654, 1961
See abstract under Nystagmus.
1964 BCBC. A. AH mVBSTICAIIOB OF SOME RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
DYHAMIC VISUAL ACUITY. STATIC VISUAL ACUITY
AM DMVIHG BKCOHP
Extensive Rafs. Engineering Dapt., Uhlv. of Califorula, Los Angeles.
Calif. Rap. 64-18. April 1964.
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1966 BC. A. VISUAL ACUITY AS MEASURED BY DYNAMIC AMD STATIC
TESTS; A COMPARATIVE EVALUATION
14 Refs. J. Appl. Psychol.. 50:460-466. No. 6, 1966.
The report Is an attempt to ahow a relationship between static and
dynaalc visual acuity. There were 17,500 subjects used, their ages
ranging from 16 to 92 years. A higher correlation was shown than
with previous studies, the correlation decreasing with increasing
speed of target Movement. The Bauaeh and Lomb Orthorater checker-
board target was used and the subject was told ha could move his
head. The dynamic visual acuity was measured at 60*. 90*. 120* and
some at 150* per second. Other conclusions of the report ere as
follows:
1. The dynamic visual acuity Is worse than the static and more so
as the spaed of the target Increases.
2. Visual acuity becomes worse with increasing aga. and more so for
dynamic than static.
3. Males have better dynamic and static visual acuity than females.
B.B. see Burg, A. (1964) paper for pictures of the apparatus.
1968 LPBIA. S.M.
n, S.
RELATIOHSHIP BETWEEN STATIC AHD DYHAMIC
STE HEP-ACUITY
9 Befs. J. Exptl. Psych.. 76:51-56. No. 1, 1968.
Sam abstract under Depth Perception and Stereopsls.
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XIX. VISUAL ACUITT - STATIC
1943 UO. A.L. CORRELATION OF DEFECTIVE VISUAL ACUITY AND
POOR OCULAR MUSCLE BALANCE ON ABILITY TO
SUCCEED IN FLTINC TRAINING
Bo »«f*. Canada. B.C.A.P., Dlractor of Medical Service*, Greet
Britain. O.S.R.D. No, 111-1-2233, April 1943.
S«* abstract under Ocular Muscle Balance.
1940 Of THE ARMT STUDIES OK VISUAL ACUITT
•o Beta. Prepared by Staff. Personnel Research Section of Adjutant
l'* Office, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. ,
to* Boxpoea of the studies was to examine various aspect* of visual
ecdty through factor analysis of correlation* among teats of visual
ejoatty. and to select the best testa in tarns of Iten difficulty and
•coring aatooda. Present nethoda of testing visual acuity result in
a treat inconsistency in standards for vision that ere adopted for the
military service. The main object of this study la to determine the
sen I r ii and influences present in vision tests. Proa a study of 14
•aXl chart test*, results are presented shoving the factors In visual
acsflty (far) testa, froa the study of 3 coourcial devices and other
teat*, the factors in far and near acuity, depth perception and phorla
testa ere given. For the 14 well chart teats, results are presented
ahavtaa, the teat-retaat reliability by 7 methods of scoring, the
fiaeaaarj distributions of the teat scores, analysis of item difficulty,
amalyais of testing conditions, correlation of letter tests with
A.C.C.T. and axanlnee options. All the studies purposed to improve
tfce vail chart testing es a measurement of vision baaed upon how
*%U they operate in their present fora.
19S8 WHITE. H.J.
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ACCELERATION! AND VISION
52 Ref*. Aero. Med. Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. WADC Tach.
Rep. 58-333. ASTIA Doc. No. AD 208147, Noverber 195S.
See abstract under Illusion* anf Visual Perception: Rravitatlonal
and Vestlbular Effects.
1960 LURIA. S.M.
Schwartx, I.
VISUAL ACUITY UHDER RED VERSUS WHITE
ILLUMniATIOM ~
8 Refe. U.S. Naval Ked. Res. Lab., Sub. Base, Nev London. Conn.
Rep. Ho. 326, Proj. No. MR 005.14-1001.01.10, January 1960.
See abstract under Dark Adaptation.
1960 WHITE. W.J. VARIATIONS IN ABSOLUTE VISUAL THRESHOLDS
DURING ACCELERATION STRESS
9 Beta. Wright Air Dev. Dlv., Wrlght-Pattetson APB. Ohio. Prol.
No. 7222, Task No. 71712. WADO Tech. Rep. No. 60-34, April 1960.
See abstract under Illusions and Visual Perception- Gravitational
and Vestlbular Effecta.
1961 PICC. L.D.
V.N.
1956 . B.J.
Jorw, K.I,
THK EFFECTS OP GRAVITATIONAL STRESS UPON
VISUAL ACUITY
2* kefs. Aero. Mad. Lab., Wrlght-Pattarson AFB. Ohio. WADC Tech.
OhB> Bo. 56-247, ASTIA Doc. No. AD 110444, Novenbor 1956.
Sea abstract under Illusion* and Visual Perception: Gravitational
ea4 ttotibular Effect*.
19S7 . C.I.
» U.K.
THE EFFECT OF HORIZON-LINE LUMINANCE CRADk. I
UPON TARGET DETECTABIUTT IN ITS VICINITY
3 *•!». Engineering Res. In*t , Univ. of Michigan. U.S. Navy Bureaj
of SUpe. Contract Ho. Nob*-72038, April 1957.
S*e attract under Plash Jllndness, Clara and Radiation Effects.
THE EFFECT OP TRANSIENT WEIGHTLESSNESS ON
VISUAL ACUITY
4 Refs. Aero. Med. Lab.. Wright-Patterson AFB, Colo. WA33 Tee!-
Rep. No. 61-184, Proj. No. 7184, Task No. 71586, March 1961.
See abstract under Illusions and Visual Perception. Cravltatlcn-1
and Veatibular Effect.
1961 VOBPIO. HAHHO THE OBJECTIVE MEASUREMENT OF VISUAL ACUITY-
BY ARRESTING OPTOKINETIC NYSTAGMUS WITHOUT
CHANCE IN ILLUMINATION
No Refa. Acts Ophthal. Sup., _39..7-66, (Supplement 66), 1961.
A definition and delineation of factor* effecting visual acuity are
given. Visual acuity la affected by Inherent and external factora
which to a great extent don't significantly influence visual acuity
In a clinical examination. The author cites *ave?aJl cxaople*.
(a) Optlann pupil sice for vieual acuity Is 2.3-4.0 m,
however, visual acuity 1* still accurate with pupil sices up
to S.6 OBI.
(b) The eye, and huun being as a whole, are very adaptable t:
various privalling condition*.
Good delineations are given of the following objactlva Method* of
•XsWifllng
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i t visual acuity.
(1) Evoking optoklnetlc nystagmus - dependable result* though
they didn't consider theoretical treatment of resolutions.
(2) Arresting optoklnetlc nyatagmu* - these oathoda (baaed on
an •valuation of visual acuity by reaction of the eye to changes
ill lllOBlaatlon) "do not «e«m to give trustworthy results".
(3) Galvanic skin rsspoos* - vary comparable to • subjective
CXSB.
(4) Evoking oscillatory notion - sane «s (1).
AD Investigation vsa carried out to establish whether visual acuity
could be tasted by arresting cystagnus using the authors procedure.
A ••Coal relationship between the decisive details of test figures
was esatd is both subjective sod objective techniques. A thorough
deHee-atlm of the apparatus, testing procad'jre and results was .
presented. The results shoved that the authors nethod Is suitable;
anetoal interdependence between details.
1963 VAMBaTLaS.
1963
VISPAL CAPABILITIES OF PEMDEHIHG RENDEZVOUS
m SPACE
23 «efe. Euean Factors. 5:323-328. 1963.
This paper in a review of the detection, dlocrlninntlon, recognition,
Identification, Judgement, acquisition, honing and docking of space
vehicle*, pointing out the Inadequacies of existing data (1963).
. B.J.
Monty. LA.
Exteeelve Befe. Hu
VISIOH AND ttmjSUAL CKAVTTrJIOHAL FORCES
, Factors, 1:239-263, 1903.
1964
Seo abatract under Illuslona «nf Visual Percapzion Gravitational
aed veatifculax Effects.
HC. A. AH IHVK8TICATIOS OP COKE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
OTHAMIC YISPAL ACUTTC. CTATIC VISUAL ACUITY
AMP DBIVIHG BBCOEII
Extensive Qefs. Snglneering Dept.. Univ. o£ Calif., Loa Angeles,
Calif. Sfff. 64-18, April 1964.
Seej atetn.cc under Visual Acnlty-Dynasde.
1966 DOTT1HT. 3.Q.
et. el.
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VISUAL ACUTTT MBASPHEP DDRIHC PROLOHCED
WKICTTLESS1BS8
J. Opt. Soc. Avar.. 56iS38(A), March 1966.
Teats of visual acuity were perfonsd in connection with the long
*S£^ZL*S???fU8ht8 Jf ^ ^s and 7- A —u t«-"^
*^ A ^ th* Cr*" ~->er» "» "veral occasions before,
during and soon after the flights. Ho change In the visual acuity
was detected.
1968 mrrcoffl. M.A.
Benson. U. (Eds.) THE MEAsmBmrr OP VISUAL FOTCIIOB (SYMPOSIUM)PEOCEEDIHGS OP SPRMC MEBTIHC 1965
Extensive Kefs. Armed Forces-Nat. Sea. Com. on Vision, Washington,
D.C., 1968.
Several papers are included on the clinical and laboratory neaaure-
ssmt of vleual acuity.
Also see. abstracts under Color Vision, Dark Adaptation, Depth
Perception and Stezeopala, Ocular Muscle Balance, and Refractive
Error and Refraction.
1968 DUHUBi. 3.0.
Austin. R.B.
Harris, J.L.
Taylor. J.B.
EXPERIMENTS OF VISUAL ACOITT AMD THE VISIBILITY
OP HAHCIHGS OH THE GEOUHP IK LQHG-DUBATIOB
EABTH-OHBITAI. SPACE FLIGHT
Several Eefs. Serlpps Inst. of Oceanography, Visibility Lab., Univ.
of Calif.. San Diego, Calif. Contract HAS 9-5095, January 1968.
See abatract under Space Flight, Including Reconnaissance and
Surveillance.
1968 HJBBHSTEIH. L.
Kaplan, R.
SOME EFFECTS OF X-AXIS VIBHATIOM OP VISUAL
ACUITY ~
6 Kefs. Aero. Hed. Res. Lab., Aero. Med. Dlv., Air Force Syetc
Contend, Wright-Pat tenon AFB, Ohio. AMRL-TR-68-19, June 1968.
See abatract under Effects of Vibration.
1966 1C. A. VISUAL ACUITY AS MEASTOBP BY DTHAHIC AND STATIC
TESTS; A COMPARATIVE EVALUATION
14 sets. J. of Appl. Paychol., 50-460-466. tlo. 6, 1966.
Seej abatract under Visual Aculty-Dynewlc.
1968 LDlXft. 3.K.
•eiasman. S.
RELATIOHSHIP BETWEEN STATIC AHP PfHAHIC
STEBKO-ACUITY
9 Refs. J. of Exptl. Psychol.. 76:51-56, Ho. 1, 1968.
See abatract under Dspth Perception and Stereopsis.
195* COCBRAH. L.B. _
Card. P.W.
Horthsworthy, M.E.
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XX. VISUAL FIELDS
VARIATION IN HUMAN GRAVITY TOLERANCE DUE TO
POSITIVE ACCELERATION
U.S. Nav. Sch. Avla. Hcd., Fenaecola, Fla. Rep. No. 001 OS9.02.10,
1954.
Sea abstract under Illusions and Visual Perception: Gravitational
sod Veattbular Effect*.
1957 APRS. H.W.
et. el.
BTSTACMUS ELICITED BT HIGH IKTENSITY SODHP
6 Bef*. V.S. Haval Sch. Avla. Hed., Penaacola, Fla. Joint Pro]. No.
HM 130 199; Subtask No. 2. Rap. No. 6. February 1957.
See abstract under Nystagmus.
1957 POCKS. C.
Dlaalck, F.L.
Sweeney, E.J.
PILOT STUDIES OF SOOTOPIC SENSITIVITY TEST
3 Beta. U.S. Naval Hed. Baa. Lab., Sub. Baae, New London, Conn.
Bap. No. 285, Proj. Ho. HM 23 01 20, Rep. No. 1, Subtaak 4, June 1957.
See abstract under Dark Adaptation.
1958 MUBB. E.F. EFFECT OF BREATHING 100Z OXYGEN AT ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE UPON THE VISUAL FIELD AND VISUAL ACUITY
4 Rafa. U.S. Navy Sch. Avla. Mcd., U.S. Navy Avlc. Ned. Center,
Pcnsscols, Fie. Res. Pro]. HM 12-01-11, Subtask 11. Rep. No. 1,
March 195S.
See abstract under Atmospheric Effects.
1958 BLaOMLL. H.B.
ftoldaver, A.B.
DETECTION THRESHOLDS FOR POINT SOURCES TO THE
NEAR PERIPHERY- FINAL REPORT
i4 Biff. Enmlnsarlnj Ret. Inst., Univ. of Michigan. Proj. No. ER1
245S, June 1956.
Tvo observers obtained vlaual detection thresholds for the foveol
center end for 32 location* In the peripheral retina, within e
radius of U* from the Jorea. The locations fell along 8 equally
eptdd MTldlaat of the vlaual field, at distances of 1, 2, ft, 8 nad
12° fww the fixation esaser. Thesa maaaureacats ware oede at ouch
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of nine levele of background luminance, 'ranging from zero to 75 foot
lanberta. A total of 368,250 observations were made utilising the
temporal forced-choice variant of the method of constant otlmull.
The target wea a circle'whose diameter subtended I minute of an arc-
the exposure duration we* 0.01 second. The reletlonshlp between '
threshold contrast and background lianlnance for the foveal end
peripheral locations was plotted showing discontinuities In the
periphery, theea ere said to represent the well-known rod-cone
"bresk".
1960 MITE. U.J. VARIATIONS IN ABSOLUTE VISUAL THRESHOLDS
DURING ACCELERATION STRESS ~~
9 Befs. Wright Air Dev. Dlv.. Wright-Patteraon AFB, Ohio. Proi.-
Ho. 7222. Task Bo 71712. WADD Tech. Rap..60-34, April 1960.
See ebstract under Illusion* and Visual Perception! Gravitational
and Veetlbular Effects.
1962 BEISCHER. D.E.
Killer. E.F.
EXPOSURE OF MAN TO LOU INTENSITY HACKETIC
FIELDS ~
35 Befs. U.S. Naval Sch. Avla. Med., U.S. Hav. Avla. Med. Contar.
Pensacola. Fla. July 1962.
See abstract under Flicker Fusion Frequency.
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"XXI. VISUAL STaHnatPS
i9i6 oorrLi. c.p. MAVAL AVIATIOH fSBSOOISL
MlUt. Surgeon. .39:353-360. 1916.
Many people think.the aviator aunt have t-amt peculiar Inborn quality
of waans by which ha la abla to fly. Ths beaming of naval aviation
vma 1910-1911. Phyaleal rcquireaeata are given in tha Manual for the
Madical QapartMnt D.S.N.. 1914, Chcptar 12, Paragraph 2113. Those
41*!
10.
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Color perception—Junnlnga yarn teat carda
Hoacla balance at 20 feat—phoroBeter used, must be no "ore than
1* hyperphorla or 2* euphoria or euphoria
Vlaual acuity—20/25 0.0. dlatance and Jl O.D. near
11. N.P.C. 11 en at age 20; 13 en at age 25. 15 en at age 30
12. Ophthalnoacopy with euphthalnlne.
** nfr^*?601? 'h?" "5 n°™">1 rlth°nt Blocaca. Any error ofrefraction la rejected.
2. The candidates ability to astlaate distance will be daternlned(Method not given).
3. Color blindneaa for red, green or vlolat ia a cause for rejection.
1917 COHBOK. C.H. THE SPECIAL PHYSICAL BXAKINATIOH OP AVIATORS
FOR THE UHITBD StATOS AOTY
Ho Refa. Mllit. Surgeon, 40:29-32, 1917.
The report aeya, "the ooat Important part of the inquiry narrows
down to ihe examination of the eenae of equilibrium." The Importance
of the eye In thla "same" la acknowledge. "Tha question of the eye
la a*ally settled, without perfect vision a candidate la not to be
considered." Causes for rejection are:
1. Eye disease, diplopia, ecotonata or headache after use of the
•yee.
2. the novenanta of the ayee arast be regular and identical.
3. There oust be an entire abeenae of nya£r;pu3 when the ayeo ore
at rest, straight ahead or 40* laterally.
A. A phorometer is uead to detect sraacttlar diflciency and e
cyclopleglc ueed for latent error of refrectlon and fundua exam.
Several teats are explained to detenlne tha state of equlllbrlin.
1918 aACHMAHM. R.A. THE EXAMINATION OF AVIATORS
Ho Rafa. U.S. Naval Mad. Bull.. 12:30-41, 1918.
The report suggests a tentative routine beced on the examination
for flyers of the Any Signal Corpc. Many of the teats are of
Genan and Austrian origin. The very complete eye axan Includoa-
1. Detailed history
Stereoecopic acuity of the Holnea stereoscope
Ocular sMveaente—•otillty teat vertical and horliontal
pupillary reaction—direct, indirect and acconodatlve
intraocular tension—by palpation
HyataiBua—should be none looking etraighe ahead or laterally
40* or lets
Vlaual field—confrontation teat
1918 U.S. WA« CEPABTMEHT AIR SEHVICB MEDICAL
Ho Beta. U.S. War Dept., Air Service, Dlv. of Military Aeronautics,
Washington. D.C.. U.S. Govenusent Printing Office. 1918.
Pi lota wan classified into 1 of 3 altitudes at which they were supposedly
safe baaed on teata to detamlne their ability to sustain anoxia.
Also aea abstracts under Atnoapherlc Effecta, and Depth Perception
* and Stereopala.
1918 LAHCBI THB EFFICIENT SELECTION AND CARE OP FL7DJC
OFFICERS
Ho Refa. Lancet, li 190-191, 1918.
The paper gives a general treataent of the problen only. Uaeful
quote. "... it aust be reaeabered that, at present, theae
(standards) are mainly tentative and theoretical, and evolved for
the aoat part by sudlcal men who have 'no practical knowledge of
aviation ..."
1918 AHDEHSOsl. B.C. AVIATION AND HEDICDfE. AND THE 3ELECIIOH
OF CANDIDATES FOR THE AIR SERVICE
Ho Refe. Trana. Mad. Soc., London. XLI. 240-270. 1918.
Transactions of the tint meeting of any nodical society in Britain
having tallied siadlcally about aviation are recorded.
1. Excaaa in saoking could lead to diplopia.
2. P. 231. In the vision exan the candidate oust have;
(•) unaided normal viaion O.U.
Cb) nonal color viaion
(c) viaion of 6/9 with 4-2 D lane disqualified candidates.
3. Haterophorla nay cause bad landings (red and green lens teat
uead to evaluate hateropborla).
4. Tha night blindneaa teat la given only for night boohing.
5. Stereoscopic viaion "need hardly be tested".
The dlaeuaalon afterwards was recorded:
(a) E. Clark aald small errors were infinitely voraa than
- large and obvious arrore. Heteropborla should be a cause
for rejection, especially axophorla.
(b) J. Galloway said viaion teata mat be atandardlsad and the
candidate smat ban* a full visual field.
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1918 FLACK. M.
Ho Refs. Native, 101:225-226', 1918.
SCIENTIFIC TESTS FOR THE SELECTION OF PILOTS
FOR THE AIH FORCE
Till* paper seems to be baaed heavily on H.C. Anderson's paper to the
Medical Society of London. It saye, "... the candidate shall have
accurate vision . • . (wo) oust rule out concealed hypermetropla . .
A good color sense is elso necessary." The tests are carried out
at the British Aviation Candidates Board.
1919 AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
AERIAL KAVICATIOH
Ho Kefs. Autonot. Indiatr., ^1:199-200, 1919.
Medical requirements are given for the examination of pilots drafted
by the Aeronautical Commission of the Peace Conference in Parla.
The eye examination consisted of: • •
1. The degree of visual acuity required oust be compatible with
the efficient performance of bis duties.
2. No pilot can have more than 2 D of latent hyperopla.
3. Muscle balance must be good and commensurate vlth refraction.
4. Each eye oust have a good field of vision.
5. Color perception mist be normal.
Each state nay use its own methods at present. Re-examinations
should be every six months. Each state nay raise, but not lower
these minima requirements.
1920 O.S. WAR DEPARTMENT AVIATION MEDICINE IK THE A.E.F.
No Refs. Office of the Adjutant General, Doc. No. 1004, Washington,
D.C. U.S. Government Printing Office. February 19ZO.
The entrance requirement for 'phoriao exclude about 1* of hyperphoria
or 2* of exophorla at 6 meters. The report contains details of uhlch
instruments are used for color vision and stereo vision tests.
Pc<se 17S gives the effects of lowered oxygen tension on visual
aspects. Page 176 gives graphs of the weakening of ocular nuacles
vlth various altitudes. Accommodation requirements are recorded:
near point of acconaodatlon at 20 yeara of age should be leas thaa
110 IBB, for 23 years of age less than 130 mm, for 30 years of age lesa
then 130 •». Quote from page 184, "It Betas that the converging
pover should never be less than double the diverging power at all
distances " Equipment used in the Ophthalmology Department ie liotcd.
Copies of fotvs used in the U.S. Amy Aviation Medical are shown.
1922 TErTT. L.E.
Stark, E.K.
SPEED OF ACCOMMODATION AS A PRACTICABLE
TMT FOB fLIBM
1 R<-f. taer. J. Opthtal., 5.339-342, 1922.
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An experiment was done vlth a tachlstoscope to see whether speed of
accommodation ahould be a teat in the standards to fly. Sixty
subjects ware used and a relationship of results was made with visual
acuity, depth perception, accommodation, pover of convergence and
divergence, and retinal eenaltlvlty measured with Cobb's apparatus.
At present the standards allow a leeway above or below the normal
for each as determined by Duone.
1923 BERENS. C. THE EYE IN AVIATION- SOME EXPERIENCES IN THE
WORK 0? THE DEPARTMENT Of •OPHTHALMOLOGY. MHDl'cAL
RESEARCH LABORATORY. THIRD AVIATION INSTRUCTION
CENTER. A.B.P.. FRANCE ~~~
Extensive Refs. Nlllt. Surgeon. 52:35-48. 1923.
The paper claims to be a complete bibliography; it is extensive anyway
Visual standards (1923) are given:
1. Extrinsic ocular muscles—". . . it seems that the converging
power should never be lesa than* double the diverging pover at
all distances."
2. Accommodation—the near point of accommodation must not be greater
than- 110 mm at age 20 (9.09 D); 130 mm at age 25 (7.69 0); 150 no
at age 30 (6.67 D).
3. Near point of convergence—"ever 80 am would seem cause for
rejection."
4. Visual acuity—uncorrected 20/20 O.U. with no more than 2 D of
latent hyperopla would seem to be all right.
1923 DAVIS. W.R. THE DEVELOPMENT OF AVIATION MEDICINE
1 Ref. Milit. Surgeon. 53.207-217. 1923.
The paper gives a general account of the early history of aviation.
The first medical exams for flying in the U.S. were given in 1912;
the first blanks and instructions for how to curry out the exan were
issued in July, 1914. The first Flight Surgeon was appointed on
Septcaber 6, 1917. An interesting quote on page 214, " . . . examining
a fliers eyes . . . does not call for a skilled ophthalmologist."
1923 BRITISH JOURNAL OF
OPHTHALMOLOGY
SECTION OF OPHTHALMOLOGY • DISCUSSION ON
OPHTHALMOLOGY IB ITS RELATION TO THE NAVY.
ARMY AND AIR FORCE
1 Ref. Brit. J. Opbthal., 2^-654-658, 1923.
See abstract under Ocular Muscle Balance.
1927 LOT. A.W. DlflQUAUFrTNC ETE MUSCLE IMBALANCES IN AV*f
Bo Refs. U.S. Naval Bulletin. 2J7:335-338, 1927.
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See ebatract under Ocular Muscle Balance.
1927 LMIOET MEDICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR F1YINC AS LAID DOW
BY THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION FOR AIR
NAVIGATION
No Refe. Lancet. 2:1361-1362, 1927.
Eye exan requirements for private pilots were 6/9 O.U. with correction
If neceasary. Ocular poise, visual flolda, end color vision should
be noxnal. Eye exam requirements for the crew of aircraft for public
tranaport seated that "the candidate nust not be completely deprived
of the nae of either eye and hla pupillary reflexes oust be cortqjil "
Vision aust be ccnpatlble with efficient performance of his duties.
i.e. 100X visual, acuity 0.0. with out correction.
1929 ICKSTAPT. A. PHYSICAL QUALIPICATUDS AMD AERONAUTICAL
ADAPTABILITY
Ho Refs. U.S. Naval Hed. Bull.. 27:9-16, 1223.
The study vea conducted to determine whether the vartarton In quality
of visual attributes within the standards han cay bearing on training
failure rate. There uaa no correlation between depth perception, lateral
ocular polae, hyperphorla, degrees of differences of accommodation
between the two eyes, anlsonatropla and tho failure rate. Hence,
"differences in physical findings considered boar no relation to
students success of failure • . . the present standards are not too
lax." Some visual parameters measured at this tine were:
1. Depth perception: 0-25 mi satisfactory
2. H«terophorl»- esophorla and exophoria diotance and near (no
quantitative data)
3. Uyperphoria: 0-0.75 A satisfactory
4. Accommodation: 0-2 D difference between cyc3 satisfactory
5. AnlaoMtropia: (criteria for anlsoaetrcpia not given).
1929 BENJAMIN. J.D. ANALYSIS OF AVIATION PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS
•o Safe. tailt. Surgeon, 65:693-695, 1929.
An analyalo la given of individual causes of rejection for flying
in the Navy during the 18 Mntha prior to tho report. The report
above that 20.SZ of the candidates were rejected for Inability to
read 20/20. In all, 44X were rejected for eyea alone. Hence, eye
defects are the greatest physical cause for rejection.
1929 STITT. E.R. TMNOS IN MEDICAL AVIATION
Ho Refa. California and Was tarn fhdlclne, 15:377-382. 1929.
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On the advice of General Wllaer (eminent ophthalmologist) 1/2*
hyperphorta Unit la now raised to 3/4" (1929). Quote, "the special-
late at Pensacola have failed to note any superiority in student
pilots who just paaa the various eye teats with thoae who have little
or no defects."
1930 UEBTZOC. P.C. THE EYE EXAMINATION
No Safe. J. Avia. Med.. 1, 1930.
Between 1928-1930. 78Z of all medical rejections were for eye defects.
This paper la really an account of the authors personal eye exan
routine with notea pertaining to increasing the reliability of the
results.
1930 THOEKE. F.H. A REVIEW OF OCULAR MUSCLE IMBALANCE (WITH
REPORT OF TWO-HUNDRED AND FORTY-FOUR CASES)
S Refa. Military Medicine. 66.175-205, 1930.
See abstract under Ocular Muscle Balance.
1930 COOPER. H.J. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PHYSICAL DEFICIENCIES
AND DECREASED PERFORMANCE
5 Refs. J. Avia. Med., .1:4-24. 1930.
The Britiab found during World War I that their flrat method of
sending anyone who paaaed the recruiting exaalnatlon, or who was "a
washout" from other branches of the service, to the air force resulted
disastrously. Resulta In the first year indicated that 601 of the
pilots killed net death as a result of physical defects. By a sub-
sequent demand for higher physical standards the Initial 60X was reduced
to 121 in two ycara. The Air Commerce Act of 1926 placed standard*
for civil aeronautics under the administration of the Secretary of
Commerce aa "Air Commerce Regulations". "Physical Standards for
Airplane Pilots" elaborates on physical requirements and methods of
procedure for medical exaalnatlon. Military regulation and standards
for flying are «uch more rigid than civil ones. The International
Commission for Air Navigation, formed In 1919, represents 26 foreign
countries and ita regulations govern International air navigation.
Though the U.S. had not ratified the I.C.A.N. convention their civil
aeronautic requirements adhered closely to them. Regarding regulations
aade at this tine, a delineation of the visual standards for flying
personnel are given. "Bad landings are frequently due to ocular
omscle imbalance." Wllner reporta (Aviation Medicine In the A E.r.,
Document So. 1004. Government Printing Office. WashlnQton, D.C.) that
Clements of England found MI of offlcera turned down for bad landings
were successfully treated by visual training techniques. Trelned
pilots should have at least 2 D of accommodation. The Department of
Coanerce considers color vision, field of vision, dlplopla, and
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teats u pert of the routine visual examination. A delineation
of offethalalc dispensing of gogglei with cod without prescription Is
•a*. General conclusion of the article: "Physical departures from
the noraal correlate well with decreased performance."
1931 MM «MCAL BULLETIN THE SELECTION OP THE AVIATOR
Any Had. Bull.. 26:6-25. Chap. II. 1931.
The report describes the methods of measuring the visual parameters -
la fall.
Aln tee abstract under Ocular Muscle Balance.
1931 BEBOS. C.
SBith. H.T.
PRESEKT OPHTHAmOLOGIC STANDARDS FOR COMMERCIAL
AVIATIOH PI THE UNITED STATES
106 tefs. Trans. Amer. Acad. Ophth. & Laryn.. 36th Ann. Meeting, 1931.
Sec abstract under Depth Perception and Stereopsls.
1931 CHASE. J.S. E7ES IN AVIATION
So Seta. Rocky Mountain Med. J.. 28.203-207. 1931.
A general Introduction to eye examinations for aviation IB given.
The paper Insinuates tbat U.K. Hlloer had much to do with forming
tbe original standards. The following standards are given:
Departntnt of Comnerce, Tranaport and United Commercial License
1926—20/20 O.U. separately without glasses, normal muscle
balance, visual fields, color vision, and depth perception.
Student aad private pllot~20/50 O.U. corrected to 20/20, providing
the depth perceptloa result Is not over 30 mm.
Any and Bavy additional requirements— the candidate Is disqualified
If a latent error (apherlcal or cylindrical) of over ID with
homatroplne la found. The angle of convergence and the muscle
balance at 30 cm la measured.
One eyed pilots are not accepted because there are so many applicants
for each position with 2 «ya«.
193J H.V. PHWCAL gXAMMATIOH OF AVIATORS
1. ftrla. Mad., 1-23-28, 19H.
OMftel quotes, "20/20 or 100X sharpness IB sight required," and
"the ocular auselaa nult function normally."
1931 McAUBSTEB. A.W.
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BALANCE OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES AS RELATED TO
FLYIHC- SOME CONSIDERATIONS
No Refa. J. Avia. Mad., £:218-226, 1931.
The paper contains evidence that the original standards were pooled
judgements. Useful quotes, ". . . the circulars of Instruction
speak well ... for the farsighted Intelligence of those who had,
by almost pure reason, to devise them . . ." Early methods of
Investigation of ocular muscle balance are discussed. A man should
not be allowed to enter the service with a hyparphorla of 1°.
1932 BKRKHS. C. PRESENT OPHTHALMIC STANDARDS FOR COMMHrtCIAL
AVIATION IN THE UNITED STATES
J. Avia. Med.. 3. 1932.
Pagea 89-94 Tables are given showing the visual standards £< r it •
following airplane pilota,
1. U.S.—Army, Navy, commercial, and private.
2. Foreign—approximately 25 countries.
3. International—service and private pilots.
1933 SIMPSON. B.K. OCULAR REQUIREMENTS FOR FLYING IN THE U.S.
ARMY
Ho Refs. J. Avia. Med., V106-110, 1933.
Fourteen steps, or phases In the eye examination are given.
1. Visual acuity 20/20 at 20 feet
2. Depth perception—Howard—25 ran maximum
3. 'Phoriaa at 6 meters—Rlsley rotary prism and Maddox rod x. - d—
disqualifying conditions.
(a) esophorla greater than 4* if associated with dlplopla en
the tangent screen or greater than 1 D hyperopla (meaourcc
by retlnoacopy)
(b) esophorla greater than 10* If no other defects occur
(e) exophorla greater than 2a If associated with an angl° 'I
convergence that is less than 50* or dlplopla on the tango
screen
(d) exophorla greater than 5* if no other defects occur
(e) hyperphorla greater than 1/2* with no other defects
4. 'Phorlas at 33 cm exophorla greater than 12* disqualifies
5. Power of prism divergence: disqualified if greater than 15°
or less than 4*
6. Red lens test at 75 cm. dlplopia within 40° disqualifies—ray
nystagmus noted
7. External exam
8. Sice, shape and reaction of pupila
9. Accoaaodatlon with Prince or Thome's rule, within + 3 D of Fuch's
table
10. Power of convergence: lass than 40* disqualifies, less than 50°
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disqualifies If associated with greater than 1* hyperopla
11. Central color vision with Jennings self recording test
12. Field of vision for ton and color with Schveicger h«nd perimeter
13. Refraction greater than 1 US with cycloplcgic disqualifies, greater
than 1/2 DC with eyclopleglc disqualifies
14. OphthalBoacopy.
1936 tustfaa. N.C. BOMB IHTERESTIM PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS IN
THE 3B1BCTION OF MILITARY AVIATORS
8 Befa. J. Avla. Had., £: 113-126, 1935.
Useful quota, "many of these standards are arbitrarily conceived.,
ant they nay or may not be scientifically sound end mathematically
Justified." Basically the paper la concerned with psychologically
testing the pilot as there was still a high "wash-out" rate even
rhnngti the pilots passed the medical standards. No tects are given
DOvrwr. General Lyster and I.B. Jonos vroto Eho original examination
physical for pilots (A.G.O.. 609. Hay 1917).
1S36 BHTTIt. K.S. TESTS FDR COLOR-BLiroEffiSS
48 kVtfs. J. Avla. Ned.. 2il34-142. 1936.
Sao abstract under Color Vision.
1936 A. THE EVALUATION OF ORTHOTTIC TRAINING FDR
AVIATION
1939
a*eur. J. Ophthol., 21.980-990. 1938.
Hie author suggested that atatlc eye teats la aviation be replaced by
aynsBdc ones. Be found that pilots with normal visual apparatus
•tea tested by conventional neana sometimes ohoued gross errors ohon
on orthoptic equipment.
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICB OP AVIATIOH MEDICINE
The Williams and Wllklna Co.. Baltimore. Md. 1939.
Useful quote, "physical requirements for flying first instituted in
t*ls country In 1912 and records show that the requirements for
vision and hearing were obtained from the regulations of the Military
and Baval services and that a 'text book of physiology* wao used
a* the principle oourca of Information." In 1916 the exam uas
revised again and a nev form completed in Kay 1917 (recordsd on form
609). A stereoscope was uMd to test depth perception.
Also see abstract under Physlopathology.
1939 MASHBURN. B.C.
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THE SELECTION OP THE TRAINEE TOR MILITARY
AVIATION
So Refs. Mllit. Surgeon, 84:428-441, 1939.
The first Research Board of Air Service was established October 18,
1917, at Hlneola, New York. In 1912 special regulations for physical
standards of the Signal Corps were set up. "The medical research
workers In this country profited greatly from the pioneer work done
in Curop* (during World War I)."
1940 U.S. WAR DEPARTMENT STANDARDS OP PHYSICAL EXAMINATION FOR
FLYING
U.S. War Dept., Army Regs. No. 40-110. Para. 16-27, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington. D.C.. April 1940.
The report contained just a copy of the standards; no comments were
aade. Also Included was the maximum-near points as determined by
a special formula.
1942 MASHBDRH. N.C.
Marshall, F.A.
AVIATIOH MEDICAL STANDARDS; BRITISH R.A.F.
VS U.S. ARMY AIR CORPS
No Refs. J. Avla. Mod., _U:62-71, 1942.
The eye exam section la apparently the most obvious difference
between the two. The paper contains tables of standards (1942)
fox both USAAC and RAF. The moat obvious differences were:
1. So refraction la done in the RAF.
2. More stringent and possibly more reasonable 'phorla tests
are done in the RAF.
1942 LILJEHCRAirrZ. E. PROBLEMS IH THE SELECTION OP AVIATORS
No Refa. J. Avla. Ned.. .13:107-120, 1942.
A brief survey la given of all the physical standards. Son* people
have criticized the visual standards as being too severe, but "one-
eyed, color blind and grossly anetroplc individuals can be taught
to fly airplanes, just as aroless Individuals can be taught to write
or swim."
1942 WHITE. M.S. A STUDY OF THE VALOB OF THE PSEUDO-ISOCHROMATIC
COLOR VISION TEST IN THB SELECTION 07 THE
MILITARY PILOT
1 Bef. AA7 Sen. of Avla. Ned., Randolph Field. Texas. Proj.
12. asp. Bo. 1. January 1942.
See abstract undar Color Vision.
No.
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194] BAHM. C.A. OPHTHALMIC REQUIREMENTS OF TBE MILITARY SERVICE
Arch. Ophthal., 27:1202-1213. 1942.
A refraction Is carried out with cyclopleglc. In the Army each eye
oust have to error less than >1.5 DS or £0.30 DC. lo the Navy each
eye oust h«ve aa error leaa then +2.00 or -0.50 DS or *0.50 DC. No
dark adaptation taata ere given. ~
1943 BAHH. C.A. OPHTHALMIC REQUIREMENTS OF THE MILITARY
SERVICES. REVISION PJBRUABY 1. 1943
Arch. Ophthal., 29-831-843, 1943.
A change In requirements fron the above paper (1942) ere given:
1. Different standard for power of convergence.
2. Power of divergence further defined.
3. Bed lens test further defined.
1944 BAHH. C.A. OPHTHALMIC REQUIREMENTS OF THE MILITARY
SERVICES; CHANCES FROM FEBRUARY 1. 1943
TO JANUARY 1. 1944
Arch. Ophthal., 31.160-161, 1944.
The requirements are unchanged from 1943 except for choae pertaining
to the Army Air Corps (see above paper). Some are slightly relaxed
for applicants for air crew training.
1345 BAHH. C.A. OPHTHALMIC REQUIREMENTS OP THE MILITARY
SERVICES. CHAHCES FROM JANUARY 1. 1944 TO
JANUARY 1. 194S
Arch. Ophthal., 3_3.245-246. 1945.
The differences in the requirements froo 1944 are.
1. Visual acuity Is tested at 50 as.
2. Exophorla does not have to be less than 4* when associated with
prlsn divergence less than 4*.
3. The power of convergence oust not exceed the P.O.
4. The table or required accommodative status Is given.
5. The table of required field of view la given.
1945 CANADIAN AIRFORCE VISUAL FACTORS IN AIRCREW SELECTION
4 Refa. AMOC. Coma, of Avla. Med. Re*., National R«a. Council,
Canada. Rep. Ho. C2791. February 1945.
See abstract under Ocular Muscle Balance.
1945 SCOBEB. R.C.
Green, E.L.
Moae, H.L.
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A COMPARISON OF TES'tS FOR HETEROPHORIA!
VABIATIONS IH THE SCREEH-HADDOX ROD TEST CUE
TO OCULAR OOMIHAHCE. RED COLOR AMP SCREENING
12 Refe. AAF Sell. Avla. Med., Randolph Field, Texas. Proj. No.
375, Rep. No. 4. July 1945.
The report shows that esophorla Is induced both ac near and far
with a Maddox rod whether It la white or red. However, a whlco
Meddos rod Induces about 0.25" less esophorla at 20 feet. It la
elao shown that no significant difference Is found in the results
whether the Maddox rod is placed before the dominant or non-dominant
eye. He recommended tbet the standards should be changed to occoxocHo'Q
the above.
Also see abstract under Ocular Muscle Balance.
1945 SCOBEE. E.G. AN ANALYSIS OF THE OPHTHALMIC PORT I(K 0.
"64" EXAMIUATICm- (2) MUSCLE BALANCE-A
SUMMARY OF SUGGESTED CHANGES'
7 Refe. Amy Air Farces Sch. Avla. Med., Randolph Field, Texas.
Proj. No. 139, Rep. No. 2, August 1945.
See abstract under Ocular Muscle Balance.
1946 NBC COHMTTTEE OK SELECTIOM A STUDY OF VISUAL AND CARDIO-VASCULAR S'AMiXV 3
AND TRAIHIIIC OF AIRCRAFT IN RELATION TO SUCCESS IN FLIGHT TRAIHHTc " ~
PILOTS
CAA Wv. Res., Report No. 62, Washington, D.C., May 1946.
No significant relationship was found between visual cardlo-vssc 'ar
defects investigated and criterion measures of proficiency in th
flight training course. The visual factors Included acuity, dap*
perception and accomodation. Four samples of R.A.F. cadets in
training at 4 centers in the U.S. served as the subjects. The R a r
standards were lower than those of the U.S. services—hence it
appears that the Army and Navy standards are unnecessarily strin*,crt.
1947 LYOKS. 8.E. ANALYSIS OP THE CAUSES 0? DISOUALIFICATIOa
OP 164.687 APPLICANTS REJECTED FOR AVIATION
TRAINING ' "
J. Avla. Med., 20:193-200, 1949.
See abstract under Phyelopathology.
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1947 UBS, B.A. KVAtUATIO» OF BY8 HMMTMATim
72 Rafa. O.S. Navy Seh. Aria. Had., Penaecola, Florida. June 1947.
Two hundred and fifty Naval Aviator* who had returned fron conbat or
operational tour* of duty were given complete eye exana end other
teat*. The subjects ages ranged between 20-30. An Orthorater vaa
need In teatlng. Extensive correlation* were made between"the teata
carried out. Do significant relationship between for laterel phorla
and depth perception waa found whan measured with the Orthorater.
Too four teata of depth perception uaed had a lav degree of correlation
betiieu thea. The 30 en Unit on the Howard-Dolman teat waa felled
by 12.« of the eubjecta. Uaeful quote, "tha visual otandards for
Havel Aviation had been eatabllabed oone 20 years prevloualy (about
1924) upon an arbltary baala. ualng the beot ophthaloologlcal judge-
vent at the tlM aa to what constituted nonul visual perforoanee.
unfortunately for •dance, too few persona with defective vision
are willing to attempt the flight training without wearing glaasea
which correct their vision to nonal." Ths czudy supposes that
important vlauel factors would cluster around the sane level, whereaa
others would show e wide distribution, e.g. dapth perception has a
vide dlatrlbntlon.
Alao see abstract under Ocular Muscle Balance.
1947 TOBIES. M.S. VISUAL STANDARDS AMD FLIGHT PKRFOHMASCg
16 Bsfa. J. Avla. Mad.. 18:528-547. 1947.
Two hundred subject* were divided into 4 groups.
Group A—contained go subjects with 20/20 O.U. or better; they had
very good atereopsls end low refractive error.
Croup B—contained 40 subjects with 20/50 or worse uncorrocted with
20/20 corrected, high stereopsla, refractive error under
3.00 OS or 2.00 DC eleo present.
Cms; C— contained 40 subjects with 20/100 or worse O.U. uncorrected
with 20/50 corrected; stereopala of 10 ca at 6 meters and
refractive error of about 4.00 D also present.
Group D—contained 40 subjects sub-grouped into 3 groups, ell
basically monocular.
A definite relationship vaa shown between visual efficiency and
flight performance. The failure rate of a 50 hour private flight
training course was aa follows: A) 151 3) 2IS C) 30X and 0)492.
Bowevar. the study showed thet students with defective visual acuity
were leas activated to fly than those with unimpaired vision. It
that those In groups C and D nay have been influenced by
Dta Bade to then saying they were sndtiTarlng theaselved In
snaking flight training. Page 341: 32* of ths subjects in C
end 27X In D ettained scores above the average, in A. Ho accidents
were reported in the whole study of 8,000 hsus-a.
19M VTOMLLS. j.v.v. THE RELATIONSHIP OP UETEBOPHORIA TO DEPTH
PERCEPTION HI AVIATION
236 Befs. Aver. J. Ophthel.. .33:1479, 177S. 1891 (3 parts), 1950.
A SK>st extensive review of the subject le given. The final conclusion.
"OB the basis of thess findings, it is recosjetnded that no Habitations
be placed upon ocular amscle balance for pilot duty, providing the
candidate baa uo frank diplopla."
1950 PaCZ. B.E. HISTORICAL BAOCGROUHD AND ORGANIZATION OF
THE PILOT SELECTION PROGBAH
CSAF Sch. Avla. Mad. and USB Sch. Avis. Med. 6 Res., Joint Proj. Rep.
So, 1, March 1950.
The report is concerned with the selection of people suitable to be
offleers, and various paychological teata, not physical standards.
1951 BHM8. B.J. sac ASPECTS or PROBLEMS OF VISUAL STANDARDS
1954
3 Beta. Froa, "Blackwell, H., Mlautea and Proca. RRC-Amed Forces
CoaBlttee on Vision, 29th Meeting, 1951."
A general survey.
g^ AN APPRAISAL OF AVIATIOH BYE TESTS WITH
RBCOMMEHDATIOHS
8 Xefa. J. Avla. Ned., 25:243-253. 1954.
See abstract under Ocular Muscle Balance.
1957 R.R. HISTORICAL REVIEW OF AIRCREW SELECTION
25 Refa. Air Univ. Sch. of Avla. Mad.. Randolph Field, Texas.
Bevlew 1-56, September 1957.
Tie study is concerned with the "psychologic selection of pilots,"
fro* the "beginning of powered flight to the present." In 1912 the
first physical exaa wee given for flying. "Visual acuity without
glass** should be nonal ... color blindness for red, green, or
violet la e causa for rejection ..." "It appears possible . . .
(1957) to develop a battery of tests which can be used to screen
oat candidates with poor prognoals for adaptability to nllltary
flying . . ."
1
1958 THOME. g.H.
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OPHTHALMOLOGY IH AVIATION
No Ref«. Arch. Ophthal., 19:253-277, 1938.
The physical requirement* of military and commercial aviation are
"rigid and are scrupulously maintained." The purpose of standards
Is to reduce to a minimum the number of persons who may become
Incapacitated later. Physical standards for pilots of all types of
aircraft and of all types of flying are sat by the Armed Forces and
Dipt, of Commerce, and all pilots must have a physical exam every
6 months. There are four visual elements of concern In the exam
(1) Acuteness of vision
(2) Judging distance
(3) Efficiency of the extraocular muscles
(4) Color discrimination
Near vision and aaplitude of accommodation are also considered.
The Howard-Dolman apparatus Is used for depth perception. The
relationship between accommodation and convergence Is assumed to
be 1:1. Regarding color testing, the military follows on outline
by Cooley and Grow (Cooley, E.E., and H.C. Crow, Color Vision, Army
(tod. Bull., No. 34, 1-31, January 1936) which delineates color
vision end defectives based on the Edrldge-Green theory. The Isblhara
plates and the Holmgren Tarn Test are routinely used, the latter
claimed to be the moat efficient, and thus subsequently used when
doubt arises with the other tests. The visual standards were adopted
when flying was in It's Infancy, and experience was minimal.
Consequently, they are more or less arbitrary. Scientifically,
the adopted limits hove never been justified. Many standards were
derived fron statistical means, and people with greater error have
never been allowed to demonstrate their ability. However, relaxation
of the visual standards Is not warranted because, "the basis on
which they are founded are sound."
1963 ZIHK. P.L.
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VISUAL EXPERIENCES OF THE ASTRONAUTS AMD
COSMONAUTS
21 Seta. Human Factor.. V187-201, 1963.
See ebatract under Space Flight, Including Reconnaissance and
Surveillance.
1964 DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR
FORCE
AIR FORCE MANUAL 160-1
Air Force Manual 160:1, Department of the Air Force, Washington,
D.C., February 1964.
Visual standards page 131, Attachment 13 Thla section contains
the most recent visual standards except for an amendment of February
1967 when "failure of the red lens test in the absence of other oye
defects" would not necessarily disqualify the candidate for flying
training.
1964 JAKPOLSP. A.
Morris, A.
VISUAL REQUIREMENTS FOR FLYING;
OF HE-EVALUATION
SOME ASPECTS
1962 FIELDS. V. (Ed.) FEASIBILITY OF DESCRIBING VISUAL DEMANDS
OF MILITARY JOBS
Ho Kefs. Aremd Forces-NBC Con. on Vision, Rep. of working group
10, Office of Naval Research. Contract No. NONR 2300(05), Oct. 1962.
The report contains an explanation of job analyses being done to
enable visual standards to be postulated.
10 Refs. Armed Forces-NRC Comm. of Vision, Rep. on working group
20, Office of Naval Research, Contract No. NONR 2300(05), June 1964.
Interesting quotes, "inequalities exist in the degree of perfection
required in the different visual capabilities as established In the
visual standards for flying e.g. 20/20 visual acuity, with as much as
10* of ecophorla allowed." ". . . visual tests . . . are . . . epcclrijd
(but) there is a lack of uniformity in carytng out the instructions."
". . . vision may not be as Important for present day flying as was
formally supposed." "Pooled visual judgements . . . appear to have
proven satisfactory relative to the selection of personnel for flying
tasks." A system using a matrix of visual parameters and ten grade
decrements is suggested.
1967 JONBS. W.L.
Allen, U.H.
Parker, J.F.
ADVANCED VISION RESEARCH FOR EXTENDED
SPACEFL1CBT
1962 MORRIS. A. A REVIEW OF THS ABHED FORCES-NEC VISION
COHMirrgB'S ACTIVITIES RELATIVE TO VISUAL
STANDARDS FOR MILITARY TASKS. 1944-1945
9 Refa. Aerospece Med., May 1967.
The paper describes the NASA research program and recent (1967)
research.
Aimed Forcaa-NKC Coon, on Vision, Visual Problems of the Armed
Forces, Washington, D.C., 1962.
A very brief •unary is given of the contents of Armed Forces-NRC
reports fro* the lit-14th (called U.S. Army-Navy OSRD Vision Committee)
and 15th-3)th (called U.S. Army-Navy NRC Vision Committee).
THE EFFECTS OF ALTITUDE OS CERTAIN ASPECTS
OF VISUAL PERFOiMANCE
1968 OHLBAUM. M.K.
26 Refs. M.S. Thesis, Dlv. of Optometry, Indiana Univ., June 1968.
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Ho Jostlflcitloo for present USAP (tcndardi of mlnlntm acconmodation
VM fomd tad *a absolute olatntm of 4-3 D !• ausgeated. Tha author
agreaa with Seobea In that altitude has no aignlfleant effect on
tha 'phorlaa.
Alao aea abstract undar Depth Perception and Stereopals.
^
